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AUTHOR’S INTRODUCTION 
 

 

 

Verily all praise is for Allāh , we praise Him, seek His aid 
and guidance and His forgiveness; and we seek refuge in Allāh 
 from the evils of our selves and from the sinfulness of our 
actions. Whosoever Allāh  guides, then none can misguide 
him, and whosoever He misguides, then there can be no guide 
for him. I testify that there is no deity worthy of worship 
except Allāh  alone, and I testify that Mu�ammad  His 
servant and Messenger.  

 {   ^  ]  \  [  Z  Y  X  W  V  U  T
  `  _z 

“O you who believe! Fear Allāh as He should be feared 
and die not except as Muslims.”  

[Sūrah Āli-‘Imrān 3: 102]  

 {  L    K  J  I  H  G  F  E  D  C  B  A

 T  S  RQ P  O  N  M  Z  YX    W   V  U 

  _  ^  ]        \  [z  
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“O people! Fear your Lord who created you from a 
single soul and created his wife from it, and from them 
both He created many men and women. And fear Allāh 
through whom you demand your mutual (rights) and 
(do not cut the relations of) the wombs. Verily Allāh is 
ever an All Watcher over you.” 

[Sūrah Al-Nisā’ 4: 1]  

 {  �   ~  }  |  {  z  y  x  w  v  u
  ¬   «  ª   ©  ¨  §  ¦  ¥¤    £  ¢  ¡

  ¯  ®z  

“O you who believe! Say a word that is straight to the 
point; your actions will be rectified for you and your 
sins will be forgiven. And whosoever obeys Allāh and 
His Messenger, then he has indeed achieved a great 
achievement.” 

 [Sūrah Al-A�zāb 33: 70-71]  

To proceed: Having embarked upon an extensive research 
to attain a doctorate in the Usūlud-Dīn (foundations of the 
Religion) according to Imām Abū Hanīfah, may Allāh  the 
Exalted have mercy upon him, then I also included in my brief 
synopsis the creed (‘aqīdah) of the three imāms: Mālik, ash-
Shāfi’ī and Ahmad. So some of the distinguished people 
requested me to give attention to the creed (‘aqīdah) of these 
three imāms, so as to complete the mentioning of the creed of 
the four imāms. I felt that I should do what they had suggested 
regarding the introduction of my research and add to what I 
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had submitted about the creed of Imām Abū Hanīfah in 
Tawhīd, Qadar (divine pre-decree), īmān (faith, belief), the 
Companions (sahābah), and his position towards Ilmul-kalām 
(theological rhetoric).  

And I ask Allāh  to make this action sincerely for His 
Noble Face, and that He makes all of us agree with guidance of 
His Book and that we travel upon the Sunnah of His 
Messenger . And Allāh  is behind the intention and He is 
sufficient for us and He is the best of trustees.  

MUHAMMAD IBN ‘ABDUR-RAHMAN AL-KHUMAYYIS 

 

 



  

 

 

 

 



 

 

Section 1 

PREREQUISITES TO UNDER-
STANDING THE CORRECT CREED1 

 

 

 

1. A Censure Of The Intellect.  

Imām Abul-Mudthaffar as-Sam’ānī (rahimahu Allāh) said, 
“Know that the methodology of the people of the Sunnah is 
that the intellect does not obligate something upon a person, 
nor does it raise something from him. It does not determine 
something to be permissible or impermissible for him, nor 
something to be good or bad. If the person who heard it does 
not want it to, then it does not obligate anything upon anyone, 
and it does not have a reward or punishment.2

 
 

He also said, “The people of the Sunnah say: ‘The 
foundation of the Religion is following (al-Ittibā’) and the 
intellect is subservient.’ So if the foundation of the Religion 
was upon the intellect, the creation would have been in no 
need of Revelation, nor of Prophets, and the meaning of 
commanding and prohibiting would be false, and whoever 
wished could have said whatever he wished.”3

 
 

From ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Umar (radhiyAllāhu anhu) who 
said, “My brother and I were sitting in a gathering. When the 
elders from the Companions of the Messenger of Allāh came, 
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they sat by one of the doors from his  doors. We hated to 
divide between them so we sat in a room. When they 
mentioned an āyah from the Qur’ān, they argued about it until 
they raised their voices. So the Messenger of Allāh  came out 
angry. Indeed his face was red. He flung dust at them and said: 
‘Slow down O people! Nations before you were destroyed 
because of this, due to their differing about their Prophets and 
due to abandoning parts of their books for other parts. Verily 
the Qur’ān was not sent down denying itself, rather it affirms 
itself. So whatever you know from it, then act upon it, and 
whatever you are ignorant of from it, then refer it to someone 
who is knowledgeable about it.”4

 
 

Imām Ahmad (rahimahu Allah) said, “So we refer the 
Qur’ān to One who is knowledgeable about it, to Allāh, the 
Blessed and Exalted. So He is the most knowledgeable about 
it.”5

 
 

Imām as-Sam’ānī said, “Indeed they make their intellects 
callers to Allāh , and they take them at the level of 
Messengers concerning what is between them. So if a person 
says: ‘There is none worthy of worship except Allāh and my 
intellect is the Messenger of Allāh,’ it will not be objectionable 
for this to be ascribed to the people of rhetoric (kalām) by way 
of its meaning.”6

 
 

‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas’ūd (radhiyAllāhu anhu) said, “Follow 
and do not innovate, for indeed you have been sufficed, and 
every innovation is misguidance.”7

  

2. The Position Of The Salaf Concerning Kalām 
And Argumentation. 

Imām al-Baghawī (d. 516H) (rahimahu Allah) said, “So the 
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Scholars from the people of the Sunnah are united upon the 
prohibition of quarrelling and argumentation, and upon 
driving others away from the discussion of theological rhetoric 
(kalām) and from learning it.”8

  

Imām ash-Shāfi’ī (rahimahu Allah) said, “That a slave 
meets Allāh  with everything He forbade except shirk is 
better for him than theological rhetoric. Indeed I have seen 
things from the people of kalām (theological rhetoric) that I 
do not think a Muslim would say.”9

 
 

He (rahimahu Allah) also said, “Whoever manifests 
nationalism or theological rhetoric and calls to it, then he has 
apostated from the testimony (shahādah). That the servant 
meets his Lord the Mighty and Majestic with every sin except 
shirk is better than meeting Him with something from desires 
(ahwā’)”10

 
 

Imām Ahmad said to al-Mu’tasim during the days of the 
trial, “I am not a person of argumentation or theological 
rhetoric (kalām). I am only a person of narrations and 
reports.”11

  

3. The Way Of The Salaf  Is The Best Methodology 
And The Moderate Path. 

Allāh  says:  

 {  G   F  E  D  C B A
  J  I  H  Q  P  O    N  M  L  K

  [  Z  Y  X   WV  U  T    S  Rz 

“The first predecessors from the Emigrants and the 
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Helpers and those who followed them in goodness –
Allāh is pleased with them and they are pleased with 
Him, and He has prepared for them gardens 
underneath which rivers flow. They will abide therein 
forever. That is the greatest achievement.”  

[Sūrah Al-Tawbah 9: 100]  

Imām al-Awzā’ī (d.157H) (rahimahu Allah) said, “Adhere 
to the narrations from the Salaf, even if the people oppose you 
and beware of the opinions of men, even if they beautify it 
with their speech. So indeed the affair is young and you are 
from it upon a straight path.”12

 
 

He also said, “So make yourself patient upon the Sunnah, 
and stop where the people stopped, and say what they said, 
and refrain from what they refrained from. Travel upon the 
path of your righteous Salaf, for verily sufficient for you is 
what was sufficient for them.”13

  

4. Opposing The Way Of The Salaf  Is Misguidance. 

In describing the path of the Salaf in creed (i’tiqād), Shaykhul-
Islām Ibn Taymiyyah (d. 728H) (rahimahu Allah) said, 
“Whoever looks into the words of the famous Imāms from the 
Salaf concerning this topic will come to know that they were 
the most accurate in discernment regarding this topic, due to 
authentic texts and unadulterated intellects. He will see that 
their statements are established upon the texts and the 
intellect. Due to this, they were united, not differing, 
established, nor deficient. Those who opposed the Salaf and 
the imāms did not understand the reality of their statements. 
So they did not know the reality of the texts and the intellects, 
so they started to go in different directions and they began to 
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differ about the Book, so they became opponents of the Book. 
Indeed Allāh  the Exalted said, 

{   Ö    Õ  Ô  Ó  Ò  Ñ  Ð  Ï  Î  z  

“And Indeed those who differ about the Book are in 
extreme dissension.” 

[Sūrah Al-Baqarah 2: 176]14
 
 

Imām Abū Hātim ar-Rāzī (d. 264H) (rahimahu Allah) 
said, “A sign of the people of innovation is their hatred of the 
people of narrations (Ahlul Athar). A sign of the heretics 
(zanādiqah) is that they call the people of the Sunnah, 
Hashawiyyah (the Worthless Ones), wanting thereby to nullify 
the narrations. A sign of the Jahmiyyah15

 
is that they call the 

people of the Sunnah, Mushabbihah16. A sign of the 
Qadariyyah17 is that they call the people of narrations 
Mujbirah18. A sign of the Murji’ah19

 
is that they call the people 

of Mukhālifah (Opponents) and Nuqsāniyyah (the Deficient 
Ones). A sign of the Rāfida20 is that they call the people of the 
Sunnah, Nāsibah21. However, the people of the Sunnah are not 
deserving of any name except one and it is absurd to gather 
them upon these names.”22

 
 

The Imām, the Hāfidh – Mu�ammad Ibn Sinān al-Wāsitī 
said, “The Mushabbihah are those who go beyond the hadīth. 
So as for those who speak with the hadīth, then they do not 
increase upon what they hear. So these are the people of the 
Sunnah. They only believe what the hadīth comes with, these 
are the believers. They believe in what the Prophet  came 
with, and the Book and the Sunnah.”23
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5. The Prohibition Of Using Terms That Are Not 
Found In The Qur’ān Or The Sunnah 
In Matters Of Creed. 

Shaykhul-Islām Ibn Taymiyyah (rahimahu Allah) said, “Verily 
the great Imāms used to forbid the usage of doubtful 
innovated ambiguous terms. In them, the truth is covered with 
falsehood, along with that, it causes doubt and differing and 
tribulation (fitnah) which are in opposition to the narrated 
terminology, and those terms whose meanings have not been 
fully explained. So whatever is narrated can be made familiar, 
and whatever is known can be made known. As Imām Mālik 
said: ‘If there is little knowledge, futility emerges, and if there 
are few narrations, the desires increase.’ So if a word is neither 
textually proven nor is its meaning known to the intellect, then 
it is useless and full of desires…”24

  

 
 



 

 

Section 2 

THE CREED OF THE FOUR IMĀMS IS 
ONE IN MATTERS OF USŪLUD-DĪN, 

WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THE 
MATTERS OF ĪMĀN 

 

 

 

The creed (‘aqīdah) of the four Imāms – Abū Hanīfah 
(d.150H), and Mālik (d.179H), and ash-Shāfi’ī (d.204H) and 
Ahmad (d.241H) – is what the Book and the Sunnah speak of, 
and what the Companions and those who followed them in 
goodness were upon. And there is no disagreement between 
these Imāms – and all praise is due to Allāh  – in matters of 
usūlud-dīn25, rather they are in agreement concerning the 
Attributes of the Lord; and that faith (Īmān) is undoubtedly an 
affirmation of the heart and the tongue. Rather, they rejected 
the people of kalām (theological rhetoric), like the Jahmiyyah26

 

and other than them from those who were affected by Greek 
philosophy and the madhāhibu-kalāmiyyah (ways of kalām).27

 
 

Shaykhul-Islām Ibn Taymiyyah (d.728H) said, “However, 
from the mercy of Allāh  to His servants is that from the 
imāms who were with them in the Ummah, there were those 
who had a truthful tongue, like the four imāms and other than 
them. They rejected the people of kalām and their statements 
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concerning the Qur’ān, Īmān, and the Attributes of the Lord. 
And they were in agreement about what the Salaf were upon; 
that Allāh  will be seen in the Hereafter, and that the Qur’ān 
is the word of Allāh  – it is not created, and that faith is 
undoubtedly an affirmation of the heart and the tongue.”28

 
 

And he said, “Verily all of the famous four imāms 
affirmed the Attributes of Allāh the Exalted, and they said that 
the Qur’ān was the Word of Allāh, it was not created, and they 
said that Allāh  will be seen in the Hereafter. This is the way 
of the Companions and those who followed them in goodness, 
from the Ahlul-Bayt (family of the Prophet) and other than 
them; and this is the way of the imāms who came afterwards 
like Mālik Ibn Anas (d.179H), ath-Thawrī (d.161H), and Layth 
Ibn Sa’d (d.175H) and al-Awzā’ī (d.157H), and Abū Hanīfah, 
and ash-Shāfi’ī, and Ahmad.”29

 
 

Shaykhul-Islām Ibn Taymiyyah was asked about the 
creed of ash-Shāfi’ī, so he said, “The creed of ash-Shāfi’ī – may 
Allāh be pleased with him, and the creed of the Salaf of the 
Ummah, like Mālik, and ath-Thawrī, and al-Awzā’ī and Ibnul-
Mubārak (d.181 H) and Ahmad Ibn Hanbal, and Ishāq Ibn 
Rāhawayh (d.238H), it is the creed of the scholars whom they 
followed like Fudayl Ibn ‘Iyād (d.187H), and Abū Sulaymān 
ad-Dārānī, and Sahl Ibn Sa’d at-Tustarī (d.283H), and other 
than them. So there was not any disagreement between these 
imāms and their likes in the usūlud-dīn, and likewise Abū 
Hanīfah – may Allāh have mercy upon him. So verily the creed 
is affirmed from him in Tawhīd30, and qadar (Divine Pre-
Decree), and the like of that. He is in agreement with the creed 
of those imāms, he is upon what the Companions and those 
who followed them in goodness were upon, and he is upon 
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what the Book and the Sunnah speak of.”31
  

So this is what al-‘Allāmah Siddīq Hasan Khān pointed 
out when he said, “So our way is the way of the Salaf, which is 
affirmation (ithbāt) without tashbīh (resemblance), nor tanzīh 
(denial), and without ta’tīl (negation). It is the way of the 
imāms of Islām like Mālik and ash-Shāfi’ī, and ath-Thawrī, 
and Ibnul-Mubārak and Imām Ahmad and other than 
them.”32

 
So verily there is no disagreement between these 

imāms in the usūlud-dīn (foundations of the Religion).33
 

Likewise is the case with Abū Hanīfah (rahimahu Allah) 
because the creed that is confirmed from him is in agreement 
with the creed of these imāms, and it is that which the Book 
and the Sunnah speak of.”34

 
 

So here are some of the statements of the following four 
imāms: Abū Hanīfah, and Mālik, and ash-Shāfi’ī, and Ahmad; 
regarding what they believed in matters of usūlud-dīn, along 
with their stance towards ilmul-kalām (theological rhetoric).  

 
 
 



 

 

Section 3 

THE CREED OF 
IMĀM ABŪ HANĪFAH (D.150H) 

 

 

 

A. The Statement Of Imām Abū Hanīfah 
In Regards To Tawhīd.  

Firstly, his belief concerning the Tawhīd of Allāh  and an 
explanation of the Sharī’ah legislated Tawa�ul, and a complete 
destruction of the Innovated Tawa�ul:  

1. Imām Abū Hanīfah said, “It is not befitting for anyone to 
call upon Him, except by Him,35

 
and with the supplication 

that He has permitted and ordered, that which is 
instructed in His statement:  

 {   l  k  j  i  hg  f  e  d  c
  s  r         q  p  o  nmz  

“And Allāh has Beautiful Names, so call upon Him 
by them, and leave the company of those who 
deviate concerning His Names. They will be 
recompensed for what they used to do.”  

[Sūrah A’rāf 7: 180]36
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2. Abū Hanīfah said, “It is detested for the supplicator to say, 
‘I ask You by the right of so and so,’ or, ‘By the right of 
Your Prophets and Messengers, and by the right of the 
Sacred House and the Sacred Sanctuary’.”37

 
 

3. And Abū Hanīfah said, “It is not befitting for anyone to 
call upon Allāh , except by Him, and it is even more 
detestable for him to say: ‘By the junctures of Honour 
from your Throne’38, or ‘By the Right of Your Creation’.”39

 
 

Secondly, his statement in affirmation of the Attributes 
and a refutation upon the Jahmiyyah:  

4. And he said, “Allāh is not to be described with the 
attributes of the creation. And His Anger and His Pleasure 
are two Attributes from His Attributes, without inquiry 
into their modality (bilā kayf, and this is the statement of 
Ahlus-Sunnah wal-Jamā’ah. He becomes Angry, and He 
becomes pleased, and it is not to be said: His Anger is His 
Punishment and His Pleasure is His Reward. And we 
describe Him as He described Himself, One, Eternal, He 
does not beget, nor is He begotten, and there is none equal 
to Him, the Ever-Living, All-Capable, All-Hearing, Ever-
Watchful, All-Knowing. The Hand of Allāh is above their 
hands. It is not like the hands of His creation, and His 
Face is not like the faces of His creation.”40

 
 

5. And he said, “And He has a Hand and a Face and an 
Essence (dhāt), as Allāh the Exalted mentions in the 
Qur’ān. So whatever Allāh the Exalted mentioned in the 
Qur’ān in regards to the Face and the Hand and the 
Essence, then these are His Attributes without inquiry into 
their modality (bila kayf). And it is not to be said that His 
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Hand is His Power, or His Bounty (ni’mah), because it is 
nullification of the Attribute, and it is the statement of the 
people of al-Qadar and al-I’tizāl.”41

 
 

6. And he said, “It is not befitting for anyone to say anything 
about the Essence (dhat) of Allāh . Rather, He is to be 
described with what He described Himself, and he is not 
to say anything about Allāh  based upon his opinion. 
Blessed and Exalted is Allāh, Lord of the Worlds.42

 
 

7. And when he was asked about the Divine Descent (nuzūl), 
he said, “He descends, without inquiry into the modality 
of it.”43

 
 

8. And Abū  Hanīfah  said, “And Allāh the Exalted is called 
upon upwards, and not downwards, because downwards is 
not a quality of Rubūbiyyah (Lordship) and Ulūhiyyah 
(Divinity) in anything.44

 
 

9. And he said, “And He becomes Angry and He becomes 
Pleased, and it is not to be said that His Anger is His 
Punishment and His Pleasure is His Reward.”45

 
 

10. And he said, “And no likeness is to be drawn between Him 
and any of the things from His creation, nor does He 
resemble His creation. He always had and will have His 
Names and Attributes.”46

 
 

11. And he said, “And His Attributes are not like the 
attributes of the creation, and His Knowledge is not like 
our knowledge, and His Capability is not like our 
capability, and His Sight is not like our sight, and His 
Hearing is not like our hearing, and His Speech is not like 
our speech.47
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12. And he said, “Allāh the Exalted is not to be described with 
the attributes of the creation.”48

 
 

13. And he said, “And whoever described Allāh  a meaning 
from the meanings of the human beings, then he indeed 
disbelieved.”49

 
 

14. And he said, “And His Attributes are dhātiyyah (related to 
His Essence) and fi’liyyah (related to His action). As for 
those that are dhātiyyah, then they are the likes of al-
Hayāt (Life), al-Qudrah (Capability), and al-Ilm (the 
Knowledge), and as-Sama’ (the Hearing), and al-Basr (the 
Sight), and al-Iradah (Will). As for those that are fi’liyyah, 
then they are the likes of Creation (takhlīq), and providing 
sustenance (tarzīq), and setting up (inshā’), and creative 
ability (al-Ibdā’), and production (as-Sana’) and other 
than that from the Attributes related to action. They have 
not ceased, and they shall not cease to be His Attributes.”50

 
 

15. And he said, “Allāh  has always been the performer of 
His Action, and the Action is an Attribute in eternity. And 
the performer is Allāh the Exalted, and the Action is an 
Attribute in eternity, and the subject to whom it is done is 
the creation, and the Action of Allāh the Exalted is not 
created.”51

 
 

16. And he said, “Whoever says, ‘I do not know whether my 
Lord is above the sky, or in the earth,’ then he has indeed 
disbelieved. Likewise, whoever says that, He is above the 
Throne, ‘and I do not know whether the Throne is in the 
sky, or in the earth’. 52 

17. A woman asked him, ‘Where is your Lord whom you 
worship?’ So he said, “Verily Allāh the Exalted is above the 
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sky (fis-samā’), not in the earth.” So a man said to him, 
‘Have you seen the statement of Allāh the Exalted,  

{  _  ^  z 

“And He is with you.” 

[Sūrah Hadīd 57:4] 

He said, “He is as you are when you write to a man, ‘Verily 
I am with you,’ whilst you are absent from him.”53

 
 

18. And likewise he said, “The Hand of Allāh  is above their 
hands, not like the hands of His creations.”54

 
 

19. And he said, “Verily Allāh  is free from all imperfection 
and Exalted, 

{  _  ^  z 

 “And He is with you.” 

[Sūrah Hadīd 57:4] 

He said, “He is as you are when you write to a man, ‘Verily 
I am with you,’ whilst you are absent from him.”55 

20. And he said, “Indeed He spoke to Mūsā, and it was not 
that he (Mūsā) spoke to Him.”56

 
 

21. And he said, “And He spoke with His Speech, and the 
Speech is an Attribute in eternity.”57

 
 

22. And he said, “And His Speech is not like our speech.”58
 
 

23. And he said, “And Mūsā heard the Speech of Allāh , just 
as Allāh the Exalted said,  
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“And Allāh spoke to Mūsā directly.” 

[Sūrah Nisā’ 4:164]  

And indeed Allāh the Exalted spoke, and it was not that 
Mūsā spoke [to Allāh ].”59

  

24. And he said, “And the Qur’ān is the Speech of Allāh , it 
is written upon the pages, and preserved in the hearts, and 
recited upon the tongues, and it was revealed upon the 
Prophet.60

 
 

25.  And he said, “And the Qur’ān is not created”.61
 
 

B. The Statements Of Imām Abū Hanīfah 
Concerning Al-Qadr.  

1. A man came to Abū Hanīfah wanting to argue with him 
about al-Qadr (Divine Pre-Decree), so he said to him, “Do 
you not know that the one who looks into al-Qadr is like 
the one who looks at the sun with his bare eyes? The more 
you look into it, the more confused you become.”62

 
 

2. Imām Abū Hanīfah used to say, “And Allāh the Exalted 
was always knowledgeable of things before they existed.”63

 
 

3. And he said, “Allāh  knows the condition of the absentee 
in his absence, and He knows what his condition would be 
if he were present. And Allāh  knows the condition of 
the one who is present in his presence, and He knows what 
it would be like in his non-existence.”64

 
 

4. Imām Abū Hanīfah used to say, “And His Divine Pre-
Decree (al-Qadr) is in the Preserved Tablet (al-Lawhul-
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Mahfūdth).”65
 
 

5. And he said, “And we affirm that Allāh the Exalted 
commanded the Pen to write. So the Pen said, ‘What shall 
I write, O Lord?’ So Allāh the Exalted said, “Write what 
will happen up until the Day of Judgement,’ due to the 
statement of Allāh the Exalted,  

 {   X  W  V  U  T   S  R   Q  P  O
  Yz 

“And everything that they do is in Records. And 
everything, small and large, is written.”  

[Sūrah Qamar 54:52-53].”66
  

6. Imām Abū  Hanīfah  said, “There is nothing in this world, 
nor in the Hereafter, except that He willed it.”67

 
 

7. Imām Abū Hanīfah said, “Allāh  created things from 
nothing.”68

 
 

8. And he said, “And Allāh the Exalted was the Creator 
before He created.”69

 
 

9. And he said, “We affirm that the servant is with his deeds, 
and his acknowledgement and his knowledge is created. 
So since the performer of the action is created, his actions 
have more of a right to be created.”70

 
 

10. And he said, “All of the actions of the servants from the 
movements and the moments of rest are earned by them. 
And Allāh the Exalted has created them, and they were all 
willed by Him and His Knowledge and His Pre-
Destination (qadā) and His Pre-Decree (qadar).”71
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11. Imām Abū Hanīfah said, “And all of the deeds of the 
servants, from movements and moments of rest, were 
earned by them in truth, and Allāh the Exalted created 
them, and all of them are from His Will (mashī’ah), and 
Knowledge (‘ilm), and His Pre-Destination (qadā), and 
His Pre-Decree (qadar). And all acts of obedience were 
obligated by the Command of Allāh the Exalted, and by 
His Love (mahabbah), and by His Pleasure (ridā), and His 
Knowledge (‘ilm), and by His Will (mashī’ah), and His 
Pre-Destination (qadā’), and His taqdīr (Pre-Destination). 
And all of the acts of disobedience take place with His 
Knowledge (‘ilm), and His Pre-Destination (qadā), and 
His taqdīr (Pre-Decree), and His Will (mashī’ah), not with 
His Love (mahabbah), nor with His Pleasure (ridā), nor 
with His Command.”72

 
 

12. And he said, “Allāh the Exalted created the creation pure 
from kufr (disbelief) and Īmān (faith).73

 
Then He spoke to 

them and commanded them and prohibited them. So 
whoever disbelieved, disbelieved with his action and his 
rejection (inkār) and his denial (juhūd) of the truth by 
forsaking Allāh the Exalted, and whoever believed, 
believed with his action, and his affirmation (iqrār) and 
his attestation (tasdīq) with the success of Allāh the 
Exalted and His aid for him.”74

 
 

13. And he said, “And the progeny of Ādam came out of his 
loins looking like specks. So He made them intelligent and 
spoke to them and commanded them with Īmān (faith) 
and prohibited them from disbelief. So they affirmed 
rubūbiyyah (Lordship) for Him, so that was Īmān from 
them, so that was the fitrah that they were born upon. And 
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whosoever disbelieved with disbelief after that, then 
indeed he changed and became altered. And whomsoever 
believed and attested, then indeed he became firm and 
remained established.”75

 
 

14. And he said, “And He is the one who ordered and pre-
destined things, and nothing can occur in this world, nor 
in the Hereafter, except with His Will and Knowledge, and 
Divine Pre-Ordainment and Pre-Decree, and He has 
written in al-Lawhul-Mahfūdh (the Preserved Tablet).”76

 
 

15. And he said, “No one from amongst His creation is 
compelled to disbelieve, nor to have faith. Rather, He 
created them individually, and Īmān and kufr are the 
actions of the servants. And Allāh the Exalted knows the 
one who disbelieves as a disbeliever during his condition 
of disbelief, so when he believes after that, then He knows 
him as a Believer, and He loves the one whom He knows 
to change.”77

 
 

C. The Statements Of Imām Abū Hanīfah 
Concerning Al-Īmān.  

1. He said, “And faith (Īmān) is affirmation (iqrār) and 
attestation (tasdīq).”78

 
 

2. And He said, “Faith (al-Īmān) is affirmation with the 
tongue, and attestation in the heart, and affirmation alone 
cannot be Īmān.”79

 
 

3. And Abū Hanīfah said, “And Īmān (faith) does not 
increase, nor does it decrease.”80

 
I say, his statement in 

denial of the increase of Īmān and its decrease, and his 
statement in labeling Īmān, and stating that it is attestation 
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in the heart and affirmation with the limbs, and that the 
action is left out of the reality of Īmān. This statement of 
his is what separates between the ‘aqīdah (creed) of Imām 
Abū Hanīfah in regards to Īmān, and the ‘aqīdah of the 
rest of the Scholars of Islām such as Mālik, ash-Shāfi’ī, 
Ahmad, Ishāq, al-Bukhārī, and other than them, and the 
truth is with them. The statement of Imām Abū Hanīfah is 
in opposition to the correct position, but he gets a reward 
either way. Indeed it has been mentioned by Ibn ‘Abdul-
Barr and Ibn Abil-’Izz that Imām Abū Hanīfah retracted 
this statement, and Allāh knows best.”81

 
 

D. The Statements Of Imām Abū Hanīfah 
Concerning The Companions.  

1. Imām Abū Hanīfah said, “We do not mention anyone 
from amongst the Companions82

 
of the Messenger , 

except with goodness.”83
 
 

2. And he said, “And we do not declare ourselves free from 
anyone from amongst the Companions of the Messenger 
, nor do we attach ourselves to one of them, to the 
exclusion of another.”84

 
 

3. And he used to say, “The stay of one of them with the 
Messenger of Allāh  for one hour is better than the 
righteous action of one of us done throughout his lifetime, 
even if it is long.”85

 
 

4. And he said, “And we affirm that the most excellent of the 
people after our Prophet, Mu�ammad , is Abū Bakr as-
Siddīq, then ‘Umar, then ‘Uthmān, then Alī, may Allāh 
bestow His Mercy upon all of them.”86
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5. And he said, “The most excellent of the people after the 
Messenger of Allāh  are Abū  Bakr and ‘Umar and 
‘Uthmān and Alī. And we refrain from all of the 
Companions of the Messenger of Allāh , except when 
mentioning them in a beautiful manner.”87

 
 

E. His Prohibition From Kalām And Controversies In 
The Religion.  

1. Imām Abū Hanīfah said, “The people of desires in al-
Basrali are many, and I entered it twenty odd times, 
sometimes I stayed there for a year or more, or less, under 
the impression that the science of kalam (rhetoric) was the 
greatest of sciences.”88

 
 

2. And he said, “I used to look into kalām, to the extent that I 
became highly-skilled in it, fingers were pointed at me in 
regards to it. And I used to sit close to the circle of 
Hammād Ibn Abī Sulaymān. So a woman came to me, so 
she said, ‘A man has a slave-woman, he wishes to set her 
free according to the Sunnah, how should he set her free?’ 
So I did not know what to say, so I commanded her to ask 
Hammād, then she must return and inform me. So she 
asked Hammād, so he said, ‘He should set her free whilst 
she is free from menstrual periods, and complete the 
freeing process, then leave her until she has gone through 
two menstrual cycles. So when she has performed ghusl 
(ritual bathing), then she becomes permissible for him to 
marry.’ So she returned to me, so I said, ‘I have no need 
for kalām,’ and I took my shoes, so I sat with Hammad.”89

 
 

3. And he said, “May Allāh curse ‘Amr Ibn ‘Ubaydah, for 
verily he opened up for the people a path to kalām in that 
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which does not benefit them in terms of kalām.”90
 
And a 

man asked him saying, ‘What do you say about the kalām 
that he relates to the people about the nonessential 
characteristics (al-a’rād) and the bodies (al-ajsām)?’ So he 
said, “These are philosophical statements. Stick to the 
athar (narration), and the path of the Salaf91

 
and beware of 

all newly invented affairs, for verily they are 
innovations.”92 

4. Hammād Ibn Abū Hanīfah  said, ‘My father – may Allāh 
have mercy upon him – entered upon me one day, and 
with me were a group from the people of kalām, and we 
were arguing at a door. So when I heard him approaching 
the house, I went out to him. So he said to me, ‘O 
Hammād, who is with you?’ I said, ‘So and so, and so and 
so, such and such, and such and such,’ and I named to him 
those who were with me. So he said to me, ‘O Hammād, 
leave alone al-kalām (theological rhetoric).’ He said, ‘And 
my father was not a man who mixed things up, nor was he 
from amongst those people who commanded something, 
then prohibited it.’ So I said to him, ‘O father, did you not 
used to command me with it?’ He said, ‘Yes, O son of 
mine, and today I prohibit you from it.’ I said, ‘And why is 
that?’ So he said, ‘O my son, verily these retarded ones are 
from the people of kalām, from amongst those who you 
will see that they used to be upon one word and one 
religion, until Shaytān came between them. So now you 
find amongst them enmity and differing, so be upon 
clarity …”93

 
 

5. And Abū Hanīfah said to Abū Yūsuf, “Beware of speaking 
to the common-folk about the foundations of the Religion 
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by way of kalām, since they blindly follow you, so they will 
become pre-occupied with that.”94

 
 

So this is a portion from his – may Allāh have mercy 
upon him – statements and what he believed with regards to 
the issues of the usūl (foundations) of the Religion, and his 
position towards kalām (theological rhetoric) and those who 
use it.  





 

 

Section 4 

THE CREED OF 
IMĀM MĀLIK IBN ANAS (D.179H) 

 

 
 

A. His Statements Concerning Tawhīd. 

1. It is related by al-Harawī from ash-Shāfi’ī, that he said, 
‘Mālik was asked about kalām and Tawhīd, so Mālik said, 
‘It is foolishness to think about the Prophet , that he 
taught this Ummah about istinjā’ (cleaning after relieving 
oneself), but he did not teach them Tawhīd.95

 
And Tawhīd 

is what the Prophet  said, ‘I was commanded to fight the 
people until they say: There is no deity worthy of worship 
besides Allāh.96 So whatever is protected by it of wealth 
and blood is the reality of Tawhīd.”97

 
 

2. And ad-Dāraqutnī (d.385) (rahimahu Allāh) relates from 
Walīd Ibn Muslim who said, ‘I asked Mālik and ath-
Thawrī (d.161H) and al-Awzā’ī (d.157H) and al-Layth Ibn 
Sa’d about the narrations concerning the Attributes (sifāt). 
So they all said, ‘Pass them on as they have come.”98

 
 

3. And Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr said, ‘Mālik was asked, ‘Will Allāh be 
seen on the Day of Judgement?’ So he said, ‘Yes, Allāh 
says, 
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“And some faces shall be shining and radiant upon that 
day, looking at their Lord.”  

[Sūrah Qiyāmah 75:22]”  

And He said about another people,  

 {v       u   t  z  y    x  w  z 

“No! Verily they shall be veiled from their Lord upon 
that day.”  

[Sūrah Mutaffifīn 83:15]99
 
 

And al-Qādī ‘Iyād relates from Ibn Nāfi100
 
and Ashhab101, 

that they both said, and one of them increased upon the 
other, ‘O Abā ‘Abdullāh, “And some faces shall be shining 
and radiant upon that day, looking at their Lord,” will they 
be looking towards Allāh?’ He said, ‘Yes, with these two 
eyes of his.’ So I said to hint, ‘So verily there are a people 
who say he will not be looking at Allāh, that ‘looking’ 
means looking at the reward.’ He said, They have lied, 
rather, he will look at Allāh. Have you not heard the 
statement of Mūsā:  

{ª  ©  ¨  §     z 

“Lord, I wish to look at You.” 

[Sūrah A’rāf 6:143] 

So do you feel that Mūsā would ask his Lord for 
something foolish? So Allāh  said, 
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“You will not be able to see Me.” 

[Sūrah A’rāf 6:143] 

It refers to this world, because it is a state of non-existence, 
and he cannot look at what remains with that which no 
longer exists. So therefore, they will arrive at the Hereafter 
looking at what remains with that which also remains. 
And Allāh  said,  

 {  z  y    x  w  v       u   tz  

“No! Verily they will be veiled from their Lord upon 
that day.”  

[Sūrah Mutaffifīn 83:15]102
 
 

4. And Abū  Nu’aym relates from Ja’far Ibn ‘Abdullāh who 
said, “We were with Mālik Ibn Anas, so a man came, so he 
said, ‘O Abā ‘Abdullāh,  

 {  }  |  {  z     yz  

“The Most Merciful has ascended above His Throne,” 

[Sūrah Tā Hā 20:5] 

How has He ascended?’ So anger came over Mālik103, such 
that no affair like this had ever caused to come over him. 
So he looked towards the earth and scratched with his 
cane in his hand, until he raised his hand and wiped the 
sweat from his forehead, tossed the cane aside, and said, 
‘The modality (kayf of it cannot be comprehended by the 
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intellect, and al-istiwā’ (ascent) is not unknown,104 and 
having faith in it is obligatory, and the question 
concerning it is an innovation. And I think that you are a 
person of innovation,’ and he commanded him to 
leave.”105

 
 

5. And Abū Nu’aym relates from Yahyā Ibnur-Rabī’ who 
said, ‘We were with Mālik Ibn Anas and a man entered 
upon him, so he said, ‘O Abā ‘Abdullāh, what do you say 
about the one who says that the Qur’ān is created?’ So 
Mālik said, ‘A heretic (zindīq)106, so fight him.’ So he said, 
‘O Abā ‘Abdullāh, I have only mentioned speech that I 
heard.’ So he said, ‘I did not hear it from anyone, I only 
heard it from you, and how great is this statement.107

 
 

6. And it is related by Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr from ‘Abdullāh Ibn 
Nāfi’ who said, ‘Mālik Ibn Anas used to say, ‘Whoever says 
that the Qur’ān is created, he must be beaten painfully and 
repressed until he repents’.108

 
 

7. And it is related by Abū  Dāwūd from ‘Abdullāh Ibn Nāfi’ 
who said, ‘Mālik said, ‘Allāh is above the sky (fis-sama)109

 

and His knowledge is in every place.”110
 
 

B. His Statements Concerning Al-Qadar.  

1. Abū  Nu’aym relates from Ibn Wahb111
 
who said, ‘I heard 

Mālik saying to a man, ‘Did you ask me yesterday about 
al-Qadar?’ He said; ‘Yes.’ He said, ‘Verily Allāh the Exalted 
said,  

 {    [   Z  Y   X  W  V  U  T  S  R
   b  a  `   _  ^  ]   \z 
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“And if We had wished, We could have given each 
person his guidance. However, the Word from Me took 
place that I will fill Hell with Jinn and mankind 
together.” 

[Sūrah Sajdah 32:13]  

So there is no escape from that which Allāh the Exalted 
has stated.112

 
 

2. And al-Qādī ‘Iyād said, ‘Imām Mālik was asked about the 
Qadariyyah, ‘Who are they?’ He said, ‘The one who says: 
Sins are not created.’ And likewise, he said about the 
Qadariyyah, ‘These are those who say that the faculty of 
capability (istitā’ah) is with them, if they wish, they will 
obey, and if they wish, they will disobey’.113

 
 

3. And it is related by Ibn Abī ‘Āsim from Sa’īd Ibn ‘Abdul 
Jabbār who said, ‘I heard Mālik Ibn Anas saying, ‘My view 
concerning their – meaning the Qadariyyah – is that they 
should be made to repent, so that they can repent, and if 
not, they should be fought’.114

 
 

4. And Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr said, ‘Mālik said, ‘I have not seen 
anyone from amongst the people of al-Qadar, except that 
he is dim-witted, light-headed and trivial’.115

 
 

5. And it is related by Ibn Abī ‘Āsim from Marwān Ibn 
Mu�ammad at-Tātarī who said, I heard about Mālik Ibn 
Anas being asked about marriage to a qadarī. So he 
recited,  

{    l  k   j  i  h z 
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“And verily a believing slave is better than an idolator.”  

[Sūrah Baqarah 2:221]116
 
 

6. And al-Qādī ‘Iyād said, Mālik said, ‘It is not permissible to 
accept the testimony of the qadarī who calls (to his 
innovation), nor the Khārijī, nor the Rāfidī.’117

 
 

7. And al-Qādī ‘Iyād said, ‘Mālik was asked about the people 
of Qadar, should we refrain from their speech?’ He said, 
‘Yes, if what he is upon is known,’ and he said in another 
narration, ‘Prayer is not to be performed behind them, nor 
is the hadīth to be accepted from them, and if you 
encounter them at a sea-port, then throw them out from 
it.’118

 
 

C. His Statement Concerning Al-Īmān.  

1. Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr relates from ‘Abdur-Razzāq Ibn 
Hammām who said, ‘I heard Ibn Kharīj119

 
and Sufyān ath-

Thawrī and Ma’mar Ibn Rāshid and Sufyān Ibn ‘Uyaynah 
and Mālik Ibn Anas saying, ‘Faith (Īmān) is statement and 
action, it increases and decreases’.120

 
 

2. And Abū Nu’aytn relates from ‘Abdullāh Ibn Nāfi’ who 
said, ‘Mālik Ibn Anas used to say, ‘Faith (Īmān) is 
statement and action.’121

 
 

3. And Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr relates from Ashhab Ibn ‘Abdul-
‘Azīz who said, ‘Mālik said, ‘So the people stood to pray in 
the direction of Baytul-Maqdis (i.e., Masjidul-Aqsā) for 
sixteen months, then they were commanded to face the 
Baytul-Harām (i.e., Masjidul-Haram), so Allāh the Exalted 
said,  
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“And never would Allāh have caused you to lose your 
faith.”  

[Sūrah al-Baqarah 2:143]  

This means, ‘your Prayers towards Baytul-Maqdis.’ Mālik 
said, ‘And it is with this that I reply to the statement of the 
Murji’ah that the Prayer is not from Īmān’.122

 
 

D. His Statements Concerning The Companions.  

1. Abū  Nu’ayin relates from ‘Abdullāh al-‘Anbarī who said, 
“Mālik Ibn Anas said, ‘Whoever finds fault in anyone from 
amongst the Companions of the Messenger , or he has 
rancor towards them in his heart, then he has no right to a 
share in the booty of the Muslims,’ then he recited,  

 {     H  G  F  E  D  C  B  A
  R  Q    P  O  N  M  L  K  J  I

  X  W  V   U  T  Sz 

“And those who came after them saying, ‘O Lord! 
Forgive us and our brothers who have preceded us in 
faith, and put not in our hearts any hatred towards 
those who have believed. Our Lord! You are indeed full 
of kindness, Most Merciful.”  

[Sūrah Hashr 59:10]  

So whoever finds fault with them, or has rancor in his 
heart towards them, then he has no right to a share in the 
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booty.”123
 
 

2. And Abū Nu’aym relates from a man, from Walīd az-
Zubayr124

 
who said, ‘We were with Mālik, so they 

mentioned a man who used to find fault with the 
Companions of the Messenger of Allāh , so Mālik recited 
this āyah,  

 {   G  F  E  DC  B  Az 

“Mu�ammad is the Messenger of Allāh, and those who 
are with him are very harsh,”  

until he recited,  

{q   p   o z  

“So they may enrage through them (the Companions) 
the disbelievers.”  

[Sūrah Fath 48:29]  

So Mālik said, ‘Whoever possesses anger in his heart 
towards the Companions of the Messenger of Allāh , 
then indeed this āyah applies to him’.125

 
 

3. And al-Qādī ‘Iyād mentions from Ashhab Ibn ‘Abdul-
’Azīz who said, ‘We were with Mālik when a man from 
amongst the ‘Alawiyyīn stood against him, and they used 
to come to his gatherings. So he called out to him, ‘O Abā 
‘Abdullāh!’ So Mālik looked to him, and there was not just 
anyone whom he would have answered, from many of 
those whom he looked to with his head. So at-Tālibī said 
to him, ‘I wish to make you a proof in regards to what is 
between myself and Allāh. When I stand before Him and 
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He asks me, I will say: Mālik said it to me.’ So he said to 
him, ‘Speak.’ So he said, ‘Who is the best of the people 
after the Messenger of Allāh ?’ He said, ‘Abū Bakr.’ The 
‘Alawī said, ‘Then who?’ Mālik said, ‘Then ‘Umar.’ The 
‘Alawī said, ‘Then who?’ Mālik said, ‘The Caliph who was 
killed in oppression, ‘Uthmān.’ The ‘Alawī126

 
said, ‘By 

Allāh, I will never sit with you, ever.’ Mālik said to him, 
‘The choice is yours.”127

 
 

E. His Prohibition For Kalām And 
Controversies In The Religion.  

1. Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr relates from Mus’ab Ibn ‘Abdullāh az-
Zubayrī128

 
who said, “Mālik used to say, ‘Idle speech 

(kalām) in the Religion is detested, and the people from 
our country have not ceased to detest it and to prohibit 
from it, like the idle speech founded in the opinion of 
Jahm and al-Qadar and everything that resembles that. 
And speech (kalām) is not liked, except when it has action 
under it. So as for speech (kalām) concerning the Religion 
of Allāh  and concerning Allāh the Mighty and Majestic, 
then silence is beloved to me, because I have seen the 
people of our country prohibiting from speech concerning 
the Religion, except that which has action under it.”129

 
 

2. And Abū  Nu’aym relates from ‘Abdullāh Ibn Nāfi’ who 
said, “I heard Mālik saying, ‘Even if a man commits all of 
the major sins, except for Shirk (association) with Allāh,130

 

then he returns from these desires and innovations,’ and 
he mentioned kalām, ‘he enters Paradise.”131

 
 

3. And al-Harawī relates froth Ishāq Ibn ‘Īsā132
 
who said, 

‘Mālik said, ‘Whoever seeks the Religion though kalām 
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will deviate, and whosoever seeks wealth through quantity 
will become bankrupt, and whosoever seeks strange hadīth 
becomes a liar.133

 
 

4. And al-Khatīb relates from Ishāq Ibn ‘Īsā who said, ‘I 
heard Mālik Ibn Anas censuring argumentation in the 
Religion and saying, ‘Is to be the case that every time 
someone comes who can argue better than another that we 
are to abandon what Jibrīl brought to Mu�ammad  
because of his argument?’134

 
 

5. And al-Harawī relates from ‘Abdur-Rahmān Ibn Mahdī 
who said, ‘I entered upon Mālik, and with him was a man 
asking him. So he said, ‘It seems you are from the 
companions of ‘Amr Ibn ‘Ubayd. So verily he innovated 
his innovation with kalām, and if kalām had been 
knowledge, the Companions and the tābi’īn would have 
spoken about it, just as they spoke about the rules and 
regulations.”135

 
 

6. And al-Harawī relates from Ashliab Ibn ‘Abdul-’Azīz who 
said, “I heard Mālik saying, ‘Beware of the innovations.’ It 
was said, ‘O Abā ‘Abdullāh, what are the innovations?’ He 
said, ‘It is the people of innovation who speak about the 
Names of Allāh and His Attributes and His Speech and 
His Knowledge and His Power; and they do not remain 
silent about that which the Companions and the tābi’īn, 
and those who followed them in goodness remained 
silent.”136

 
 

7. And Abū Nu’aym relates from ash-Shāfi’ī who said, 
“When some of the people of desires came to Mālik Ibn 
Anas, he said, ‘As for me, then I am upon clear evidence 
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from my Lord and my Religion. And as for you, then you 
are in doubt, so go to a doubter and argue with him.”137

 
 

8. Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr narrated from Mu�ammad Ibn Ahmad 
Ibn Jawīz Mindād al-Misrī al-Mālikī who said in the ‘Book 
of Salaries’ in his book, al-Khilāf, “It is not permissible to 
rent anything from the books of the people of desires and 
innovations. According to our companions, they are the 
books of the people of kalām from the Mu’tazilah and 
other than them, and all licenses concerning that must be 
dissolved.”138

 
 

So these are glances at the position of Imām Mālik, and 
his statements concerning Tawhīd, the Companions, Īmān, 
‘ilmul-kalām (knowledge of theological rhetoric) and other 
than these.  





 

 

Section 5 

THE CREED OF 
IMĀM ASH-SHĀFI’Ī (D.204H) 

 

 

 

A. His Statements Concerning Tawhīd.  

1. It is related by al-Bayhaqī from ar-Rabī’ Ibn Sulaymān 
who said, “Ash-Shāfi’ī said, ‘Whoever takes an oath by 
Allāh , or by a Name from His Names, then he breaks 
the oath, then he must make an expiation. And whoever 
swears by something other than Allāh , such as when a 
man says, ‘By the Ka’bah, by my father, by such and such,’ 
then he breaks it, then there is no expiation due upon him. 
And similar to this is his statement, ‘By my age …’ There 
is no expiation upon him, and taking an oath by other 
than Allāh . So these are detested and prohibited due to 
the statement of the Messenger , ‘Verily Allāh the 
Mighty and Majestic has prohibited that you swear by 
your fathers. So whoever is going to swear, then let him 
swear by Allāh, or let him remain silent139 …’”140

 
And ash-

Shāfi’ī justified through this that the Names of Allāh are 
not created, so whoever swears by Allāh , then he breaks 
it, then he must make an expiation.”141

 
 

2. And Ibnul-Qayyim mentions in Ijtimā’ul-Juyūsh from 
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ash-Shāfi’ī that he said, “The statement concerning the 
Sunnah, which I am upon and which I have seen our 
companions, the people of hadīth,142

 
to be upon, those 

whom I have seen and taken from like Sufyān and Mālik 
and other than these two is the affirmation of the 
testimony that there is no deity worthy of worship besides 
Allāh, and that Mu�ammad is the Messenger of Allāh; and 
that Allāh the Exalted is above His Throne, above the sky 
(fis-sama) He draws close to His creation however He 
wishes, and that Allāh the  Exalted descends to the lowest 
heaven how ever He wishes.143

 
 

3. And adh-Dhahabī mentions from al-Muzanī that he said, 
‘[I said:] If anyone can take out what is in my innermost 
soul and what is connected to it from the affair of Tawhīd, 
then it is ash-Shāfi’ī. So I went to him and he was in a 
mosque in Egypt. So when I kneeled in front of him, I said, 
‘There has occurred in my innermost soul an affair in 
regards to Tawhīd. So I know that no one knows (the 
extent of) your knowledge, so what do you have with you?’ 
So he became angry, then he said. ‘Do you know where 
you are?’ I said, ‘Yes.’ He said, ‘This is the place where 
Allāh drowned Fir’awn. Has it reached you that the 
Messenger of Allāh  was commanded with a question 
concerning that?’ I said, ‘No.’ He said, ‘Have the 
Companions spoken about it?’ I said, ‘No.’ He said, ‘Do 
you know how many stars are in the sky?’ I said, ‘No.’ He 
said, ‘So a star knows its species, its rise, its setting, and 
from what it was created?’ I said, ‘No.’ He said, ‘So there is 
something from the creation that you see with your eyes 
that you do not know, yet you speak about the Knowledge 
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of the Creator?’ Then he asked me about a matter 
concerning ablution, so I was mistaken in it. So he 
branched off into four areas, so I was not correct in any 
one of them, so he said, ‘So you leave alone the knowledge 
of something which you are in need of five times a day, 
instead, you burden yourself with the knowledge of the 
Creator? When this occurs in your innermost soul, then 
refer to the statement of Allāh the Exalted,  

 {Ù    Ø  ×    Ö        Õ       Ô      Ó  ÒÑ      Ð  Ï     B  A

E  D  C…  z 

“And your God is One God, there is no true god 
besides Him. He is the Most Merciful, the Bestower of 
Mercy. Verily in the creation of the heavens and the 
earth …” 

[Sūrah Baqarah 2:163-164]  

So the creation is proof of the creator, so do not burden 
yourself with that which you cannot comprehend with 
your intellect.144

 
 

4. And Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr relates from Yūnus Ibn ‘Abdul-
A’lā145

 
who said, ‘I heard ash-Shāfi’ī saying, ‘When you see 

a man saying a Name (for Allāh) that is not applied, or a 
thing that is not a thing, then you must bear witness to his 
deviance.”146

 
 

5. And ash-Shāfi’ī said in his book, ar-Risālah, “And the 
praise is for Allāh  … who is as He described Himself, 
and far above whatever His creation is described with.”147
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6. And adh-Dhahabī mentions in as-Siyar from ash-Shāfi’ī 
that he said, “We affirm these Attributes that the Qur’ān 
came with, and that are mentioned in the Sunnah. And we 
negate tashbīh (resemblance) from Him148, as He negated 
froth Him self, so He said,  

{  U   TS        R  Q  P  X  W  V   z 

“… There is nothing like unto Him …”  

[Sūrah Shūrā 42:11]149
 
 

7. And Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr relates from ar-Rabī’ Ibn Sulaymān 
who said, ‘I heard ash-Shāfi’ī saying concerning the 
statement of Allāh the Mighty and Majestic,  

 {z  y    x  w  v       u   t  z 

“No! Verily they will be veiled from their Lord upon 
that day.”  

[Sūrah Mutaffifīn 83:15]  

‘We come to know by this that there will additionally be a 
people who will not be veiled, looking at Him, not being 
harmed by looking at Him.”150

 
 

8. And it is related by al-Lālikā’ī from ar-Rabī’ Ibn Sulaymān 
who said, ‘I was in the presence of Mu�ammad Ibn Idrīs 
ash-Shāfi’ī, a note of paper came to him from Upper 
Egypt, in which it said, ‘What do you say about the 
statement of Allāh the Exalted,  

 {  w  v       u   t  z  y    xz 
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 “No! Verily they will be veiled from their Lord upon 
that day.”  

[Sūrah Mutaffifīn 83:15]  

So ash-Shāfi’ī said, ‘So just as these ones will be veiled due 
to Anger, there will be others who will see Him due to 
Pleasure.’ So ar-Rabī’ said, ‘I said, ‘O Abā ‘Abdullāh, this is 
what you say?’ He said, ‘Yes, this is what I hold as my 
Religion before Allāh.”151

 
 

9. And Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr relates from al-Jārūdī152
 
who said, 

‘Ibrāhīm Ibn Ismā’īl Ibn ‘Aliyyah’153
 
was mentioned to ash-

Shāfi’ī, so he said, ‘I oppose him in everything, and I do 
not say the statement, ‘There is no deity worthy of worship 
besides Allāh,’ as he says it, I say, ‘There is no deity worthy 
of worship besides Allāh, who spoke to Mūsā directly from 
behind a veil.’ And that person says, ‘There is no deity 
worthy of worship besides Allāh who created speech that 
Mūsā heard from behind a veil.”154

 
 

10. And it is related by al-Lālikā’ī from ar-Rabī’ Ibn Sulaymān, 
that ash-Shāfi’ī said, “Whosoever says the Qur’ān is 
created, then he is a disbeliever.”155

 
 

11. And it is related by al-Bayhaqī from Abī Mu�ammad az-
Zubayrī who said, “A man said to ash-Shāfi’ī, ‘Inform me 
about the Qur’ān, is it a creator?’ So ash-Shāfi’ī said, ‘By 
Allāh, no!’ He said, ‘Then is it created?’ So ash-Shāfi’ī said, 
‘By Allāh, No!’ He said, ‘So it is not created?’ So ash-Shāfi’ī 
said, ‘By Allāh, yes!’ He said, ‘So what is the proof that it is 
not created?’ So ash-Shāfi’ī raised his head and said, ‘Do 
you accept that the Qur’ān is the Speech of Allāh?’ He said, 
‘Yes.’ So ash-Shāfi’ī said, ‘It has preceded in these words, 
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Allāh the Exalted mentioned it when He said,  

 {  À   ¿  ¾  ½  ¼  »  º   ¹  ¸
   Ë   Ê  É  È  Ç  Æ  ÅÄ  Ã  Â  Áz  

“And if anyone from amongst the polytheists seeks 
protection with you, then grant him protection so that 
he may hear the Speech of Allāh …” 

[Sūrah Tawbah 9:6]  

 {  m  l   k  j  i  hz 

“And Allāh spoke to Mūsā directly.”  

[Sūrah Nisā’ 4:164]  

So ash-Shāfi’ī said, ‘So do you affirm that Allāh existed 
and His Speech existed, or did Allāh exist, yet His Speech 
did not?’ So the man said, ‘Yes, Allāh existed, and His 
Speech existed.’ He said: So ash-Shāfi’ī smiled and said, ‘O 
people of Kūfah! Verily you have come to me with an 
oppressive statement. If you affirm that Allāh existed 
before anything else, and that His Speech existed, so what 
is the Speech according to you? Is it the Speech of Allāh, or 
in exclusion to Allāh, or the equivalent to Allāh?’ He said: 
So the man become silent and left.156

 
 

12. And there occurs in a book of creed attributed to ash-
Shāfi’ī (rahimahu Allah) from the narration of Abī Tālib 
al-‘Ishārī157 – he says, ‘Indeed he was asked about the 
Attributes of Allāh the Mighty and Majestic, what was to 
be believed in (concerning them). So he said, “Allāh the 
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Mighty and Majestic has Names and Attributes that have 
come in His Book, and that have been narrated by His 
Prophet . His Ummah has not heard anyone from 
amongst the creation of Allāh the Mighty and Majestic 
having a proof that the Qur’ān was revealed to him and 
was authenticated by his statement. So there is no differing 
in regards to what was reported from him . So the one 
who opposes that becomes a disbeliever after the proof is 
established against him, according to Allāh the Mighty 
and Majestic. So as for whatever happens before 
establishing the proof upon him by way of relaying 
information, then he receives the excuse of ignorance, 
because knowledge of that is not recognized by the 
intellect, nor by investigation and concern and the likes of 
that. Allāh the Mighty and Majestic informs that He is all-
Hearing and that He has two Hands, due to the statement 
of Allāh the Mighty and Majestic,  

{   Ã  Â  Á  z 

“Rather, His hands are outstretched.” 

[Sūrah Mā’idah 5:64] 

And that He has a Right Hand, due to the statement of 
Allāh the Mighty and Majestic,  

{  Ä  Ã   Â  z 

“And the heavens will be folded up in His Right Hand.” 

[Sūrah Zumar 39: 67] 

 And that He has a Face, due to the statement of Allāh the 
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Mighty and Majestic,  

 {j  i  h  g    f  ez 

“Everything shall perish, except His Face.”  

[Sūrah Qasas 28:88]  

And His statement,  

 {  z  y  x  w  v  u   tz 

“Abide the Face of your Lord, full of Majesty, shall 
remain forever.”  

[Sūrah Rahmān 55:27]  

And He has a Foot, due to the statement of the Prophet , 
“Until the Lord, the Mighty and Majestic places His Foot 
upon it.”158

 
This is referring to Hell, due to the statement 

of the Prophet . Likewise, the one who is killed in the 
Path of Allāh the Mighty and Majestic, he, “meets Allāh 
the Mighty and Majestic whilst He is laughing at him.”159

 

And that He descends every night to the lowest heaven, 
according to the narration of the Messenger of Allāh  
concerning that. And He is not one-eyed, due to the 
statement of the Prophet  when he mentioned the Dajjāl, 
so he said, “Verily he is one-eyed and your Lord is not 
one-eyed.”160

 
 

And that the Believers will see their Lord the Mighty and 
Majestic upon the Day of Judgement, just as they look at a 
full moon at night. And that He has a Finger due to the 
statement of the Prophet , “There is no heart, except that 
it is between the two Fingers from the Fingers of the Most 
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Merciful, the Mighty and Majestic.”161
 

So verily these 
meaning that Allāh the Mighty and Majestic described 
Himself with, and those that His Messenger  described 
Him with, the reality of them cannot be known by 
meditation, nor investigation, nor can one disbelieve (in 
them) whilst being ignorant of them, except after the 
information reaches him. So verily the One who is 
mentioned in those narrations must be understood as 
something that is witnessed through hearing within the 
confines of this world for the one who hears about Him by 
His reality and testifies to Him, just as was seen and heard 
from the Messenger of Allāh . However, we affirm these 
Attributes and negate any tashbīh (resemblance), just as 
Allāh the Exalted negated it from Himself whilst 
mentioning Himself, so He said,  

{  W  V     U   TS   R  Q  Pz 

“There is nothing like unto Him, and He is the All-
Hearing, the All-Seeing.”  

[Sūrah Shūrā 42:11]162
 
 

B. His Statements Concerning Al-Qadar.  

1. It is related by al-Bayhaqī from ar-Rabī’ Ibn Sulaymān 
who said, ‘Ash-Shāfi’ī was asked about Qadar, so he 
recited,  

‘Whatever You wish occurs, 
 even if I do not wish it. 

And whatever I wish cannot occur, 
 unless You will it. 
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You created the servants upon your Knowledge,”163
 

So in terms of knowledge, 
 there is the young and the old. 

This one You have favoured, 
and this one You have forsaken. 

And this one You support, 
 and that one You do not support. 

So from amongst them is the wretched and the fortunate, 
And from them is the repugnant and the good.”164 

2. It is mentioned by al-Bayhaqī in Manāqibush-Shāfi’ī that 
ash-Shāfi’ī said, “Verily the will of the servants goes back 
to Allāh the Exalted, and they do not will anything, except 
that Allāh – the Lord of the Worlds – has willed it. So the 
people do not create their actions, rather, the actions of 
the servants are creations from the creations of Allāh the 
Exalted. And the Divine Pre-Decree (al-Qadar) the good 
and the evil of it is from Allāh the Mighty and Majestic, 
the Punishment in the Grave is true,165

 
and the questioning 

of the people in the Graves is true166, and the reckoning is 
true, and Paradise and Hell are true, and the case is similar 
with whatever else is related in the Sunnah.”167

 
 

3. And al-Lālikā’ī relates from al-Muzanī who said, ‘Ash-
Shāfi’ī said, ‘Do you know who the Qadarī is? He is the 
one who says that Allāh  has not created the creation, 
until He acts out the act of creation.”168

 
 

4. And al-Bayhaqī mentions from ash-Shāfi’ī that he said, 
“The Qadariyyah are those about whom the Messenger of 
Allāh  said, “They are the Magians of this Ummah.”169
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They are those who say that Allāh does not know the sin 
until it occurs.”170

 
 

5. And al-Bayhaqī relates from ar-Rabī’ Ibn Sulaymān from 
ash-Shāfi’ī that he used to detest offering the Prayer 
behind a Qadarī.171

 
 

C. His Statement Concerning Īmān.  

1. Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr relates from ar-Rabī’ who said, ‘I heard 
ash-Shāfi’ī saying, ‘Faith (Īmān) is statement, action and 
belief in the heart. Have you not seen the statement of 
Allāh the Mighty and Majestic,  

 {  d  c  b      a  `  _z 

“And Allāh will not cause your Īmān to be lost.”  

[Sūrah Baqarah 2:143]  

It means their Prayers towards Baytul-Muqadis (the 
Sanctified House), so their Prayers were named Īmān, and 
it is action and belief.”172

 
 

2. And a1-Bayhaqī relates from ar-Rabī’ Ibn Sulaymān who 
said, ‘I heard ash-Shāfi’ī saying, ‘Faith (Īmān) is statement 
and action, it increases and decreases.”173

 
 

3. And al-Bayhaqī relates from Abī Mu�ammad az-Zubayrī 
who said, ‘A man asked ash-Shāfi’ī, ‘Which action is the 
most excellent with Allāh ?’ So ash-Shāfi’ī said, ‘It is that 
without which no action is accepted.’ He said, ‘Faith 
(Īmān) in Allāh  – besides whom there is no true deity –  
is the highest level of actions, and the noblest of them in 
status, and the most exalted in proportion.’ The man said, 
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‘Then will you not inform me about Īmān, whether it is 
statement or action, or is it statement without action?’ So 
ash-Shāfi’ī said, ‘Faith is acting for the sake of Allāh , 
and some of that action is statement.’ The man said, 
‘Describe that to me until I understand it.’ So ash-Shāfi’ī 
said, ‘Indeed Īmān has situations, stages and levels. So 
from them is the one who is perfect and completed 
perfection, and the deficient one who is clear about his 
deficiency, and the predominant one who is increasing in 
his predominance.’ The man said, ‘So Īmān is not perfect, 
rather, it increases and decreases.’ So ash-Shāfi’ī said, ‘Yes.’ 
He said, ‘And what is the proof for that?’ So ash-Shāfi’ī 
said, ‘Verily Allāh – Sublime is His mentioning – ordained 
Īmān upon the limbs of the Children of Ādam. So he 
divided them according to it, and separated them upon it. 
So there is no limb from amongst the limbs, except that it 
has attained a portion of Īmān that it’s sister limb has not 
attained according to what Allāh the Exalted has pre-
ordained. So from them is his heart, which cannot be 
confined by it and understood and comprehended, and it 
is the leader of his body.  

And from them are his two eyes by which he looks and his 
two ears by which he hears, and his two hands by which he 
strikes and his two legs by which he walks and his mouth 
by which he brings out from his heart and his tongue, that 
which he speaks with, and his head in which his face is 
found.  

That which has been ordained upon the heart is other than 
what has been ordained upon the tongue, and what has 
been ordained upon the hearing is other than what has 
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been ordained upon the two eyes, and what has been 
ordained upon the two hands is other than what has been 
ordained upon the two legs, and what has been ordained 
upon the mouth is other than what has been ordained 
upon the face. So as for what Allāh  has obligated upon 
the heart from Īmān, then it is affirmation, knowledge, 
firm belief, pleasure and assent that there is no deity 
worthy of worship besides Allāh , He is alone and has no 
partners. He has not taken a companion, nor a son, and 
that Mu�ammad  is His servant and Messenger; and 
affirmation of whatever is from Allāh  in terms of a 
prophet or book. So that is what Allāh – how Sublime is,  

{  {  z  y  x  w  v   u  t  s    
     }  |z 

“Except the one who is forced, whilst his heart is 
content with Īmān. However, the one who is pleased 
with disbelief …”  

[Sūrah Nahl 16:106]  

And He said,  

 {   æ  å  ä  ã â  á  àz 

“Indeed in the remembrance of Allāh do hearts find 
tranquility.”  

[Sūrah Ra’d 13:28]  

And He said,  
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{   s  r  q  p  o  n   m  z 

“Those who say, “We believe,” with their mouths, yet 
their hearts have no faith.”  

[Sūrah Mā’idah 5:41]  

And He said,  

 {    yx    w  v   u    t  s   r  q  p  o  nz 

“And whether you disclose what is in your own selves, 
or conceal it, Allāh will call you to account for it.”  

[Sūrah Baqarah 2:284]  

So that is what Allāh has ordained upon the heart from 
Īmān, and this is its action, and it is the head of Īmān.  

And Allāh has obligated statement and expression upon 
the tongue, of what the heart believes and affirms. So He said 
with regards to that,  

 { U  T  Sz 

“They say, ‘We believe in Allāh.”  

[Sūrah Baqarah 2:136]  

And He said,  

{   º  ¹    ¸  z 

“And speak good to people.”  

[Sūrah Baqarah 2:83]  
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So that is what Allāh  has ordained for the tongue from 
statement and expression of the heart, and that is action, and 
that is what has been ordained for it from Īmān.  

And Allāh  has ordained for the hearing that it does not 
listen to what Allāh  has prohibited, and that it becomes 
averse to what Allāh  has made unlawful for it. So He said 
with regards to that,  

{  È  Ç   Æ  Å    Ä  Ã  Â  Á  À  ¿  ¾  
   ÎÍ  Ì  Ë  Ê  Éz 

“And indeed it has been revealed to you in the Book 
that when you hear the āyāt of Allāh being mocked, 
then do not sit with them until they change to a 
different topic, or else you will be like them.”  

[Sūrah Nisā’ 4:140]  

Then He trade an exception in the case of forgetfulness. 
So Allāh the Mighty and Majestic said,  

{   Ù   Ø  ×  z 

“And if Shaytān makes you forget.”  

That is to say: then sit with them.  

{     à   ß  Þ  Ý  Ü  Û  Ú  z 

“Then do not sit with the oppressive people after you 
leave remembered.”  

[Sūrah An’ām 6:68]  
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And He said,  

{…  |  {  z  y  x w  v   ut  
   ©  ¨  §  ¦  ¥  ¤£  ¢  ¡  �   ~}z 

“So give glad tidings to those who have heard the 
Word. So they follow the best of it, those are the ones 
whom Allāh has guided, they are the people of 
understanding.”  

[Sūrah Zumar 39:17-18]  

And He said,  

 {   J  I  H  G  F  E  D  C  B  A
  P  O      N  M  L  Kz  

“Indeed the Believers are successful, those who observe 
humility in their Prayers,”  

until He said,  

{U  T   S  R  Q z  

“… those who give charity.”  
[Sūrah Mu’minūn 23:1-4]  

And He said,  

 {  s  r   q  p  oz 

“And if they hear idle talk, they remove themselves 
from it.”  

[Sūrah Qasas 28:55]  
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{  b     f  e      d  cz 

“If they pass by some evil talk, they pass it with dignity.”  

[Sūrah Furqān 25:72]  

So that is what Allāh – how Sublime is His mentioning –
has ordained upon the hearing from the rejection of whatever 
is unlawful for it, and that is it’s action, and it is from Īmān.  

And Allāh  has ordained for the two eyes that they do 
not look at that which Allāh  has made unlawful, and that 
they become averse to what Allāh  has prohibited for them. 
So Allāh the Blessed and Exalted said with regards to that,  

 {  t  s  r  q  p   o  nz 

“So tell the believing men to lower their gaze, and to 
guard their private parts.”  

[Sūrah Nūr 24:30]  

The two āyāt refer to one of them looking at the private 
parts of his brother, and guarding his own private parts from 
being looked at. And it is said, everything that is mentioned in 
the Book of Allāh in regards to guarding the private parts, then 
it refers to zinā (fornication, adultery), except for this āyah, 
since it refers to the gaze. So that is what Allāh  has ordained 
upon the two eyes from lowering the gaze; that is their action, 
and it is from Īmān.  

Then he informed about what He ordained upon the 
heart and the hearing and the gaze in one āyah. ‘So Allāh the 
Glorified and Exalted said in regards to that,  
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 {Â  Á    Í  Ì   Ë  Ê  É   ÈÇ  Æ  Å  Ä  Ã  
   Ò  Ñ  Ð          Ï  Îz 

“And do not follow that which you have no knowledge 
of. Verily the hearing, sight and heart of each of you 
will be questioned.” 

[Sūrah Isrā 17:36]  

He said, ‘Meaning, that He has ordained upon the private 
part that it does not rub up against what Allāh  has made 
unlawful for it’.  

 {  Z  Y  X  W  Vz 

“And those who preserve their private parts.”  

[Sūrah Muminūn 23:5]  

And He said,  

 {   ^    ]  \  [  Z  Y  X  W    V  U
  _z 

“And you have not been hiding against yourselves, 
lest your ears, and your eyes, and your skins testify 
against you.” 

[Sūrah Fussilat 41: 22]  

So the meaning is the skins of the private parts and the 
thighs. So that is what Allāh  has ordered upon the private 
parts for those who guard them from that which is not lawful 
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for them, and this is their action.  

And He ordained upon the hands that he must reach out 
with them towards that which Allāh the Exalted has made 
unlawful, and that He reaches out with them to do that which 
Allāh  has commanded from charity, and keeping the ties of 
kinship, and jihād in the Path of Allāh, and purification for 
Prayers. So He said with regards to that,  

 {   H  G  F  E  D  C  B  A
   L  K  J  Iz  

“O you who believe! When you set out to offer the 
Prayer, then wash your faces, and your hands up to the 
elbows.”  

[Sūrah Mā’idah 5:61]  

Until the end of the āyah. And He said,  

 {  |  {  z     y   x   w  v        u  t   s  r

 a  `  _  ~  }z 

“So when you meet up with those who disbelieve, then 
strike their necks, until you have killed and wounded 
many of them. After that, there is either generosity or 
ransom.”  

[Sūrah Mu�ammad 47:4]  

This is because the striking, war and the preservation of 
the ties of kinship and charity is its remedy.  

And he ordained upon the legs that he does not walk with 
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them toward what Allāh  has made unlawful. So He says in 
regards to that,  

 {     Þ  Ý  Ü  Û  Ú  Ù  Ø×  Ö  Õ  Ô    Ó
  á  à    ßz 

“And do not walk upon the earth with arrogance. 
Verily you can neither tear, nor penetrate the earth, 
nor can you attain a stature like the mountains in 
height.” 

[Sūrah Isrā’ 17:37]  

And He ordained upon the face that it must prostrate to 
Allāh  during the day and night, and during the times of 
Prayer. So He said with regards to that,  

 { f  e  k   j  i  h  g 
   q  p  o  n     m  lz 

“O you who believe! Bow down and prostrate and 
worship your Lord and do good, so that perhaps you 
may become successful.”  

[Sūrah Hajj 22:77]  
And He said,  

 {  o  n  m  l  k  j  i  h   gz 

“And verily the mosques are for Allāh, so do not call 
upon anyone other than Allāh.”  

[Sūrah Jinn 72:18]  
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What is meant by ‘mosques’ here is whatever the son of 
Ādam places his forehead and other than it upon in his 
Prayer.’ He said, “So this is what Allāh  has ordained upon 
these limbs.”  

And He referred to the purification and Prayers as Īmān 
in His Book. And that was when Allāh the Exalted turned the 
face of His Prophet from Prayer towards the Sanctified House 
(Baytul-Maqdis) to the Ka’bah. And the Muslims had been 
praying towards the Sanctified House for sixteen months. So 
they said, ‘O Messenger of Allāh, do you see the Prayers we 
prayed towards the Sanctified House? What is their condition 
and what is our condition?’ So Allāh the Exalted revealed,  

{  d  c  b      a  `  z 

“And Allāh would not cause your Īmān to be lost. 
Verily Allāh is Most Kind and the Bestower of Mercy.”  

[Sūrah Baqarah 2:143]  

So the Prayer was named Īmān. So whosoever meets 
Allāh  whilst having guarded his Prayers, and every limb 
from amongst his limbs fulfilled everything that Allāh  had 
commanded and ordained for them – he meets Allāh  with 
complete Īmān from the people of Paradise. And whomsoever 
has left off something from that intentionally, from what Allāh 
 has obligated him with, he meets Allāh  with deficient 
Īmān. He said, ‘And indeed its deficiency and perfection is 
known, but where will its increase come from?’ So ash-Shāfi’ī 
said, ‘Allāh – how Sublime is His mentioning – said,  

 {  ^]   \  [  Z  Y  X  W  V  U  T  S
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  g  f   e  d  c  b  a  `  _
  o  n   m  l  k  j  i  h

  s  r  q  pz 

“And whenever a Sūrah is revealed, they say, Which of 
you has it increased in faith?’ So as for those who 
believe, then their Īmān has increased and they receive 
glad tidings. And as for those in whose hearts there is a 
disease, then it will add doubt to their suspicion, and 
they will die as disbelievers.”  

[Sūrah Tawbah 9:124-125]  

And He said,  

 {  «  ª  ©  ¨   §¦  ¥  ¤  £  ¢
  ¯  ®  ¬z 

“Verily they were young men who believed in their 
Lord, and We increased them in guidance.”  

[Sūrah Kahf 18:13]  

So ash-Shāfi’ī said, ‘And if all of this Īmān had been one, 
there would have been no increase, nor decrease in it. No one 
could have had any superiority in it, and the people would 
have all been the same, and any superiority would have been 
nullified. However, the Believers are entered into Paradise due 
to perfect Īmān, and the Believers will attain levels due to 
superiority according to Allāh  in Paradise, and with a 
decrease in Īmān, they will enter deeper into the Fire.’  
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Ash-Shāfi’ī said, ‘Verily Allāh the Mighty and Majestic 
races his servants, just as horses are raced upon the day of the 
competition. Then they travel upon their various speeds, so He 
places each person in accordance to their level. And He has 
not taken away anything of their right in that, and He does not 
give precedence to the slower person over the faster one, nor 
the second rate over the first rate. And due to this, excellence 
is found from the beginning of this Ummah to its end. And if 
it had not been the case that the one who was quicker to Īmān 
overtook the one who was slower than him, the latter part of 
this Ummah would have overtaken its first part.”174

 
 

D. His Statement Concerning The Companions.  

1. It is related by al-Bayhaqī from ash-Shāfi’ī that he said, 
“Allāh the Blessed and Exalted praised the Companions of 
the Messenger of Allāh  in the Qur’ān, the Tawrāt and 
the Injīl, and He mentioned them upon the tongue of the 
Messenger of Allāh  with a praise that no one after them 
has received. So may Allāh  bestow mercy upon them 
and give them good news of what they have been given 
from that of far reaching lofty positions, the truthful ones, 
the martyrs and the righteous. So they presented to us the 
Sunnah (traditions) of the Messenger of Allāh  and 
witnessed him whilst the Revelation descended upon him. 
So they knew what the Messenger of Allāh  mentioned 
generally, specifically, resolutely and for instructions. And 
they knew from his Sunnah whatever we know and what 
we are ignorant of. And they are above us in every type of 
knowledge and ijtihād and piousness and intellect – and 
attaining knowledge by it and discovery through it. And 
their opinions are more praiseworthy and better for us 
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than the opinions that we have for ourselves, and Allāh  
knows best.”175 

2. And al-Bayhaqī relates from ar-Rabī’ Ibn Sulaymān who 
said, “I heard ash-Shāfi’ī saying in preference, ‘Abū  Bakr 
and ‘Umar and ‘Uthmān and Alī.” 176 

3. And al-Bayhaqī relates from Mu�ammad Ibn ‘Abdullāh 
Ibn ‘Abdul-Hakam177

 
who said, “I heard ash-Shāfi’ī saying, 

‘The most excellent of the people after the Messenger of 
Allāh  is Abū  Bakr, then ‘Umar, then ‘Uthmān, then 
‘Alī, may Allāh be pleased with all of them.”178

 
 

4. And al-Harawī relates from Yūsuf Ibn Yahyā al-Buwaytī 
who said, “I asked ash-Shāfi’ī, ‘Can I pray behind a Rāfidī?’ 
He said, ‘Do not pray behind the Rāfidī, nor the Qadarī, 
nor the Murjiyī’.179

 
I said, Describe them to me.’ He said, 

‘The one who says that Īmān is statement (only), then he is 
Murjiyī’. And whosoever says that Abū Bakr and ‘Umar 
are not the two imāms, then he is a Rāfidī. And whosoever 
places the Will for himself, then he is Qadarī.”180

 
 

E. His Prohibition From Controversies  
And Kalām In The Religion:  

1. And al-Harawī relates front ar-Rabī’ Ibn Sulaymān who 
said, ‘I heard ash-Shāfi’ī saying, “… If a man were to 
advise another with his books of knowledge, and amongst 
them were books containing kalām, then no advice can be 
contained in their, because kalām is not from 
knowledge.”181

 
 

2. And al-Harawī relates from al-Hasan az-Za’farānī who 
said, “I heard ash-Shāfi’ī saying, ‘I have not debated with 
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anyone using kalām except once, and I seek forgiveness 
from Allāh  for that.”182

 
 

3. And al-Harawī relates from ar-Rabī’ Ibn Sulaymān who 
said, ‘Ash-Shāfi’ī said, ‘If I wanted to, I could have written 
a large book against every opponent. However, kalām (idle 
speech) is not from my nature, and I do not like that 
anything from it should be attributed to me’.183

 
 

4. And Ibn Battah relates from Abī Thawr who said, Ash-
Shāfi’ī said to me, ‘I have not seen anyone who has put on 
anything from kalām and succeed’.184

 
 

5. And al-Harawī relates from Yūnus al-Misrī who said, 
‘Ash-Shāfi’ī said, ‘It is better for a man to spend his whole 
life doing whatever Allāh  has prohibited – besides Shirk 
with Allāh – rather than spending his whole life involved 
in kalām.”185

 
 

So these are the statement of Imām ash-Shāfi’ī (rahimahu 
Allah) in the issues of usūl-dīn (the foundations of the 
Religion), and this is his position towards ‘ilmul-kalām.186

  

 
 
 
 



 

 

Section 6 

THE CREED OF IMĀM 
AHMAD IBN HANBAL (D.241H) 

 

 

 

A. His Statement Concerning Tawhīd.  

1. There occurs in Tabaqātul-Hanābilah that Imām Ahmad 
was asked about tawakkul, so he said, “It is to cut off the 
desire for that which the creation longs for.”187

 
 

2. And there occurs in Kitābul-Mihnah of Hanbal that Imām 
Ahmad said, “Allāh has always been a Speaker, and the 
Qur’ān is the Speech of Allāh the Mighty and Majestic, it is 
not created in any way. And Allāh is not to be described 
with anything more than what He – the Mighty and 
Majestic – described Himself with.”188

 
 

3. And Ibn Abī Ya’lā relates from Abī Bakr al-Marwazī who 
said, ‘I asked Ahmad Ibn Hanbal about the ahādīth which 
are rejected by the Jahmiyyah in regards to the Attributes 
and the ru’yah,189

 
and the isma’ and the story of the 

Throne, so he declared them authentic and said, ‘The 
Ummah has received them with acceptance, so pass them 
on as they have come.”190

 
 

4. ‘Abdullāh Ibn Ahmad said in Kitābus-Sunnah, that 
Ahmad said, “Whosoever alleges that Allāh  does not 
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speak, then he is a disbeliever. Verily we pass these ahādīth 
on as they have come.”191

 
 

5. And al-Lālikā’ī relates from Hanbal192
 
that he asked Imām 

Ahmad about the ruyah, so he said, “They are authentic 
ahādīth, we believe in them and affirm them. And we 
believe in everything that has been narrated from the 
Prophet  with good chains of narration.”193

 
 

6. And Ibnul Jawzī mentions in al-Manāqib a book that 
Ahmad Ibn Hanbal wrote to Musaddad,194

 
it was stated 

therein, “They describe Allāh  with what He described 
Himself with, and they negate from Allāh  what He 
negated from Himself …”195

 
 

7. There occurs in the book ar-Radd ‘alal-Jahmiyyah of 
Imām Ahmad, that he said, “And Jahm Ibn Safwān alleged 
that whosoever described Allāh  with something that He 
described Himself with in His Book, or something that is 
narrated from His Messenger; that he was a disbeliever, 
and that he was from the Mushabbihah.”196

 
 

8. And Ibn Taymiyyah mentions in ad-Dar’ that Imām 
Ahmad said, “We believe that Allāh  is above His 
Throne however He wishes and as He wishes, without a 
limit (hadd), nor an Attribute that the describer can 
comprehend, nor a limit which the describer can place. So 
the Attributes of Allāh are from Him and for Him, and He 
is as He described Himself, He cannot be encompassed (in 
vision) by the eyes.”197

 
 

9. And Ibn Abī Ya’lā mentions from Ahmad that he said, 
“Whomsoever alleges that Allāh  will not be seen in the 
Hereafter, then he is a disbeliever who has lied upon the 
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Qur’ān.”198
 
 

10. And Ibn Abī Ya’lā mentioned froth ‘Abdullāh Ibn Ahmad 
who said, “I asked my father about a people who say, 
‘When Allāh spoke to Mūsā,199

 
‘He did not speak with a 

voice,’ so my father said, ‘Allāh spoke with a voice, and we 
pass these ahādīth on as they have come.”200

 
 

11. And al-Lālikā’ī relates from ‘Abdūs Ibn Mālik al-‘Attār 
that he said, ‘I heard Ahmad Ibn Hanbal saying, ‘… the 
Qur’ān is the Speech of Allāh, and it is not created, and do 
not weaken in saying that it is not created. Since the 
Speech of Allāh is from Him, and nothing from Him is 
created’.201

 
 

B. His Statement Concerning Al-Qadar.  

1. And Ibnul-Jawzī mentioned in al-Manāqib that Ahmad 
Ibn Hanbal wrote to Musaddad, and he stated therein, 
“And to believe in al-qadar (Divine Pre-Decree); its good 
and its evil, and its sweetness and its bitterness is from 
Allāh.”202

 
 

2. And al-Khallāl relates from Abī Bakr al-Marwazī that he 
said, “Abū ‘Abdullāh was asked, so he said, ‘The good and 
the evil has been pre-decreed upon the servants?’ So it was 
said to him, ‘Allāh created the good and the evil.’ He said, 
‘Yes, Allāh pre-decreed it.”  

3. And there occurs in the book as-Sunnah of Imām Ahmad 
that he said, “And the qadar – its good and its evil, and its 
little and its abundance, and its apparent and its hidden, 
and its sweetness and its bitterness, and its beloved and its 
detested, and its reward and its punishment, and its 
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beginning and its end – is from the Pre-Decree of Allāh . 
And no one from amongst them can transcend nor exceed 
the Will of Allāh the Mighty and Majestic, nor his Pre-
Decree.”203

 
 

4. And al-Khallāl relates from Mu�ammad Ibn Abī Hārūn 
from Abul-Hārith who said, ‘I heard Abā ‘Abdullāh 
saying, ‘So Allāh the Mighty and Majestic pre-decreed 
obedience and disobedience and He pre-decreed the good 
and the evil. And whoever was written as fortunate, then 
he is fortunate, and whoever was written as miserable, 
then he is miserable’. 204 

5. ‘Abdullāh Ibn Ahmad said, “I heard my father being asked 
by ‘Alī Ibn Jahm about the one who speaks of al-qadar, is 
he a disbeliever? He said, ‘If he denies the Knowledge 
when he says that Allāh  does not know until the 
creation knows, then it is known that he has denied the 
Knowledge of Allāh, so he is a disbeliever.”205

 
 

6. ‘Abdullāh Ibn Ahmad said, “I asked my father another 
time about performing the Prayer behind the Qadarī. So 
he said, ‘If he disputes it and calls to it, then do not 
perform the Prayer behind him.”206

 
 

C. His Statement Concerning Īmān.  

1. Ibn Abī Ya’lā mentions from Ahmad that he said, “From 
the most excellent qualities of Īmān (faith) is to love for 
the sake of Allāh  and to hate for the sake of Allāh .”207

 
 

2. And Ibnul Jawzī mentions that Ahmad said, “Faith (Īmān) 
increases and decreases, as occurs in the narration, “The 
most complete of the Believers in Īmān is the best of them 
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in character.”208 …”209
 
 

3. And al-Khallāl relates from Sulaymān Ibn Ash’ath210
 
who 

said, ‘Abā ‘Abdullāh said, ‘The Prayer, zakāt (charity), 
�ajj (Pilgrimage) and righteousness is from Īmān, and 
disobedience decreases Īmān.211

 
 

4. ‘Abdullāh Ibn Ahmad said, “I asked my father about a 
man who says that Īmān is statement and action, it 
increases and decreases. However, he does not make 
exception, is he a Murji’? He said, ‘I hope that he will not 
have irjā’.’ I heard my father saying, ‘The proof against 
exception is the statement of the Messenger of Allāh  to 
the people in the graves, “And if Allāh wills, we shall be 
meeting up with you”212 …”213

 
 

5. ‘Abdullāh Ibn Ahmad said, “I heard my father – may Allāh 
bestow mercy upon him – being asked about irjā’, so he 
said, ‘We say: Īmān is statement and action, it increases 
and decreases. If a person commits zinā (adultery, 
fornication) and drinks intoxicants, his Īmān (faith) 
decreases.”214

 
 

D. His Statement Concerning The Companions.  

1. There occurs in the book as-Sunnah of Imām Ahmad 
what follows, “And it is from the Sunnah to mention the 
good qualities of the Companions of the Messenger of 
Allāh , all of them together. And to refrain from 
mentioning their evil qualities and the differing that 
occurred between them. So whosoever speaks ill of the 
Companions of the Messenger of Allāh , or one person 
from amongst them, then he is an innovator, Rāfidī, 
repulsively diseased, mentally underdeveloped person. 
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Allāh  will not accept honesty nor exchange from him. 
Rather, loving them is the Sunnah, and supplicating for 
them brings about closeness to Allāh , and following 
them is the way, and taking their narrations is nobility.” 
Then he said, “Then the Companions of the Messenger of 
Allāh  – after the four (Caliphs) – are the best of the 
people, and it is not permissible for anyone to mention 
anything from their bad qualities, nor to charge anyone 
from amongst them with a fault, nor a deficiency. So 
whosoever does that, then it is indeed obligatory upon the 
ruler to capture and punish him, and he must not 
pardon.215  

2. And Ibnul-Jawzī mentions a letter of Ahmad to 
Musaddad, and it is written therein, “And to testify that 
the ten are in Paradise; Abū Bakr, ‘Umar, ‘Uthmān, Alī, 
Talhah, az-Zubayr, Sa’d and Sa’īd, and ‘Abdur-Rahmān 
Ibn ‘Awf, and Abū ‘Ubaydah Ibnul Jarrāh. And whoever 
the Prophet  testified for, we testify that he is in 
Paradise.216

 
 

3. ‘Abdullāh Ibn Ahmad said, ‘I asked my father about the 
imāms, so he said, ‘Abū Bakr, then ‘Umar, then ‘Uthmān, 
then ‘Alī.”217

 
 

4. And ‘Abdullāh Ibn Ahmad said, “I asked my father about 
a people who say that Alī was not a Caliph. He said, “This 
is a rejected, evil statement.”218

 
 

5. And Ibnul Jawzī mentions from Ahmad that he said, 
“Whoever does not affirm the khilāfah for Alī, then he is 
more misguided than the donkey of his family”.219

 
 

6. And Ibn Abī Ya’lā mentions from Ahmad that he said, 
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“Whoever does not make ‘Alī Ibn Abī Tālib fourth in the 
khilāfah, then do not speak to him and do not marry to 
him.”220

 
 

E. His Prohibition From Kalām  
And Controversies In The Religion.  

1. Ibn Battah relates from Abī Bakr al-Marwazī who said, ‘I 
heard Abā ‘Abdullāh saying, ‘Whoever is given to kalām 
will not succeed, and whoever is given to kalām will not be 
free from becoming Jahmī’.221

 
 

2. And Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr mentions in Jāmi’ Baynānul-Ilm wa 
Fadlihi, from Ahmad who said, “Verily a person of kalām 
will never succeed, ever. And you will never see anyone 
looking into kalām, except that there is corruption in his 
heart.”222

 
 

3. And al-Harawī relates from ‘Abdullāh Ibn Ahmad Ibn 
Hanbal who said, “My father wrote to ‘Ubaydullāh Ibn 
Yahyā Ibn Khāqān,223

 
I am not a person of kalām, nor do I 

hold the view of kalām in anything from this, except what 
is found in the Book of Allāh and the hadīth of the 
Messenger of Allāh . So as for other than that, then 
speaking about it is not praiseworthy”.224

 
 

4. Ibnul Jawzī relates from Mūsā Ibn ‘Abdullāh at-Tarsūsī 
who said, “I heard Ahmad Ibn Hanbal saying, ‘Do not sit 
with the people of kalām, even if they are defending the 
Sunnah.”225

 
 

5. And Ibn Battah relates from Abul-Hārith as-Siyāgh who 
said, “Whoever loves kalām, then it will not come out 
from his heart, and you will not see a person of kalām 
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succeeding.”226
 
 

6. And Ibn Battah relates from ‘Ubaydullāh Ibn Hanbal who 
said, “My father informed us saying: I heard Abā 
‘Abdullāh saying, ‘Hold firmly to the Sunnah and the 
hadīth and Allāh  will benefit you with it. And beware of 
dispute, quarreling and argumentation, since a person 
who loves kalām will not succeed. And whoever invents 
new kalām, his affair does not end in anything except 
innovation, because kalām does not call to goodness. And 
I do not like kalām, nor dispute, nor argumentation. So 
hold firmly to the sunnah and the āthār (narrations) and 
the fiqh that will benefit you. And leave alone the 
quarrelling and the kalām of the people of deviation and 
argumentation. We know the people and they did not 
know this, and they stayed away from the people of kalām. 
And the end result of kalām is not good. We seek refuge 
with Allāh  and beware of the fitnah and may we be safe 
and aware of every form of destruction”.227

 
 

7. And Ibn Battah mentions in al-Ibānah from Ahmad who 
said, “If you see a man loving kalām, then warn against 
him.”228

 
 

So these are his – may Allāh bestow mercy upon him –
statements in regards to the issues pertaining to usūl-Dīn, and 
this is his position in regards to ‘ilmul-kalām.  

 

 
 



 

 

Section 7 

BIOGRAPHIES OF 
THE FOUR IMĀMS 

 

 

 

Abū Hanīfah229 

He is the imām, the faqīh, the Scholar of al-‘Irāq, Abū  
Hanīfah an-Nu’mān Ibn Thābit Ibn Zawtā at-Taymī al-Kūfī, 
the master of Banī Taymullāh Ibn Tha’labah, it was said that 
he was from the sons of al-Faras. He was born in the year 80H 
during the lifetime of the younger Companions, and he saw 
Mālik Ibn Anas when he came to them in al-Kūfah. However, 
not a single letter from them has been confirmed from him.  

Ahmad al-‘Ijlī said, “Abū Hanīfah at-Taymī was from a 
group of oil dealers, he used to buy and sell silken fabrics.”  

And ‘Umar Ibn Hammād Ibn Abī Hanīfah said, “As for 
Zawtā, then he is from the people of Kābil and he was born 
firm upon Islām. And Zawtā was in possession of the tribe of 
Taymullāh Ibn Tha’labah. So he was old and his allegiance was 
to them, then to the tribe of Qifl.” He said, “And Abū Hanīfah 
was a fabrics merchant, and his shop was known in Dār ‘Amr 
Ibn Harīth.”  

And Nadr Ibn Mu�ammad al-Marwazī said, “From 
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Yahyā Ibn Nadr who said, “The father of Abū Hanīfah was 
from Nisā.”  

And Sulaymān Ibnur-Rabī’ relates from al-Hārith Ibn 
Idrīs who said, “The origin of Abū Hanīfah is from Tirmidh.”  

And Abū ‘Abdur-Rahmān al-Muqrī said, “Abū Hanīfah 
was from the people of Bābil.”  

And Abū Ja’far Mu�ammad Ibn Ishāq Ibnul-Bahlūl 
relates from his father, from his grandfather who said, “Thābit, 
the father of Abū Hanīfah was from the people of al-Anbār.”  

From Mukrim Ibn Ahmad al-Qādī who said, Ahmad Ibn 
‘Abdullāh Ibn Shādhān al-Marwazī informed us from his 
father, from his grandfather: I heard Ismā’īl saying, Ismā’īl Ibn 
Hammād Ibn Abī Hanīfah an-Nu’mān Ibn Thābit Ibnul-
Marzabān informed us from the sons of Fāris al-Ahrār, by 
Allāh  softness never fell upon us. “My grandfather was born 
in the year 80H, and Thābit went to ‘Alī whilst he was young. 
So he supplicated for his blessing and for his offspring, and we 
hope that this supplications from Alī was answered through 
us.”  

Mu�ammad Ibn Sa’d al-‘Awfī said, ‘I heard Yahyā Ibn 
Ma’īn saying, ‘Abū Hanīfah was reliable (thiqah), and he did 
not relate any hadīth, except those that he had memorized, 
and he did not relate those that he had not memorized.”  

And Sālih Ibn Mu�ammad said, ‘I heard Yahyā Ibn Ma’īn 
saying, ‘Abū Hanīfah was thiqah in hadīth.’ And Ahmad Ibn 
Mu�ammad Ibnul-Qāsim Ibn Mahraz relates from Ibn Ma’īn, 
‘There was no problem in Abū Hanīfah.’ And he said another 
time. ‘He was from the people of truthfulness according to us, 
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and he was not faulted with lying.’ Indeed Ibn Hubayrah left 
the judiciary to him, so my father used to be a judge.’  

From Shu’ayb Ibn Ayyūb as-Sarīfīnī, Abū Yahyā al-
Himānī informed us, ‘I heard Abū Hanīfah saying, ‘I saw a 
dream that terrified me. I saw that I was digging up the grave 
of the Prophet . So I came to al-Basrah, so I commanded a 
man to ask Mu�ammad Ibn Sīrīn, so he asked him. So he said, 
‘This man is digging up the narrations of the Messenger of 
Allāh .”  

The muhaddīth, Mahmūd Ibn Mu�ammad al-Marwazī 
said, Hāmid Ibn Ādam informed us, Abū  Wahb Mu�ammad 
Ibn Mujāhim informed us saying, ‘I heard ‘Abdullāh Ibnul-
Mubārak saying, ‘If Allāh  had not aided me through Abū 
Hanīfah  and Sufyān, I would have been like the rest of the 
people.”  

From Ahmad Ibn Zubayr, Sulaymān Ibn Abī Shaykh 
informed us, Hujr Ibn ‘Abdul-Jabbār informed me saying, ‘It 
was said to al-Qāsim Ibn Ma’n, ‘Are you pleased to be from 
amongst the boy servants of Abū Hanīfah?’ He said, ‘The 
people have not sat in circle more beneficial than that of Abū 
Hanīfah.’ So al-Qāsim said to him, ‘Come with me to him.’ So 
when he came to him, he stuck to him, and he said, ‘I have not 
seen the likes of this.’  

And Bishr Ibnul-Walīd relates from al-Qādī Abū Yūsuf 
who said, ‘Once when I was walking with Abū Hanīfah, I 
heard a man saying to another, ‘This Abū Hanīfah does not 
sleep at night.’ So Abū Hanīfah said, ‘By Allāh , do not relate 
from me that which I do not do’.  

‘Abdur-Rahmān Ibn Mu�ammad Ibnul-Mughīrah said, ‘I 
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saw Abū Hanīfah pronouncing verdicts for the people at a 
mosque in al-Kūfah, upon his head was a long black hood.”  

And Ibnul-Mubārak said, ‘I have not seen a man more 
dignified in his gathering, nor having better manners and 
mildness than Abū Hanīfah.’  

Yazīd Ibn Hārūn said, “I have not seen anyone more easy 
going than Abū Hanīfah.”  

Wakī’ said, ‘I heard Abū Hanīfah saying, “Urinating in 
the mosque is better than some analogical deduction (qiyās).”  

And from Mu’āwiyah ad-Darīr who said, “Loving Abū 
Hanīfah is from the Sunnah.”  

And from Mughīth Ibn Badīl who said, ‘Abū Hanīfah was 
called by al-Mansūr to the judiciary, so he refused. So he said, 
‘Do you desire that which we have?’ So he said, “No, I am not 
appropriate.” He said, ‘You have lied.’ He said, “So the Leader 
of the Believers has ruled that I am not appropriate. Since I am 
a liar, then I am not appropriate. And if I was truthful, I would 
have informed you that I was not appropriate.” So he was 
detained. And Ismā’īl Ibn Abī Uways relates something similar 
from ar-Rabī’ al-Hājib, and in it Abū Hanīfah said, “By Allāh 
, I am not safe from pleasure, so how could I be safe from 
anger? So I am not appropriate for that.” So al-Mansūr said, 
‘You have lied. Rather, you are appropriate.’ So he said, ‘How 
is it lawful for you to give authority to one who lies?’ And it 
was said that Abū Hanīfah worked for him. So he judged in 
one affair and remained for two days, then he complained for 
six days and died.’  

And the faqīh, Abū ‘Abdullāh as-Saymarī said, “He did 
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not accept the position of judge. So he was beaten and 
detained and he died in jail.’ And Hayyān Ibn Mūsā al-
Marwazī said, ‘Ibnul-Mubārak was asked, ‘Is Mālik better in 
fiqh, or Abū Hanīfah?’ He said, ‘Abū Hanīfah.” And al-
Khuryabī said, ‘No one finds fault with Abū Hanīfah, except 
one who is jealous, or an ignoramus.’  

And Yahyā Ibn Sa’īd al-Qattān said, “We do not lie in 
front of Allāh . We have not heard anything better than the 
opinion of Abū Hanīfah. And indeed we have taken many of 
his statements.”  

And ‘Alī Ibn ‘Āsim said, “If the knowledge of Imām Abū 
Hanīfah was weighed against the knowledge of the people of 
his era, he would have outweighed them.”  

And Hafs Ibn Ghiyāth said, The speech of Abū Hanīfah 
in fiqh is more intricate than poetry. No one finds fault with it 
except an ignorant person.  

And Jarīr said, ‘Mughīrah said to me, ‘Sit with Abū 
Hanīfah to gain fiqh, since if Ibrāhīm an-Nakha’ī was living, he 
would sit with him.’ And Ibnul-Mubārak said, “Abū Hanīfah 
had more fiqh than the rest of the people.”  

Mālik Ibn Anas230 
 

He is the Shaykh of Islām, the evidence of the Ummah, 
the Imām of Dārul-Hijrah (i.e., al-Madīnah), Abū ‘Abdullāh 
Mālik Ibn Anas Ibn Mālik Ibn Abī ‘Āmir Ibn ‘Amr Ibnul-
Hārith Ibn Ghaymān Ibn Khuthayl Ibn ‘Amr Ibnul-Hārith –
and he is Dhū Asbah Ibn ‘Awf Ibn Mālik Ibn Zayd Ibn 
Shaddād Ibn Zur’ah. And he is Himīr al-Asghar al-Himīrī, 
then al-Asbahī al-Madanī, an ally from the tribe of Taym from 
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Quraysh. So they were the allies of ‘Uthmān the brother of 
Talhah Ibn ‘Ubaydullāh, one of the ten (guaranteed Paradise). 
And his mother is ‘Āliyah Bint Sharīk al Azdiyyah. And his 
maternal uncles are Abū Suhayl Nāfi’ and Uways, and ar-Rabī’ 
and an-Nadr, the children of Abī ‘Āmir.  

Abul-Hasan Alī Ibn ‘Abdul-Ghanī al-Mu’dal informed 
us, ‘Abdul-Latīf Ibn Yūsuf informed us, Ahmad Ibn Ishāq 
informed us, Mu�ammad Ibn Abil-Qāsim al-Khatīb informed 
us, saying, Abul-Fath Mu�ammad Ibn ‘Abdul-Bāqī informed 
us, Alī Ibn Mu�ammad Ibn Mu�ammad al-Anbārī informed 
us, ‘Abdul-Wāhid Ibn Mu�ammad Ibn ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mahdī 
informed us, Mu�ammad Ibn Makhlad informed us, Abū  
Yahyā Mu�ammad Ibn Sa’īd Ibn Ghālib al-’Attār informed us, 
Ibn ‘Uyaynah informed us from Ibn Khurayj, from Abuz-
Zubayr, from Abī Sālih, from Abū Hurayrah reaching the 
Prophet  who said, “The people will mount the backs of 
camels in search of knowledge. So they will not find a Scholar 
more knowledgeable than a Scholar in al-Madīnah.”231

 
 

And Abul-Mughīrah al-Makhzūmī said that it means the 
people will keep seeking knowledge. They will not find anyone 
more knowledgeable than a Scholar in al-Madīnah. So this 
could be Sa’īd Ibnul-Musayyib, then whoever is after him from 
the teachers of Mālik, then Mālik, then whoever comes after 
him in knowledge, and he was the most knowledgeable of his 
contemporaries.  

I say, the Scholar of al-Madīnah after the Messenger of 
Allāh  and his Companions was Zayd Ibn Thābit, and 
‘Ā’ishah, then Ibn ‘Umar, then Sa’īd Ibnul-Musayyib, then az-
Zuhrī, then ‘Ubaydullāh Ibn ‘Umar, then Mālik.  
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And Tāhir Ibn Khālid al-Aylī relates from his father, from 
Ibn ‘Uyaynah who said, ‘Mālik did not convey a hadīth, except 
that it was authentic, and he did not relate except from one 
who was thiqah (reliable). And I have only seen al-Madīnah 
waste away after his death,’ meaning in terms of knowledge.  

Ibnul-Madīnī said, ‘I heard ‘Abdur-Rahmān Ibn Mahdī 
saying, Wuhayb – and he was from the most perceptive of 
people in hadīth and narrators – informed me that he arrived 
in al-Madīnah.’ He said, ‘So I did not see anyone, except that 
he was being commanded and prohibited, except for Mālik 
and Yahyā Ibn Sa’īd al-Ansārī.232

 
 

‘Abdur-Rahmān said, ‘No one has preceded Mālik in the 
authenticity of hadīth.’  

Ibn Mahdī said, “The imāms of the people in their time 
were four: ath-Thawrī, Mālik, al-Awzā’ī and Hammād Ibn 
Zayd.’ And he said, ‘I have not seen anyone more intelligent 
than Mālik.’’233

 
 

And from Mālik who said, ‘The shield of the Scholar is, ‘I 
do not know,’ so if he neglects it, his statement is attacked’.234

 
 

And al-Haytham Ibn Jamīl said, ‘I heard Mālik being 
asked about eighty-four issues. So he answered thirty two of 
them with, ‘I do not know.” And from Khālid Ibn Khadāsh 
who said, ‘I came to Mālik with forty issues. So he did not 
answer me anything except for five issues.’  

Ibn Wahb relates from Mālik, that he heard ‘Abdullāh 
Ibn Yazīd Ibn Hurmuz saying, ‘It is befitting for the Scholar 
that he passes on to his students the statement, ‘I do not 
know,’ until that becomes the foundation that they flee to.’  
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Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr said, ‘It is authentically related from 
Abud-Dardā’ that ‘I do not know,’ is half of knowledge.’235

 
 

Mu�ammad Ibn Rumh said, “I saw the Prophet  [in a 
dream], so I said, ‘O Messenger of Allāh, verily Mālik and al-
Layth differ, so from which of the two should I take?’ He said, 
‘Mālik, Mālik.”236

 
 

Mu�ammad Ibn Jarīr said, ‘Indeed Mālik was beaten with 
the whip, and there was differing in regards to the reason for 
that. So al-‘Abbās Ibnul-Walīd related to me, Ibn Dhakwān 
related to us from Marwān at-Tatārī that Ia’far prohibited 
Mālik from the hadīth, “There is no divorce for the one who is 
forced.”237

 
Then lie plotted to ask him about it, so he related it 

to the leaders of the people. So he was beaten with the whip’.  

And al-’Abbās informed us, Ibrāhīm Ibn Hammād 
informed us that he used to look at Mālik when he stood for 
his gathering. He would carry one hand with the other.  

From Ibn Sa’d who said, al-Wāqidī informed us, saying, 
‘When Mālik was called and consulted, and heard from and 
accepted from, people became jealous of him. And they treated 
him unjustly in everything. So w hen he worked with Ja’far Ibn 
Sulaymān, they went to him quickly, and many who came to 
him were against Mālik. So they said, ‘Your right-hand worker 
does not see this bay’ah (oath of allegiance) of yours as 
anything, and he takes the hadīth related by Thābit Ibnul 
Ahnaf about the divorce of the one who is forced. It is 
permissible according to him.’ He said, ‘So Ja’far became 
angry, so he called Mālik. So he established the proof in 
regards to what had been raised about him. So he commanded 
that he be disrobed, then he beat him with the whip. And his 
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arms were pulled until they became dislocated from his 
shoulders. And the affair that he undertook was grave. So by 
Allāh , Mālik never ceased after that to be held in high 
esteem.’  

I say, this is the result of a praiseworthy trial, and it 
elevates the status of the servant amongst the Believers. And 
whatever the case, it is what our own hands have earned, and 
Allāh  pardons a very great deal. “Whosoever Allāh intends 
good for, He brings misfortune and calamity upon him.”238

 

The Prophet  also said, “Everything decreed for the Believer 
is good for him.”239

 
And Allāh the Exalted said,  

 {  W  V  U   T  S   R  Q  P
  Xz 

“And We shall try you until We have tested those who 
strive hard from amongst you and are patient, and We 
shall test your facts.”  

[Sūrah Mu�ammad 47:31]  

And He also revealed in His statement,  

 {  Ù   Ø×  Ö  Õ  Ô  Ó  Ò  Ñ  Ð  Ï
   å  ä  ã         â  á  à  ß  ÞÝ  Ü  Û  Úz 

“When a single disaster struck you, whereas you struck 
them with a disaster twice as great, do you then ask, 
‘From where did this come?’ Say, it is from your own 
selves.”  

[Sūrah Āli-’Imrān 3:165]  
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And Allāh says,  

 {  Ö  Õ  Ô   Ó   Ò  Ñ  Ð  Ï
  Ù   Ø  ×z  

“And whatever misfortune befalls you, it is because of 
what your own hands have earned. And Allāh pardons 
and forgives much.” 

[Sūrah Shūrā 42:30]  

So the Believer – when he is tried – patiently perseveres, 
takes admonition, seeks the forgiveness of Allāh , and does 
not pre-occupy himself with blaming the one who has 
mistreated him, since Allāh  is just in His Judgement. So he 
praises Allāh  that his Religion has remained secure, 
knowing that the punishment suffered in this world is lighter 
and better for him.  

And al-Qa’nabī said, ‘I heard them saying, ‘Mālik’s age 
was eighty nine years, he died in the year one hundred and 
seventy nine.’  

And Ismā’īl Ibn Abī Uways said, “Mālik became sick, so I 
asked some of our people about what he said at the time of his 
death. They said, ‘He recited the tashahhud (testification of 
faith), then he recited,  

{   ´  ³  ²  ±      °  z 

“Their affair is for Allāh, before and after.”  

[Sūrah Rūm 30:4]  
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And he died on the fourteenth of Rabī’ul-Awwal, in the 
year one hundred and seventy nine. So the leader, ‘Abdullāh 
Ibn Mu�ammad In Ibrāhīm Ibn Mu�ammad Ibn ‘Alī Ibn 
‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Abbās al, Hāshimī prayed over him.  

And Abū Mus’ab az-Zuhrī said, “He died after the tenth 
of Rabī’ul-Awaval, after ninety years.” Mu�ammad Ibn 
Sahnūn said, “He died upon the thirteen of Rabī’ul-Awwal.”  

Imām Ash-Shāfi’ī240 
 

He is Mu�ammad Ibn Idrīs Ibnul-’Abbās Ibn ‘Uthmān 
Ibn Shāfi’ Ibnus-Sā’ib Ibn ‘Ubayd Ibn ‘Abd Yazīd Ibn Hāshim 
Ibnul-Muttalib Ibn ‘Abd Manāf Ibn Qusī Ibn Kilāb Ibn 
Murrah Ibn Ka’b Ibn Lu’ī Ibn Ghālib, the Imām, the Scholar of 
his era, the protector of hadīth, the Faqīh of the Religion, Abū  
‘Abdullāh al-Qurashī, then al-Muttalibī ash-Shāfi’ī al-Makkī, 
al-Ghazziyī by birth, a relative of the Messenger of Allāh  by 
marriage, and the descendant of his paternal uncle. So al-
Muttalib is the brother of Hāshim who is the father of ‘Abdul-
Muttalib.  

It is agreed that the Imām was born in Ghazzah, and his 
father, Idrīs, died as a youth. So Mu�ammad grew up as an 
orphan under the guardianship of his mother. So she feared 
the [effect of the] land upon him so she took him to his place 
of origin whilst he was a boy of two years. So he grew up in 
Makkah and he began to throw arrows until he excelled over 
his contemporaries. And he was able to hit nine out of ten 
targets. Then he began to study the Arabic language and 
poetry, so he became proficient in that. Then he fell in love 
with fiqh, so he became the master of the people in his era in it. 

And al-Muzanī said, ‘I have not seen anyone with a better 
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face than ash-Shāfi’ī – may Allāh bestow mercy upon him – 
and whenever he took hold of his beard, then there was 
nothing more excellent than his taking hold of it.’  

And ar-Rabe’ al-Mu’adhdhin said, ‘I heard ash-Shāfi’ī 
saying, ‘I used to shoot arrows until the doctor said to me, ‘I 
fear that you will contract pulmonary tuberculosis due to the 
amount of time you spend in the heat.’ He said, ‘And I used to 
hit nine out of ten targets.241

 
 

Ahmad Ibn Ibrāhīm at-Tā’ī al-Aqtā’ said, al-Muzanī 
informed us that ash-Shāfi’ī said, ‘I memorized the Qur’ān 
when I was eight years old, and I memorized al-Muwatta’ 
when I was ten years old.’  

And there occurs in Manāqibush-Shāfi’ī of al-Āburī242, ‘I 
heard az-Zubayr Ibn ‘Abdul-Wāhid al-Hamdhānī saying that 
Alī Ibn Mu�ammad Ibn ‘Īsā informed us, I heard ar-Rabī’ Ibn 
Sulaymān saying, ‘Ash-Shāfi’ī was born upon the day that Abū 
Hanīfah died, may Allāh  bestow mercy upon both of them.”  

And from ash-Shāfi’ī who said, ‘I came to Mālik when I 
was thirteen years old – and it is as he says, even though he 
seemed as if he was twenty three years old – he said, ‘So I came 
with the son of my uncle to al-Madīnah. So Mālik spoke, so he 
said, ‘I seek someone to read for you.’ I said, ‘I will read,’ so I 
read to him. So whenever he would ask me about something 
which he had already passed, ‘Count it,’ then I would relate it 
from memory. So it was as if he was amazed. Then he asked 
me about an issue, so I answered, then another issue. So he 
said, ‘You would love to be a judge!’243

 
 

Abū ‘Ubayd said, “I have not seen anyone more 
intelligent than ash-Shāfi’ī,” and likewise, Yūnus Ibn ‘Abdul-
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A’lā said, “If the Ummah was gathered up, his intelligence 
would be more than what they put forth.”  

And az-Zubayr al-Istirābādhī said, Mu�ammad Ibn 
Yahyā Ibn Ādam of Egypt informed us, Ibn ‘Abdul-Hakam 
informed us, “I heard ash-Shāfi’ī saying, ‘If the people knew 
what was contained in kalām from desires they would have 
fled from it just as one would flee from a lion.”  

Yūnus as-Sadafī said, “I have not seen anyone more 
intelligent than ash-Shāfi’ī. I debated with him one day about 
an issue, then we parted ways. When we met again, he took me 
by my hand, then he said, “O Abā Mūsā, is it not correct that 
we be brothers, even though we do not agree upon an issue?” I 
say, this shows the completeness of this imām’s intellect and 
his understanding of his self; since debaters never cease to 
differ.” Abū Ja’far at-Tirmidhī: Abul Fadl al-Wāshjirdī 
informed us, ‘I heard ‘Abdullāh as-Sāghānī say, ‘I asked Yahyā 
Ibn Aktham about Abī ‘Ubayd and ash-Shāfi’ī: Which of them 
is more knowledgeable? He said, “Abū ‘Ubayd used to come to 
us often. He was a man, who if he had the good fortune of 
receiving books, he would improve the form of their writing. 
He would organize them with beautiful phrases due to his high 
aptitude in the Arabic language. As for ash-Shāfi’ī, then we 
were with Mu�ammad Ibnul-Hasan for many discussions, and 
he was a man who was Qurashī in his understanding and 
intellect, he was quick in correction. And if he had not heard 
anymore hadīths, he would have been sufficient for the 
Ummah of Mu�ammad  over the other fuqahā’(jurists).”  

Ma’mar Ibn Shabīb said, ‘I heard al-Ma’mūn saying, 
‘Indeed I tested Mu�ammad Ibn Idrīs in everything, so I found 
him to be complete.”  
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Ahmad Ibn Mu�ammad Ibn Bintush-Shāfi’ī said, “I 
heard my father and my uncle saying, ‘Whenever a man came 
to Sufyān Ibn ‘Uyaynah with something of tafsīr or fatāwā, he 
would pass it onto ash-Shāfi’ī and say, “Deal with this.”  

Indeed,244
 
ash-Shāfi’ī (rahimahu Allah) was from the most 

knowledgeable of the people with respect to the meanings of 
the Book and the Sunnah and from the severest of people with 
regards to holding firmly to the two of them. He was from the 
most excellent of people with regards to giving attention to 
knowledge and hoping for goodness. He used to say, ‘I desired 
that the people would learn this knowledge, and nothing from 
it would ever be attributed to me. So they would receive 
rewards and I would not be praised.’  

He used to say, ‘If I say something: then something is 
authenticated from the Messenger of Allāh in contradiction 
to my statement, then that has more right to be followed and 
do not blindly follow me.’ And he said, ‘If I relate an authentic 
hadīth from the Messenger of Allāh  and I do not act upon it, 
then bear witness that my intellect has left.’ And he said to 
Ahmad Ibn Hanbal (rahimahu Allah) ‘You are more 
knowledgeable about the authentic narrations than us. So if 
there is an authentic narration, then inform me of it; whether 
it has come from Kūfah, Basrah, or Shām.’  

And his strict adherence to the Sunnah reached the point 
that he used to advise his companions to stick to it, so he used 
to say, ‘Stick to the people of hadīth, since they are the most 
correct from amongst the people.’ And he said, ‘If I see a man 
from amongst the people of hadīth, then it is as if I have seen a 
man from the Companions of the Prophet . May Allāh  
reward them with good, they preserved the foundations for us, 
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so they have an excellence over us.’245
 
And he recited the 

following verses of poetry,  

‘All forms of knowledge besides the Qur’ān 
are a pre-occupation; 

Except for the hadīth and knowing the 
fiqh (jurisprudence) of the Religion; 

Knowledge is that which contains, 
‘He said …’ or ‘He informed us …’ 

Anything other than that is from the 
whisperings of the Devil.’246

 

Indeed, more than one from amongst the major scholars 
have praised ash-Shāfi’ī. From them is ‘Abdur-Rahmān Ibn 
Mahdī and he asked him to write a book about the usūl for 
him. So he wrote a book for him, and it became the first book 
written about this science. So after that, Ibn Mahdī used to 
supplicate for him in the Prayer. And from those who praised 
him in a similar fashion is his Shaykh, Mālik Ibn Anas and 
Qutaybah Ibn Sa’īd. And he said, ‘He is an Imām.’  

And from those who praised him are: Sufyāti Ibn 
‘Uyaynak, Yahyā Ibn Sa’īd al-Qattān, Abū ‘Ubayd Ibn Sallām, 
and he said, ‘I have not seen anyone more eloquent, nor 
intelligent, nor more abstemious than ash-Shāfi’ī.’ And from 
amongst those who praised ash-Shāfi’ī are: Yahyā Ibn Aktham 
al-Qādī, Ishāq Ibn Rahāwayah Mu�ammad Ibnul-Hasan. 

Ahmad Ibn Hanbal supplicated for him in his Prayer for 
the span of forty years, and he used to say about the hadīth 
that is related by Abū Dāwūd, from the hadīth of Abī 
Hurayrah from the Prophet , “Verily Allāh sends for this 
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Ummah at the head of every one hundred years one who 
revives its Religion for them.247

 
He said, ‘So ‘Umar Ibn ‘Abdul-

’Azīz came at the head of the first one hundred years and ash-
Shāfi’ī came at the head of the second one hundred years.’ 
Ahmad used to say, ‘Ash-Shāfi’ī was like a sun for the world 
and like a pardon for the people.’ Abū  Thawr said, “I have not 
seen the likes of ash-Shāfi’ī, nor has he seen the likes of 
himself.’ And ar-Rabī’ said, ‘Ash-Shāfi’ī died on Thursday and 
we performed his Funeral Prayer on Thursday night. So we 
saw the moon of Sha’bān in the year two hundred and four, 
and he was seventy two years old.”248 

Ahmad Ibn Hanbal 

He is the true Imām, and the Shaykhul-Islām, Abū 
‘Abdullāh Ahmad Ibn Mu�ammad Ibn Hanbal Ibn Hilāl Ibn 
Asad Ibn Idrīs Ibn ‘Abdullāh Ibn Hayyān adh-Dhuhlī ash-
Shaybānī al-Marwazī, then al-Baghdādī, one of the 
outstanding Imāms. His father was from the soldiers of Marw, 
he died as a youth, and Ahmad was raised as an orphan. And it 
is said that his mother departed from Marw and took him with 
her. He was born in Rabī’ul-Awwal in the year 164H.  

The teacher, the Imām, the Shaykhul Islām, Abū  
‘Uthmān Ismā’īl Ibn ‘Abdur-Rahmān as-Sābūnī an-Naysābūrī 
– may Allāh be pleased with him – informed us as he came to 
us in Damascus, in Rajab of the year 432H, he said, ‘Abū, 
Mu�ammad al-Hasan Ibn Ahmad ash-Shaybānī, commonly 
known as al-Makhadī, may Allāh be pleased with him, said in 
the year 387H, ‘Abū Bakr ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mu�ammad Ibn 
Muslim al-Isfarāyīnī informed us; reading: Abul Fadl Sālih Ibn 
Ahmad Ibn Hanbal said, ‘I heard my father saying, ‘I was born 
in the year 164H, in the beginning of Rabī’ul-Awwal.”  
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He said: I heard saying, ‘My father said, ‘I studied hadīth 
when I was sixteen years old.”  

This biography is mainly taken from Sīratul-Imām 
Ahmad Ibn Hanbal by Sālih Ibn Ahmad Ibn Hanbal (d.266H). 
For biographies of Imām Ahmad, refer to: at-Tārīkhul-Kabīr 
(2/5), the Tabaqāt (7/354-355) of Ibn Sa’d, at-Tārīkhus-Saghīr 
(2/375), Tārīkhul-Fasawī (1/212), al-Jarh wat-Ta’dīl (1/292-33, 
2/68), Hikatul-Awliyā’ (9/161, 233), Tārīkh Baghdād (4/412), 
TabaqātuI-Hanābilah (1/4, 20), Tahdhībul-Asmā’ wal-Lughāt 
(1/110-112)m Wafiyātul-A’yān (1/63-65), Tadhkiratul-
Huffādh (2/431), al-‘Ibr (1/435), Tahdhībut-Tahdhīb (1/22), 
al-Wafī bil-Wafiyāt (6/363-369), Marātul-Jinān (2/132), 
Tabaqātush-Shāfi’iyyah (2/26-36) of as-Subkī, al-Bidāyah 
wan-Nihāyah (10/320343), Ghāyatun-Nihāyah fī Tabaqātul-
Qirā’ (1/ 112), an-Nujūmuz-Zāhirah (2/304-306), Tabaqātul-
Mufassirīn (1/70) and Shadhamatudh-Dhahab (2/96-98). This 
was taken from Mukhtasar Siyar A’lāmun-Nubalā’ (1/426).  

My father said, “And Hushaym died whilst I was a youth 
of twenty years. And I had memorized what I had heard from 
him. So people came to the door of Ibn ‘Uyaynah, and with 
him were the books of Hushaym. So he placed them in front of 
me and I said, ‘The isnād for this is such and such.’ So al-
Mu’aytī came, and he used to memorize, so I said to him, ‘I 
have answered him about what has come, and I know from his 
hadīth what I have not yet heard (being read by Ibn 
‘Uyaynah). And I left for al-Kūfah in the year in which 
Hushaym died, the year 183H. It was the first year in which I 
traveled. And ‘Īsā Ibn Yūnus arrived in al-Kūfah after me in 
the same year, and he did not perform �ajj after that.”  

He said, “And the first trip that I undertook was to al-
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Basrah, in the year 186H. I said to him, ‘In which year should I 
go to Sufyān Ibn ‘Uyaynah?’ He said, ‘In the year 187H.’ So we 
arrived, and Fudayl Ibn ‘Iyād had already died, and it was the 
first year in which I performed �ajj.’ And Walīd Ibn Muslim 
performed �ajj in the year 191H, and in the year 196H. And I 
performed it in the year 197H, and I left in the year 198H. And 
I stayed with ‘Abdur-Razzāq in the year 199H, and the deaths 
of Sufyān and Yahyā Ibn Sa’īd and ‘Abdur-Rahmān In Mahdī 
died in the year 198H.”  

My father said, “If I had fifty dirhams with me, I would 
always travel to Jarīr Ibn ‘Abdul-Hamīd in ar-Rayyī. So some 
of our companions left and it was not possible for me to go, 
since I did not have anything with me.”  

My father said, “And I left for al-Kūfah. So I had milk in 
the house below my head. So I heated it and returned to my 
mother, may Allāh have mercy upon her, and I had not sought 
her permission.”  

I heard Sālih saying, ‘I said to my father, ‘Ahadīth could 
state ‘The Messenger of Allāh  said …’ However, a person 
may write, ‘The Prophet  said …’ He said, ‘I do not see a 
problem in it.”  

I heard Sālih saying, “When my father wanted to make 
ablution for the Prayer, he would not refuse anyone who 
wished to drink his water. He would drink with his hand. And 
I used to hear him reciting Sūrah al-Kahf often. And whenever 
I felt ill, he used to take water in a drinking bowl, then he 
would recite over it. Then he used to say to me, ‘Drink from it 
and wash your face and hands from it.’ And whenever he went 
out to do the groceries, he would buy a bundle of wood and 
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something else and he would carry it.”249
 
 

Imām ash-Shāfi’ī (d.204H) (rahimahu Allah) said, “I left 
Baghdād, and I did not leave behind me a man better, having 
more knowledge, or greater fiqh (understanding), nor having 
greater taqwā (piety) than Ahmad Ibn Hanbal.”  

Abū Dāwūd (d.257H) (rahimahu Allah) “The lectures of 
Ahmad were sittings of the Hereafter. He would not mention 
in them anything of the worldly affairs; and I never saw him 
mention this world.”  

‘Alī Ibnul-Madīnī (d. 234H) (rahimahu Allah) said, 
“Indeed Allāh  aided this Religion through Abū  Bakr as-
Siddīq on the day of the apostasy; and through Ahmad Ibn 
Hanbal on the day of the trial”.250

 
 

Qutaybah Ibn Sa’īd (d.240H) (rahimahu Allah) said, “If 
you see a man loving Ahmad, then know that he is a person of 
the Sunnah.”  

And Abul-Hasan al-Ash’arī (d.324H) (rahimahu Allah) 
said, “Our statement which we hold and take as our Religion 
is: Clinging to the Book of Allāh, our Lord the Mighty and 
Majestic, and to the Sunnah of our Prophet, Mu�ammad , 
and what is narrated from the Companions, the Tābi’īn and 
the Imāms of hadīth. This is what we cling to, and also that to 
which Abū ‘Abdullāh Ahmad Ibn Mu�ammad Ibn Hanbal –
may Allāh enlighten his face, raise up his rank and grant him a 
magnificent reward – used to say, distancing ourselves from 
those who oppose his statement. Since he was the noble and 
complete Imām, by whom Allāh  made the truth clear, and 
removed the misguidance, and made the minhāj 
(methodology) clear, and through whom Allāh  annihilated 
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the innovation of the innovators, the deviation of the deviant 
and the doubts of the doubters. So may Allāh  have mercy 
upon him, the foremost Imām.”251

 
 

Tājud-Dīn as-Subkī (d. 770H) (rahimahu Allah) said, 
“Abul-Hasan al-Ash’arī is the foremost of Ahlus-Sunnah and 
Ahmad Ibn Hanbal …”252

 
 

Ibrāhīm al-Harbī (d.285H) (rahimahu Allah) said, “I saw 
Abū ‘Abdullāh, and it was as if Allāh  had gathered for him 
the knowledge of the earlier people and the later people.”253

 
 

Abul-Fadl said, ‘And he presented to me the following 
will,  

“With the Name of Allāh, 
the Merciful, the Bestower of Mercy, 

This is what I – Ahmad Ibn Mu�ammad Ibn Hanbal 
– leave as a will. I testify that there is no true deity 
worthy of worship besides Allāh  alone, without 
any partner. And that Mu�ammad is His servant 
and Messenger. He sent him  with the guidance 
and the true Religion so that it may overtake all 
other religions, even though the disbelievers may 
dislike it. And he should advise those who obey him 
from his family and his close relatives that they 
worship Allāh  as worshippers, and praise him as 
those who praise, and that they sincerely advise the 
community of the Muslims. And I am indeed 
pleased with Allāh  as a Lord, and with 
Mu�ammad  as a Prophet. And ‘Abdullāh Ibn 
Mu�ammad, commonly known as Būrān, I gave him 
fifty dīnārs, and he is truthful in what he says. So his 
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money is to be paid by me from the proceeds of the 
house, if Allāh  wills. So if I die, it will be given by 
my sons: Sālih and ‘Abdullāh Ibn Ahmad Ibn 
Mu�ammad Ibn Hanbal. So they will give everything 
mentioned and eleven darāhim after my death 
towards whatever I have for Ibn Mu�ammad.  

Witnesses: Abū Yūsuf, Sālih and ‘Abdullāli, 
Sons of Aliniad Ibn Mu�ammad Ibn Hanbal.” 

Abul-Fadl said, “And he used to exert himself in fasting 
and he would not eat fat. And before that, I would buy fat for 
him with one dirham, and he would eat from that for one 
month. So he left off eating the fat. And he continued to fast 
and work, and I thought he was putting that upon his body 
because he was safe.”  

‘My father was carried to al-Mutawakkil in the year 237H 
and he stayed there until the year 241H. And he was not there 
for long before a messenger of al-Mutawakkil came to him. So 
it was in the first day of Rabī’ul-Awwal in the year 241H, my 
father came down with a fever on Tuesday night. So I entered 
upon him on Tuesday and he was feverish and breathing hard. 
And I knew of his sickness when he became weak. So I said to 
him, ‘O father, what did you break your fast with last night?’ 
He said, ‘With water, then I wanted to observe the Night 
Prayer.’ So he said, ‘Take my hand,’ so I took his hand. So he 
came into an empty space and his legs became weak, until he 
had to lean upon me. He was attended to by more than one 
doctor; all of them were Muslims. So, ‘Abdur-Rahmān said to 
him, ‘You should heat a gourd and drink its water,’ and this 
took place on Wednesday. And he was dying on Friday, so he 
said, ‘O Sālih!’ I said, ‘At your service.’ He said, ‘Do not heat 
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anything at your place, nor in the place of your brother 
‘Abdullāh.’  

So al-Fath Ibn Sahl came to the door to visit him, so I hid 
him. And Alī Ibnul-Ja’d and many other people came, so I hid 
him. So I said, ‘O father, indeed the people are many.’ He said, 
‘So what do you see fit?’ I said, ‘To seek your permission for 
them, then to call them to you.’ He said, ‘Seek the help of Allāh 
in choosing.’  

So the people entered upon him in large numbers, until 
the house was filled. So they asked him and called upon him, 
then they left, and another large group entered. And the 
people were many, and the street was filled, and then we 
closed the door. And a man from amongst our neighbors 
came, so he entered upon him, so he said, ‘Verily I have seen 
this man revive something from the Sunnah, so I have become 
happy.’ So he entered and called to him and addressed him 
and all of the Muslims. And a man came, so he said, ‘Would 
you be so kind as to allow me to enter upon him?’ So I said to 
him, ‘Keep insisting upon him until he says: enter.’ So I 
allowed him to enter, so he stood in front of him and he began 
to cry. And he said, ‘O Abā ‘Abdullāh, I was from amongst 
those who attended your beating. So indeed I have come to 
you because I would love to be pardoned. So I am in front of 
you, and if you see it fit to free me, then do so.’ So he said, ‘Do 
you agree to not come back to the likes of that?’ He said, ‘Yes.’ 
He said, ‘Verily I pardon you.’ So he left crying and whosoever 
remained from amongst the people cried also.254

 
 

And Ibn Dūrah said, ‘Ahmad used to be a person of fiqh, 
memorization and knowledge of hadīth and fiqh, and piety 
and abstemiousness (zuhd) and patience. Indeed, Imām 
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Ahmad was tested by the statement of the creation of the 
Qur’ān. And he was taken to Baghdād, shackled, and he was 
detained. And he used to pray with the people of the jail whilst 
he was shackled. So when Ramadān occurred in the year 
217H, and that was fourteen years after the death of al-
Ma’mūn, he moved to the house of Ishāq Ibn Ibrāhīm, the 
governor of Baghdād. Then al-Mu’tasim ordered the freeing of 
Imām Ahmad after his punishment and debate. And it was 
said that al-Mu’tasim was regretful and bewildered until the 
affair was rectified. Then al-Mu’tasim and his son joined al-
Wāthiq. So there emerged whatever emerged from the trial, 
and al-Wāthiq ordered that he must not meet with Imām 
Ahmad, nor should he live in a land or town where the Caliph 
is. So the Imām went into a state of hiding for the rest of the 
life of al-Wāthiq.  

And during the khilāfah of al-Mutawakkil, Allāh made 
the Sunnah manifest. And the Caliph wrote ordering the 
raising of the trial. And al-Mutawakkil ordered in the year 
237H, that the Imām be brought to him. And until Imām 
Ahmad died, not a day would pass by, except that the 
messenger of al-Mutawakkil would come to him.  

The Imām died in the year 241H, on Friday on the twelfth 
of Rabī’ul-Awwal. So the people shouted and the voices were 
raised with weeping, to the extent that it seemed that the world 
shook, and the sidewalks and the streets were full. And the 
funeral procession went out after the people left from the 
Friday Prayer. So the people at his funeral manifested the 
Sunnah and cursed the people of innovations. So Allāh  
made easy upon the Muslims through that whatever they had 
of troubles, when they saw the majesty and high rank of Islām 
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and the suppression of the people of deviance.255
  





 

 

Appendix 1 

THE POSITION OF AHLUS-SUNNAH 
IN REGARDS TO THE ISSUES OF 

ĪMĀN 
 

 

 

It is related by Abū  Bakr al-Khallāl (d.311 H) (rahimahu 
Allah) in as-Sunnah (no. 959, 960-961) and by al-Ājurrī in 
ash-Sharī’ah  (no. 340) from Imām Ahmad Ibn Hanbal –
rahimahullāh – that he was asked about the Murji’ah, so he 
said, “The one who says that Īmān is statement (only)!”  

And it is related by al-Lālikā’ī (d.418H) (rahimahu Allah) 
in as-Sunnah (no. 1837), and by al-Ājurrī in ash-Sharī’ah  (no. 
342) from Imām Wakī’ Ibnul-Jarrāh ar-Ru’ūsī (d.197H) 
(rahimahu Allah) that he said, “The people of the Sunnah say 
that Īmān (faith) is statement and action; and the Murji’ah say 
that Īmān is statement (only); and the Jahmiyyah say that 
Īmān is knowledge (ma’rifah).”  

And Imām al-Ājurrī (d.360H) (rahimahu Allah) said after 
narrating these āthār (narrations) and other than them, “Be 
warned – may Allāh  bestow mercy upon you – of the 
statement of the one who says that his Īmān is like the Īmān of 
Jibrīl! And the one who says, ‘I am a Believer (mu’min) with 
Allāh ,’ and, ‘I am a perfect Believer!’ All of this is the 
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madhhab of the people of irjā’.256
 
 

And Imām al-Barbahārī (d.329H) (rahimahu Allah) said 
in his marvelous book, Sharhus-Sunnah (p. 132), “And 
whosoever says that Īmān is statement and action, and that it 
increases and decreases, then indeed he has left irjā’ 
completely, from it’s beginning to it’s end.”  

And there occurs in al-Mukhtār fī Usūlis-Sunnah (p. 89) 
of Ibnul-Bannā (d.471), where Imām Ahmad was asked about 
the one who says that Īmān increases and decreases. So he 
said, “This person is free from irjā.”  

Imām Ishāq Ibn Rāhawayh (rahimahu Allah) related 
from Shaybān Ibn Fārūkh who said, “I said to ‘Abdullāh Ibnul-
Mubārak, ‘What do you say about the one who fornicates and 
drinks intoxicants and commits other similar actions. Is he a 
believer?’ Ibnul-Mubārak said, ‘I do not expel him from Īmān.’ 
So Shaybān said, ‘In old age have you become a Murjiyī’?!’ So 
Ibnul-Mubārak said, ‘O Abā ‘Abdullāh, the Murji’ah do not 
even come close to me. I say that Īmān increases and the 
Murji’ah do not say that.”257

 
 

As for the words of Shaykhul-Islām Ibn Taymiyyah 
(d.728) – in explanation of the ‘aqīdah (creed) of the Murji’ah 
and making their evil apparent, then they are very many, from 
them is his statement, “And the Salaf were severe in their 
rejection of the Murji’ah when they took actions outside of 
Īmān (faith), and they said that people are the same with 
respect to Īmān. And there is no doubt that their statement 
about the Īmān of all the people being the same is the most 
abhorrent of errors”.258

 
 

He also said, “And the Murji’ah – those who say that 
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Īmān is attestation of the heart and a statement upon the 
tongue, but actions are not part of it – there was a group from 
them from the jurists (fuqahā’) and worshippers of Kūfah, yet 
their statement cannot be like the statement of Jahm. So they 
know that a man cannot be a Believer if he does not speak with 
faith (Īmān), despite his having the ability for it. And they 
know that Iblīs and Fir‘awn, and other than these two, were 
disbelievers, despite the tasdīq (attestation) in their hearts. 
However, if they do not enter actions of the heart into Īmān, 
then the statement of Jahm is binding upon them, and if they 
enter them into Īmān, it is binding upon them to enter the 
actions of the limbs also. So one is indispensable to the other.”  

Then he said, “And they say, ‘We accept that Īmān 
increases, with the meaning that occurred whenever Allāh  
revealed an āyah obligating tasdīq (attestation) in it. So this 
attestation is connected to the attestation that came before it. 
However, after the completion of what Allāh  had revealed, 
Īmān did not remain increasing amongst them. Rather, the 
faith (Īmān) of all of the people was the same, whether it was 
the Īmān of the first predecessors such as Abū Bakr and 
‘Umar, or the Īmān of the most sinful people such as al-Hajjāj, 
and Abī Muslim al-Khurāsānī, and other than them. And the  
– the Scholars and jurists (fuqahā) from amongst them – say: 
actions are labeled as metaphorical faith (Īmān Majāz), 
because the action is a fruit and a necessary result of Īmān, and 
because it is a proof for it. And they say, his  statement, 
“Faith has seventy odd branches; the most excellent of them is 
the statement that there is no deity worthy of worship besides 
Allāh, and the lowest of them is to remove something harmful 
from the road,259

 
is metaphorical. And the Murji’ah are of three 
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views: those who state that Īmān is found in the heart only. 
Then from amongst them are those who entered actions of the 
heart into it, and they comprise of the majority of the sect of 
the – as was mentioned by way of their own statements from 
Abul-Hasan al-Ash’arī in his book,260

 
and he mentioned many 

sects261
 
in a lengthy discourse. However, we have mentioned 

their statements generally.262
 
And from them are those who do 

not enter them into Īmān, such as Jahm, and like his followers 
such as as-Sālihī – and this is the one who aided him alongside 
many of his companions.  

And the second statement is the one who says: It is a 
statement upon the tongue only, and this was not known from 
anyone before the Karrāmiyyah. And the third statement is 
that it is attestation (tasdīq) of the heart and a statement upon 
the tongue. And this is well-known from the people of fiqh 
(jurisprudence) and the worshippers from amongst them. And 
they are incorrect from a number of angles:  

Firstly, “they think that it is the right of the servants that 
the Īmān that Allāh  pre-ordained for them be the same 
amongst all of them, and that the Īmān which has been made 
obligatory upon an individual, it has been made obligatory 
upon every individual, yet the affair is not like that. So Allāh  
obligated upon the previous Prophets from Īmān what He did 
not obligate upon the Ummah of Mu�ammad , and He 
obligated upon the Ummah of Mu�ammad , what He did 
not obligate upon other than them. And the Īmān that was 
obligated before the revelation of the Qur’ān is not the same as 
that which was obligated after the revelation of the Qur’ān. 
And the Īmān that is obligatory upon the one who has detailed 
knowledge is not the same as the one who has general 
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knowledge of what he  informed of …”  

Then he (rahimahu Allah) said, “The second angle from 
which the Murji’ah are incorrect is that they think that 
whatever is in the heart from Īmān is attestation only, in 
exclusion to the actions of the heart, as has preceded from the 
Jahmiyyah and the Murji’ah.  

The third is that they think that the Īmān which is in the 
heart can be complete without anything of actions. So due to 
this, they make actions the fruits and end results of Īmān, just 
like a link between the cause and the originator of that cause, 
and they do not make them (actions) binding for it.  

So it is certain that the complete Īmān in the hearts 
inevitably makes outward actions incumbent in accordance to 
it, and it is prohibited for the heart to have perfect Īmān (faith) 
without263

 
outward actions. So due to this, they conceive of 

matters that cannot possibly occur due to the established 
connection that exists between the body and the heart. Such as 
when they say, “A man has the same Īmān in his heart as that 
which was found in the heart of Abū Bakr and ‘Umar,’ yet he 
does not make a single prostration to Allāh , nor does he fast 
in Ramadān, and he fornicates with his mother and his sister, 
and he drinks wine during the nights of Ramadān. They say 
that he is a Believer (mu’min) with perfect faith!”264

 
 

The Guardian of the Sunnah Abul-Qāsim Ismā’īl Ibn 
Mu�ammad al-Asbahānī (d.535H) (rahimahu Allah) said in 
explanation of the beliefs of the people of the Sunnah in 
regards to the issues pertaining to Īmān,265

 
“Faith (Īmān) 

according to the legislative usage refers to all acts of obedience, 
inward and outward. And the Ash’ariyyah say that Īmān is 
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attestation (tasdīq) and that actions and statements are from 
its outward signs, not from Īmān itself.  

So the benefit of this difference is that the one who is 
devoid of actions, and he carries out the prohibited matters, he 
will not be given the name, ‘Believer’ unrestrictedly. So it is to 
be said that he is deficient in Īmān, because he is devoid of 
some of it. So according to them (the Ash’ariyyah), he must be 
given the name, ‘Believer’ unrestrictedly, because it’s usage 
involves tasdīq (attestation), and he has fulfilled that. Our 
proof is the statement of Allāh the Exalted,  

 {  ^   ]  \  [  Z  Y  X  Wz 

“Verily the Believers are those, whose hearts tremble 
when Allāh is mentioned …”  

[Sūrah Anfāl 8:2]  

Up until His statement,  

 { ts  r  q  pz 

“… and they are the Believers in truth.”  

[Sūrah Anfāl 8:4]  

So He described them with true Īmān due to the presence 
of these actions. And Allāh the Exalted said,  

{  d  c  b      a  `  z 

“And never would Allāh cause your Īmān to be lost.”  

[Sūrah Baqarah 2:143]  
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Meaning, ‘your Prayer,’ so the name of Īmān was used to 
refer to the Prayer, yet it is an action. And the proof for this is 
found in what Abū Hurayrah (radhiyAllāhu anhu) related, 
when he said, “The Messenger of Allāh  said, ‘Faith (Īmān) 
consists of seventy odd branches …” And in a narration, he 
stated, “… sixty odd branches; the most excellent part is the 
statement that there is no deity worthy of worship besides 
Allāh, and it’s lowermost part is removing something harmful 
from the road, and modesty (hayā) is from faith.”266

 
This is 

because it is correct to enter the one who is compelled into 
Īmān, so if Īmān was specifically for the heart, it would be 
correct to enter him into it, because it is not possible for that 
to be reached by the one who is compelled. So it can only be 
reached by way of the outward actions and statements, and 
because Īmān is the Religion of the Believers. And the Religion 
refers to all acts of obedience, and likewise is Īmān, which is an 
attribute of his, and because it is not to be used unrestrictedly 
upon the one who abandons fasting and giving zakāt 
(obligatory charity), and the one who commits obscene acts, 
that he is perfect in Īmān.  

Issue: The Increase And Decrease Of Īmān.  

And it is permissible for Īmān to increase and decrease, and it 
increases by acts of obedience, and it decreases by leaving 
them off and by carrying out acts of disobedience. This is in 
opposition to the one who says that Īmān is merely knowledge 
and attestation of the heart, and that these two are indicative 
matters from amongst the indicative matters, and that increase 
and decrease cannot occur with indicative matters.  

It is related from Ibn ‘Abbās and Abū Hurayrah and Abū 
Dardā that Īmān increases and decreases. So when he leaves 
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off some of it and commits the prohibited acts, then indeed he 
leaves off some of its actions. So it is permissible for it to be 
described with an increase and a decrease.  

Issue: Is The Īmān Of Those Under Obligation Equal?  

So the Īmān of all of those under obligation from the Angels 
and the Prophets, and those below them from the martyrs and 
the truthful is not equal. Rather, they increase in accordance to 
their performance of acts of obedience, contrary to the one 
who says that Īmān is tasdīq (attestation) in the heart (only)! 
So indeed we have mentioned that the acts of obedience are 
from Īmān. So it is known that people excel by way of acts of 
obedience, so some of them excel over others, so it is 
obligatory that they acquire superiority in regards to that.  

Issue: The Difference Between Islām And Īmān.  

Faith (Īmān) and Islām are two names with two meanings. So 
Islām is a term that refers to the shahādatayn (two testimonies 
of faith) along with tasdīq (attestation) in the heart. And Īmān 
is a term that refers to all of the acts of obedience267, contrary 
to the one who says that Islām and Īmān are the same, if that is 
how peace of mind can be attained. So the proof for the 
difference between the two is the statement of Allāh the 
Exalted,  

 {s  r      v  u  t  z 

“Verily the Muslims, men and women; and the 
Believers, men and women …”  

[Sūrah Ahzāb 33:35]  

So He  made Īmān lean upon Islām, and a thing does 
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not lean upon itself. So it becomes known that Īmān has a 
meaning that extends over Islām. And the proof for this is the 
hadīth of ‘Umar Ibn Khattāb (radhiyAllāhu anhu), and the 
statement of Jibrīl, ‘Inform me about Islām,’ then he said, ‘So 
what about Īmān?’268

 
So this is proof of the difference between 

the two. There is additional proof in what is related by ‘Amr 
Ibn Sa’d Ibn Abū Waqqās that the Prophet  gave to a group 
of men, but he left out a man from amongst them. So he said, 
‘O Messenger of Allāh! You give to them, yet you left out so 
and so? And by Allāh , I see him as being a Believer!’ So the 
Messenger of Allāh  said, “Or as a Muslim?” So he 
differentiated between Īmān and Islām. So indeed we have 
mentioned that Īmān is a term referring to all acts of 
obedience, and Islām refers to the shahādatayn, along with the 
reassurance of the heart. So since the affair is like that, it is 
obligatory to differentiate between the two of their.  

Issue: Exception From Īmān.  

So it is disliked for the one who has reached Īmān, that he 
should say, ‘I am a true Believer,’ and, ‘A Believer with Allāh.’ 
Rather, he should say, ‘I hope I am a Believer,’ or, ‘A Believer if 
Allāh wills, or he should say, ‘I believe in Allāh, and His 
Angels, and His Books, and His Messengers.’ And this does 
not imply doubt in his Īmān, rather, it means that he cannot 
be absolutely sure that he has offered everything that he was 
commanded with, and that he has left off everything that he 
was prohibited from. This is in opposition to the one who says 
that if he knows about himself that he is a Believer; it is then 
possible for him to say that he is a true Believer in Allāh !  

And the proof for the impossibility of making this 
unrestricted claim and making exception in the consensus of 
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the Salaf. It was said to Ibn Mas’ūd (radhiyAllāhu anhu) that 
this individual claims that he is a Believer. So he said, “Ask 
him: Will he be in Paradise, or in the Fire?” So they asked him, 
so he said, ‘Allāh  knows best.’ So ‘Abdullāh (Ibn Mas’ūd) 
said to him, “If only you had entrusted the present (to Allāh 
), as you have entrusted the Hereafter!” So because it has 
been established that Īmān consists of all acts of obedience, 
and the abandonment of prohibited matters, and in such a 
condition, a person cannot be absolutely certain that he has 
carried out that which was required of him, and that he – has 
left off all that is prohibited upon him… So it is not possible 
for him to know that he is a Believer deserving of reward.”  

 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Appendix 2 

THE CREED OF MU�AMMAD ZĀHID 
AL -KAWTHARĪ269 

 

 
 
The Position Of Al-Kawtharī To The ‘Aqīdah Of The 
Salaf.  
The Salaf are those who traverse the methodology of the 
Companions, and those who followed them in goodness by 
holding onto the Book and the Sunnah, and biting onto it with 
their molar teeth, and giving precedence to the two of them 
over any other statement or guidance, whether it is in beliefs, 
acts of worship, dealings or manners. So they affirm the 
foundations of the Religion and its subsidiary affairs (furū’) 
upon what came in the Book and the Sunnah.270

 
 

So al-Kawtharī views this ‘aqīdah to be an ‘aqīdah of 
Shirk and idolatry, and he called this ‘aqīdah, ‘idolatry of the 
idiots,’ and ‘the first idolatry,’ and ‘clear idolatry,’ and idolatry 
within Islām,’ and ‘idolatry after lslām,’ and ‘idolatry disguised 
as the Sunnah,’ and ‘a warning to the Ummah against the 
callers to idolatry,’ and ‘nomadic theology and idolatry,’ and 
the likes of that.271

  

The Position Of Al-Kawtharī To The Books 
That Affirm The ‘Aqīdah Of The Salaf.  
The Salaf from the Scholars of the Sunnah wrote many books 
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in confirmation of the creed of the Book and the Sunnah, and 
in refutation of the people of desires and innovations. Many of 
them – and the praise is for Allāh  – have been published 
and have become from amongst those affairs that increase al-
Kawtharī in ignominy. So he took to labeling those books with 
evil words, so he said about as-Sunnah of ‘Abdullāh Ibn 
Ahmad Ibn Hanbal, ‘a book of deviation, tajsīm (ascribing a 
jism (body) to Allāh ) and tashbīh (resemblance).’ Likewise, 
he said, “And perhaps there is more than meets the eye in this 
portion of the Book and the Sunnah from which we have 
drunk. And I do not think that a Muslim who received an 
Islāmic upbringing would incline towards attesting to the likes 
of these pagan fables.272

 
And he said about the book at-Tawhīd 

by Imām Ibn Khuzaymah (d.311 H), “And according to the 
people of knowledge, it is a book of Shirk, and that is because 
he clung to the opinions of idolatry.273

 
 

And he said in rebuke, “His – Ibn Khuzaymah’s – book, 
at-Tawhīd was labeled by ar-Rāzī a book of Shirk.274

 
And he 

said about Imām Ibn Khuzaymah, “He used to be involved in 
‘ilmul-kalām, then he left it long ago. So along with this 
ignorance, he wrote the book at-Tawhīd. So he did harm to 
himself, and some from amongst the people of knowledge said 
about it that it is a book of Shirk.275

 
 

And he said about the book ar-Radd ‘alal-Jahmiyyah by 
Imām Abū ‘Abdur-Rahmān Ibn Abī Hātim ar-Rāzī, “And he 
mentioned in his book ar-Radd ‘alal-Jahmiyyah that which 
seemed correct to his intellect … so Allāh the Glorified 
separated the intellects, shaking him ignorant of ‘ilmu-
kalām.”276

 
And he said, “And along with that, you see him 

entering into the narrow straits of the knowledge of usūlud-
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Dīn (foundations of the Religion), instead of tafwīd 
(relegation) and tanzīh (rejection).”277

 
And he said about 

Imām Ibn Abī Shaybah, the writer of the book al’Arsh, “And 
Mu�ammad Ibn Abī Shaybah, the writer of the book al-‘Arsh, 
was a liar.”278

 
 

His Position Towards The Scholars Of The Sunnah.  

Before we explain the position of al-Kawtharī towards the 
Scholars of the Sunnah, it is inescapable that we pass over his 
speech concerning the Companions. It is apparent that his 
belief concerning the Companions is the belief of the 
Māturīdiyyah, which is not in agreement with the way of 
Ahlus-Sunnah279. Indeed al-Kawtharī oppressed and had 
enmity towards some of the Companions of the Prophet , 
and his blind bigotry towards his madhhab. And the following 
clarifies that:  

1. He cursed Anas Ibn Mālik (radhiyAllāhu anhu) with 
senility and lack of understanding, as is found in at-
Ta’nīb.280

 
 

2. He cursed the Noble Companion, Mu’āwiyah Ibn Abil-
Hakam, the narrator for the hadīth of the slave-girl with 
what follows: 

a. He is not a person of understanding; 

b. He used to speak during the Prayer;  

c. He was largely a narrator by meaning.281
 
 

And al-Kawtharī states that the narrator must be a faqīh 
of the principles of the Hanafiyyah. So he rejects the 
narrations of the one who is not a faqīh.282

 
And this points to 

the abandonment of the narrations of some of the 
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Companions, such as Abū Hurayrah and Anas Ibn Mālik.  

So the result of this is cursing the Companions of the 
Prophet  and objection towards their honour, and portraying 
them as innovators. Ibnus-Sam’ānī said, “Objecting to the 
honour of the Companions is a sign of forsakenness for the 
one who does it. Rather, he is a misguided innovator.”283

 
 

His Vilification Of The Scholars.  

The Scholars of the Sunnah have been severely maligned and 
vilified by al-Kawtharī, and he has charged them with Shirk, 
idolatry and tasjīm (attributing a body to Allāh ); and all of 
this is an old weapon of the Jahmiyyah used (in their attacks 
upon Ahlus-Sunnah) and examples shall follow.  

Firstly, His Allegation and Ruling upon them of 
Idolatry and Kufr: So indeed he said the following statements 
with regards to them: ‘The idolaters,’ and ‘the people of 
idolatry,’ and ‘the worthless ones (al-Hashawiyyah), deeply 
rooted in idolatry,’ and ‘callers to idolatry,’ and ‘a warning to 
the Ummah against the callers to idolatry.’284

 
 

Secondly, He Describes Them with Ignorance: He 
described them with ignominy and lack of intellect and 
Religion, and from the likes of that are his statements: ‘The 
group of contemptible ignoramuses,’ and ‘the despicable and 
vulgar group,’ and ‘those who live in the past,’ and ‘those with 
no school of thought (lā madhhabiyyah),’ and ‘the deceived 
ignoramuses,’ and ‘they are between the ignoramus who 
settled into his ignorance, and the knowledgeable one who 
stubbornly rejects the truth,’ and ‘their intellects are meager,’ 
and ‘how many of them have been stricken in their intelligence 
and their Religion, without having any understanding, nor 
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intellect,’ and ‘all of them possess only a little understanding 
and a little of the Religion,’ and ‘those who have gone insane,’ 
and ‘the farthest of the people from insight,’ and ‘the rabble, 
the riff-raff.’285

 
 

His Statements Concerning 
Shaykhul-Islām Ibn Taymiyyah.  

Indeed, al-Kawtharī performed takfīr upon Shaykhul-Islām 
Ibn Taymiyyah (d.728H) when he charged him with heresy 
(zandaqah),286 hypocrisy,287 blasphemy (ilhād),288 apostasy 
(murūq),289 treason (khiyānah),290 plotting,291 disgraceful 
falsification,292 hidden falsification,293 being proficient in 
misrepresentation,294 deception,295

 
defamation of the Salaf,296 

slandering the Salaf,297 clearly lying and speaking with 
vulgarity,298 fabricating narrations,299 deficiency in the Religion 
and the intellect,300 and inventing innovations in the 
foundations of the creed301

 
and other than that from his 

blameworthy mentioning.302
 
 

His Statements Concerning Imām Ibnul-Qayyim.  

Likewise, he charged Ibnul-Qayyim with disbelief,303 and 
hidden heresy,304 apparent heresy,305 blasphemy,306 opening the 
door of heresy,307 finding fault with the Sharī’ah,308 weakness 
towards the Religion, abandoning the obligations,309 and other 
than that from amongst the atrocious allegations that he has 
made.310

  

His Position Towards Ja’d Ibn Dirham311 
And Jahm Ibn 

Safwaan312 
– The Two Imāms Of Ta’tīl.  

Indeed, al-Kawtharī defended Jahm Ibn Safwān and Ja’d Ibn 
Dirham and supported them. Rather, he showed great zeal in 
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defending the two of them, so he said in defense of Jahm Ibn 
Safwān, “And opinions have been ascribed to Jahm, yet he did 
not ascribe a sect to himself. What was ascribed to him was 
mainly from a people who wished to use nicknames to 
discredit the man between sects. And these opinions of his 
were spread by them in accordance to their insight, but they 
were not what Jahm believed in every case. They were 
opinions followed by the people.”313

 
 

And he said about Khālid Ibn ‘Abdullāh al-Qasarī who 
slaughtered Ja’d Ibn Dirham, “He slaughtered Ja’d Ibn Dirham 
upon the day of ‘Īdul-Adhā as a sacrifice from himself … and 
the Scholars had to remain silent in front of his destruction of 
an apparent sign from the apparent signs of the Religion”.314

 
 

Examples Of Al-Kawtharī Distorting Statements From 
The Scholars Of The Salaf.  

No one from amongst the people of innovation has been 
known to be more treacherous, and more open in distorting 
the authentic texts, and more despicable in distorting the 
Islāmic beliefs and lying upon and slandering Ahlus-Sunnah, 
then the likes of al-Kawtharī. And in front of you are some 
clear examples of his open distortions:  

1. So indeed, Imām Abū Hanīfah  openly declared the 
‘uluww (ascension) of Allāh  above His Throne, and His 
fawqiyyah (being high above) over his servants, and he 
openly declared takfīr upon whosoever doubts in that. 
However, al-Kawtharī distorted the words of Abū Hanīfah 
with vile tahrīf (distortion).315

 
 

2. Imām Abū Hanīfah and his companions openly declared 
the Qur’ān to be the Speech of Allāh , and that whoever 
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said it was created was a disbeliever. However, al-Kawtharī 
distorted their texts to mean spiritual speech (kalām 
nafsī).316

 
Likewise, he changed the speech of Imām Ahmad 

with regards to this issue by his own words to mean 
spiritual speech. This is distortion, because the innovation 
of spiritual speech could not have existed at that time. The 
first one to invent this innovation was Ibnul-Kulāb, after 
the fitnah with regards to the creation of the Qur’ān, and 
Allāh is the One through Whom aid is sought.  

3. Many of the Scholars of Islām, such as Imām Mu�ammad 
Ibnul-Hasan and Imām Ahmad and other than them, 
affirmed the Attributes without takyīf (asking how), nor 
tamthīl (making a likeness), nor ta’wīl (figurative 
explanation); and they are not to be explained by the 
explanation of the Jahmiyyah, nor by their ta’wīls. 
However, al-Kawtharī distorted their texts to mean 
tafwīd.317

 
 

4. Texts from the Salaf and texts from the four Imāms in 
particular openly declare the fawqiyyah (being high above) 
of Allāh  over His servants, and His ‘uluww (highness) 
above His Throne. However, al-Kawtharī distorted their 
texts and declared that affirming al-Uluww is disbelief 
according to the four imāms.  

And al-Kawtharī has made many other distortions; some 
of them were mentioned by al-’Allāmah ‘Abdur-Rahmān al-
Mu’allimī (d.1386H) (rahimahu Allah) in Talī’atut-Tankīl (p. 
48-51).  
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A Comparison Between The ‘Aqīdah Of Imām Abū 
Hanīfah And Al-Kawtharī Concerning Tawhīd And 
Īmān.  

1. Imām Abū Hanīfah and His companions were not known 
to perform ta’wīl of the Attributes. Rather, Abū Hanīfah 
declared that ta’wīl of the Attributes was nullification of 
them, and it was the way of the Mu’tazilah. So indeed he 
said, “It is not to be said that His Hand is His Power, nor 
His Bounty; because that is a nullification of the Attribute, 
and it is the statement of the people of al-Qadar and al-
Itizāl.318

 
 

So making ta’wīl of the Attribute of the Hand to mean 
Power, or Bounty gives way to denying the texts that 
display this Attribute with a meaning outside its context. 
So therefore denial occurs by ta’wīl, it negates the meaning 
with which it (the Attribute) came and affirms another 
meaning for the texts, which is neither apparently 
understood, nor written as such. So from that, he did not 
call to ta’wīl of the Attribute of the Hand, nor other than 
it, by changing its cleaning from the apparent sense. This 
is how Imām Abū Hanīfah adhered to and applied his 
methodology. So he rejected making ta’wīl of the Hand to 
Power or Bounty, nor did he hold His Pleasure to be 
Reward,319 nor His Anger to be Punishment.320

 
This is 

from one angle, and from another angle, Imām Abū 
Hanīfah declared that making ta’wīl of the Attributes takes 
one outside of the fold of Ahlus-Sunnah wal-Jamā’ah. 
Rather, it is the way of the Mu’tazilah, as is proven by his 
statement, “It is the way of the people of al-Qadar and al-
I’tizāl”.321

 
However, al-Kawtharī opposed him, so he spoke 
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out with this ta’wīl, which in reality is denial of the 
attributes and distortion of their texts. So he went against 
the way of the Salaf.  

2. Indeed Imām Abū Hanīfah (rahimahu Allah) affirmed the 
‘uluww of Allāh  over his creation, and declared takfīr 
upon whoever denied the ‘uluww (highness) of Allāh the 
Exalted, or doubted it.322

 
 

So al-Kawtharī negated the Attribute of ‘uluww over His 
creation and fawqiyyah (being high above) His servants 
for Allāh the Exalted. So he believed that Allāh  was 
neither inside of the world, not outside of it.323

 
So he 

distorted the texts concerning the Attributes of ‘uluww to 
mean highness in magnificence (adhmah) and Honour 
(‘izzah), or highness in force (qahr) and subjugation 
(ghalbah), or high status.324

 
 

3. Imām Abū Hanīfah (rahimahu Allah) affirmed the istiwā’ 
of Allāh above His Throne, and His ‘uluww over His 
creation, and this is proven by his statement, “And we 
affirm that Allāh the Exalted has ascended (istiwā) over 
His Throne, without being in need of anything.325

 
And 

Mullā ‘Alī al-Qārī said after mentioning the statement of 
Imām Mālik, “Al-Istiwā’ is known, and how is unknown,” 
he said, “it is the choice of our great Imām. Likewise, he 
chose this view for whatever is mentioned in the āyāt and 
the ahādīth about the Hand, the Eye and the Face and the 
likes of them from the Attributes.”326

 
However, al-

Kawtharī denied the Attribute of al-Istiwā and distorted 
its texts to mean subjugation and conquering.327

 
He did 

not suffice with that, instead he went on to distort the 
famous statement of Imām Mālik concerning al-Istiwā.328
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4. Imām Abū Hanīfah (rahimahu Allah) affirmed the 
Attribute of nuzūl (descent) for Allāh the Exalted, to the 
lowest heaven, without takyīf, nor tahrīf, nor ta’tīl. So he 
used to say, “He descends, without inquiry into the 
modality.329

 
Rather, some of the older Hanalyyah 

performed takfīr upon the one who denied one Attribute 
from amongst the Attributes.330

 
Despite this, al-Kawtharī 

denied the Attribute of nuzūl and distorted its texts to 
mean the descent of His Rule (malak), or the descent of 
His Command.331

 
And he distorts any hadīth that comes 

with the verb: yanzil (He descends).332
 
 

5. Imām Abū Hanīfah (rahimahu Allah) affirmed two real 
Hands for Allāh, the Exalted. They do not resemble any 
hands from the creation, this is proven by His statement, 
“And He has a Hand and a Face, as Allāh the Exalted has 
affirmed in the Qur’ān by mentioning the Face and the 
Hand. So He has these Attributes, without inquiry into the 
modality.”333

 
However, al-Kawtharī denied the Attribute of 

the two Hands and distorted their texts to mean Power 
(qudrah)334 and Concern (‘ināyah).335

 
 

6. Imām Abū Hanīfah declared that the Qur’ān was sent 
down, it was not created. So he said, “And the Qur’ān is 
not created”.336

 
And he also said, “And we affirm that the 

Qur’ān is the Speech of Allāh the Exalted, it is not 
created”.337

 
However, al-Kawtharī said that the Qur’ān was 

created and that there was no difference between him and 
the Mu’tazilah with regards to its nature being created.338

 
 

7. Imām Abū Hanīfah (rahimahu Allah) has not been known 
to speak of spiritual speech. Rather, it is not possible that 
he could have spoken of it, because the first one to invent 
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the statement of spiritual speech was Ibn Kulāb during the 
time of Imām Ahmad Ibn Hanbal. So al-Kawtharī denies 
the Attribute of Speech and distorted its texts to mean 
spiritual speech,339

 
so he said, “The Speech is spiritual 

speech.”340
 
 

8. Imām Abū Hanīfah, declared that Mūsā heard the Speech 
of Allāh the Exalted,  

 {  l   k  j  i  z 

“And Allāh spoke to Mūsā directly.”  

[Sūrah Nisā’ 4:164]  

“And Mūsā heard the Speech of Allāh the Exalted, as Allāh 
the Exalted said, “And Allāh spoke to Mūsā directly.” 
Indeed Allāh was the Speaker and Mūsā could not have 
been speaking.341

 
 

However, al-Kawtharī does not deem it permissible to 
hear the Speech of Allāh the Exalted, because according to 
him, the Speech of Allāh does not occur with letters, nor 
with a voice. Rather, it is spiritual speech.342

 
 

9. Imām Abū Hanīfah and some of his followers have 
prohibited the various types of Shirk, major or minor; 
such as: supplication and seeking aid from other than 
Allāh ,343 prostration to other than Allāh ,344

 
taking 

oaths by other than Allāh ,345
 
sacrificing for other than 

Allāh .346 And he (al-Kawtharī) believed that the saints 
have the power to change things in the universe, along 
with Allāh ,347

 
and he believed that one may come to 

know the Unseen (ghayb),348 and swearing by other than 
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Allāh .349
 
Additionally, al-Kawtharī adopted some of the 

superstitions, innovations and Shirk of the Qubūriyyah 
(those who frequent the graves). So he deems it 
permissible to seek aid from the dead in order to bestow 
the blessings and to remove the calamities.350

 
And he feels 

that the dead souls have an effect upon the situations in 
this world. So they are the ones who manage the affairs.351

 

And he deems it permissible to visit the graves of the 
saints that are decorated with many lights, as the people 
with eyes have witnessed,352

 
and he believes that these souls 

remain wrapped around their bodies, and that the 
knowledge of the Unseen was unveiled for them. And he 
sees it permissible to build graves over mosques, since it is 
an inherited affair.353

 
 

Likewise, it is permissible, according to him, to perform 
the Prayer in a mosque, which contains the grave of a 
pious man, with the intention being to seek blessings 
through his remnants, and to have the supplication 
answered there. And it is permissible according to him, to 
visit the graves in order to seek blessings through them 
and to supplicate with them, so it will be answered 
through them.354

 
According to him, it is permissible to 

light lamps and candles upon the graves in order to extol 
the souls that are in them, so as to make its body radiant 
over the dirt, just as the sun is radiant over the earth. So 
this is supposed to notify the people as to where the soul 
is, so that they may seek blessings from it and supplicate to 
it, so that it will answer them.355

 
 

10. Imām Abū Hanīfah has spoken of the legislated tawassul 
(seeking a means of approach to Allāh ), and it is that 
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whose permissibility has been established through proofs 
from the Sharī’ah , as is found in his statement, “And it is 
not befitting for anyone to call upon Allāh , except by 
the permitted and commanded supplications, as can be 
seen in the statement of Allāh the Exalted,  

 {   l  k  j  i  hg  f  e  d  c
  s  r         q  p  o  nmz 

“And Allāh has Beautiful Names, so call upon Him by 
them, and leave those who deviate with regards to His 
Names. They shall be fully recompensed for what they 
used to do.”  

[Sūrah A’rāf 7:180]356
 
 

And a prohibition against the non-legislated tawassul has 
occurred in his words, it is that which has no proof from 
the Book, nor the Sunnah. So indeed, he says, “It is not 
permissible for anyone to call upon Allāh , except by 
Him, and it is detested that he say, ‘By the jointure of 
Majesty from Your Throne,’ or ‘By the Right of Your 
creation.”357

 
And he said, ‘It is detested for the supplicator 

to say, ‘I ask You by the right of so and so,’ or, ‘By the right 
of Your Prophets and Messengers, and by the right of the 
Sacred House and the Sacred Sanctuary.”358

 
However, 

according to al-Kawtharī, tawassul in the language and the 
Sharī’ah is tawassul through the person himself, and it can 
be done by the person in his presence, or in his absence 
after his death.359

 
So they (according to al-Kawtharī) hear 

the calls after their death,360
 

but tawassul by the 
supplication of the living and requesting supplication 
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from someone who is living is not from tawassul, neither 
in the language, nor in the Sharī’ah.361

 
It is permissible to 

call upon the Messenger  after his death to remove 
anxieties, and differentiating between tawassul with the 
Prophet  during his life and after his death was taken 
from the Jews.362

 
 

11. According to Imām Abū Hanīfah, Īmān is tasdīq 
(attestation) and affirmation. So indeed he affirmed the 
pillars of Īmān (faith) with the tongue.363 

As for al-
Kawtharī, then according to him, it is a binding 
argument364

 
and actions are outside the reality of Īmān.365

 

With this, he is in agreement with Imām Abū Hanīfah, but 
he opposes him by placing affirmation outside of Īmān.  

12. Imām Abū Hanīfah (rahimahu Allah) used to praise the 
Scholars of the Salaf, and he did not curse, slander, nor 
defame them. When ‘Atā’ Ibn Abī Rabāh asked him, 
“From which one of the groups are you?’ So he answered, 
“I am from amongst those who do not curse the Salaf, and 
those who believe in Qadar (Pre-Decree), and I do not 
perform takfīr upon anyone due to major sins.” So ‘Atā’ 
said to him, ‘You know, so stick to it.’366

 
However, al-

Kawtharī has charged the Salaf with faults, his statements 
and his position towards the Scholars has preceded, so 
refer back to it.  

So after this disparagement, we come to the conclusion 
that not everyone who ascribes himself to Imām Abū Hanīfah 
is not in agreement with him in terms of creed.  





 

 

Appendix 3 

THE PATH IS ONE367 

 

 
 
Know – may Allāh  have mercy upon you – that the path 
which will guarantee the bounty of Islām for you is one, not 
numerous paths; because Allāh  has written success for one 
party (hizb) only. So He said,  

{     x  w  v  u      t   s  rq  p  o  z 

“They are the Party of Allāh. Indeed the Party of Allāh is 
successful.”  

[Sūrah Mujādilah 58:22] 

 And He has written victory for this party alone, so He 
said,  

 {  Ð  Ï  Î  Í  Ì   Ë  Ê  É  È   Ç   Æ  Åz 

“And whosoever takes Allāh, His Messenger and the 
Believers as protectors, then verily the Party of Allāh is 
successful.”  

[Sūrah Mā’idah 5:56]  

So regardless of how much you search in the Book of 
Allāh  and in the Sunnah of His Messenger , you will not 
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find anything permitting splitting the Ummah up into Jamā’āt 
(groups), and splitting it up into ahzāb (parties) and blocks, 
except that it is blameworthy. Allāh the Exalted said,  

{…   Í  Ì  Ë  Ê  É  È  Ç  Æ   
   ×  Ö  Õ  Ô  Ó          Ò  ÑÐ  Ï  Îz 

“And do not be from amongst the disbelievers, those 
who split up their Religion and became sects; every 
party being pleased with what is with it.”  

[Sūrah Rūm 30:31-32]  

And how could our Lord the Mighty and Majestic affirm 
division for the Ummah after He had safeguarded it with His 
Rope and freed His Prophet  from it when it became like 
that; and after He had threatened it by saying,  

 {  m  l  k  j  i  t  sr  q  p     o  n
  }   |          {  z  y  x  w  v  uz  

“Verily those who split up their Religion and become 
sects, you have nothing to do with them in the very 
least. Verily their affair is only with Allāh, they shall be 
informed of what they used to do.” 

[Sūrah An’ām 6:159] 

From Mu’āwiyah In Abū Sufān who said, ‘Verily the 
Messenger of Allāh  stood amongst us and said, ‘Verily 
before you, the People of the Book split up into seventy-two 
sects, and verily this Religion shall split-up into seventy-three 
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sects. Seventy-two of them will be in the Fire and one will be in 
Paradise, and it is the.368

 
So al-Amīr as-Sam’ānī (rahimahu 

Allah) said, “Mentioning the number (in the hadīth) does not 
fully describe those who are destroyed, it only expounds upon 
the wide range of misguided paths and their off-shoots, in 
comparison to the one true path. That is what the Scholars of 
Tafsīr (explanation of the Qur’ān) have mentioned in regards 
to the statements of Allāh ,  

 {  v  u  t  s   r  q  p  z 

“And do not follow the other paths, since they will 
separate you from His Path.” 

[Sūrah An’ām 6:153] 

 So He gathered together all of the prohibited paths along 
with their followers in order to explain the abundance of the 
paths to misguidance and their wide range, and He singled out 
the path to guidance and the truth and its lack of plurality.369

 

From Ibn Mas’ūd (radhiyAllāhu anhu) who said, ‘The 
Messenger of Allāh  drew a line for us, then he said, ‘This is 
the Path of Allāh,’ then he drew lines branching off from its 
right and its left. Then he said, ‘These are (other) paths, and 
upon each one of them is a devil calling to them.’ Then he 
recited,  

 {  s   r  q  p  on  m  l  k  j
  v  u  tz 

“And verily this is My Straight Path, so follow it, 
and do not follow other paths, since they will separate 
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you from His Path.” 

[Sūrah An’ām 6:153]370
 
 

So this hadīth proves through its text that the path is one. 
Ibnul-Qayyim (d.751H) said, “And this is because the path 
that takes one to Allāh  is one, and it is what He sent His 
Messengers and revealed His Books with, and nothing can take 
one to Allāh , except this one path. And even if the people 
were to come from every path, and they entered through every 
door, then all of these paths would be obstructed for them and 
all of those doors would be closed for them, except this one 
path; since it is the one that takes one to Allāh .371

 
I say 

however, that the one who is unstable upon it will encounter 
doubt and feebleness. And the one who deviates only deviates 
to the sect due to numbers and fears being alone and hastily 
proceeds to the destination and cowers away from the long 
trip. Ibnul-Qayyim said, “Whoever makes the path long, his 
walk will become weak.372

 
And Allāh is the One from Whom 

aid is sought”.  

Knowing The Path.  

From the speech of Ibnul-Qayyim, the path is first explained 
and the intended meaning of path here, is the second pillar 
from the pillars of Tawhīd. So after the testification that there 
is no deity worthy of worship besides Allāh , comes the 
testification that Mu�ammad is the Messenger of Allāh. And 
this is also the second pillar from the pillars of action and 
acceptance. Therefore, an action is not accepted – as is known 
– except by the fulfillment of two conditions:  

1. Making the Religion sincerely for Allāh  
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2. Placing the Messenger of Allāh  as an example to be 
followed. 

And I will not focus upon the derivation of this great 
principle right now, because the goal of this section is to 
explain the Prophetic path without which, it is not possible to 
reach Allāh . So, ‘ignorance of the path and its signs and the 
intended goal, necessitates much toil for little benefit.373

 
So, it 

should be clear that this path is one. It does not exceed the 
advices of the Messenger of Allāh  by callers to the Path of 
Allāh , being as numerous as the souls of the human beings 
and other them, from that which is known to have been 
nullified by the Religion of Allāh  which came to unite its 
people, not to divide them. Indeed Allāh the Exalted said,  

 {  j  i  h   gf  e  d  c  b  a
   p  o  n         m  l  k  t  s  r   qz 

“And hold onto the Rope of Allāh altogether and do not 
be divided. And remember the bounty of Allāh upon 
you when you were enemies. So He united your hearts, 
so you became brothers through His Blessing.”  

[Sūrah Āli-Imrān 3:103]  

Indeed this trustworthy rope which has gathered the 
Muslims together has been explained as being the Book of 
Allāh . Ibn Mas’ūd (radhiyAllāhu anhu) said, “This path is 
inhabited, the devils occupy it calling out, ‘O servant of Allāh, 
come on! This-is the Path,’ in order to discourage them from 
the Path of Allāh .374

 
So they hold firmly to the Path of Allāh 

, so the Path of Allāh  is the Book of Allāh .” So there are 
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two benefits found in this narration:  

Firstly , that the path is one, and the devils only surround 
it for the purpose of dividing the people away from it. So they 
do not find a better way to divide them, than calling them to 
increase the number of the path! So whoever wishes to 
misguide the people by claiming that the truth is not 
contained entirely in one path, then  

 {  Ó  Ò  Ñ  Ð  Ï   z 

“So what is after the truth except falsehood?”  

[Sūrah Yūnus 10:32]  

Secondly, the Path of Allāh  –which it is obligatory 
upon all of the Muslims to hold onto – is explained as the 
Book of Allāh . And this does not contradict the statement 
of Ibn Mas’ūd (radhiyAllāhu anhu), “The Straight Path is what 
the Messenger of Allāh  left us upon.”375

 
And that is because 

the Messenger of Allāh  left them upon the Book and the 
Sunnah, as he himself said, “I have left you upon that which, if 
you hold firmly to it, you will never go array after me; the 
Book of Allāh and my Sunnah.”376

 
This is so, because the 

Sunnah is like the Book of Allāh in its nature, it is revelation, 
then it is an explanation of the Book of Allāh. Rather, the best 
person to explain the Speech of Allāh from His creation is the 
Messenger of Allāh , as Allāh the Glorified said,  

{  \  [  Z  Y  X  W     V   U  z 

“And We have revealed to you the Remembrance, 
so that you may explain to the people what has been 
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revealed to them.” 

[Sūrah Nahl 16: 44] 

 And ‘Ā’ishah (radhiyAllāhu anhu) said, “His character 
was the Qur’ān.”377

 
So due to this, the Prophet  commanded 

his Ummah to hold firmly to his Sunnah when division creeps 
into it, so he said, “And whomsoever from amongst you lives, 
then he shall see much differing. So adhere strictly to my 
Sunnah and the Sunnah of the Rightly Guided Caliphs after 
me. Hold onto it with your molar teeth and beware of newly 
invented affairs, since every newly invented affair is an 
innovation …”378

 
Ibn Battah (d.387H) (rahimahu Allah) said 

in explanation of the unity of the word of the Salaf upon one 
creed, “So the first generation did not cease to be upon this, 
their hearts were united as well as their madhāhib; the Book of 
Allāh  and the Sunnah of al-Mustafā was their guide. They 
did not act upon opinions, nor did they rush towards desires. 
So the people will not cease to remain upon that and the hearts 
will be safeguarded and protected by their master, and the 
souls will remain protected from their desires, along with their 
concern being focused.379 So he – may Allāh  bestow mercy 
upon him – has spoken truthfully, since the Religion of Allāh 
 is one, not variant. Allāh the Glorified said,  

 {  x  w  v   u  t   s  r    q      p    o  nz 

“And if it was from other than Allāh, you would have 
seen in it much differing.”  

[Sūrah Nisā’ 4:82)  

So this is the path that we call the people to, it is the 
clearest, fully explained, most sufficient and most complete of 
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paths. So from al-‘Irbād Ibn Sāriyah (radhiyAllāhu anhu) who 
said, ‘The Messenger of Allāh  said, ‘Indeed I have left you 
upon a clear white path, its night is like its day. No one 
deviates from it after me, except that he is destroyed.”380 So 
when a person changes or alters it with something that the 
Messenger of Allāh  and his Companions did not do, then 
this only brings about splitting into various paths. Rather, it 
leads to the valley of destruction, and this is what the 
Messenger of Allāh  called, ‘the misguided innovation.’ So 
due to this, the Salaf were extreme in their opposition to the 
one who introduces something into the Religion, or the one 
who intrudes upon it with his opinion. ‘Umar Ibnul-Khattāb 
(radhiyAllāhu anhu) said, “Beware of sitting with the people of 
opinion, since they are the enemies of the Sunnah. They retain 
the Sunnah in order to memorize it, and they forget (and in a 
narration, “… and it slips away from them …”) the ahādīth 
that they have memorized. So they are asked about that which 
they do not know, and they are shy to say, ‘We do not know.’ 
So they give rulings by their opinions, so they go astray and 
they lead many others astray. So they go astray from the 
Straight Path. Verily Allāh  did not take your Prophet until 
the Revelation had left no room for opinion. If the opinion 
took precedence over the Sunnah, then wiping over the 
bottom of the socks would take precedence over the tops.”381

 

“That is because the Religion is built upon following (ittibā’), 
not invention and opinion in most cases; because the intellect 
alone cannot guide one to most of the affairs of the Religion, 
especially since the intellects contrast in their perceptions and 
realizations, and the opinion has already been mentioned.”382

 
 

And Ibn Mas’ūd said, “Follow and do not innovate, for 
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indeed you have been sufficed. Hold onto the ancient affair.”383
 

And ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Umar said, “Every innovation is 
misguidance, even if the people see it as something good.”384

 
So 

as long as I am mentioning the effects of innovation in cutting 
off the way to the Straight Path for the seeker, then verily I 
must mention the narration of Ibn ‘Abbās concerning that. It 
shows the vast knowledge of the Companions. So from 
‘Uthmān Ibn Hādir who said, ‘I entered upon Ibn ‘Abbās, so I 
said, ‘Will you advise me?’ So he said, ‘Yes! Adhere strictly to 
the fear of Allāh  and steadfastness and the narration. Follow 
and do not innovate.”385

 
So reflect upon this, he gathered two 

affairs in it, they are:  

1. The taqwā (fear, reverence) of Allāh , and it means 
ikhlās (sincerity) here, because it is attached to ittibā’ 
(following).  

2. And al-Ittibā’ which refers to the Straight Path, as has 
preceded.  

Then he warned him against that which opposes that, 
which is innovation. So this is how the Speech of the Salaf 
used to be; collective in meaning, yet concise. Indeed the 
Salafus-Sālih were extremely harsh in pushing forth the 
statements of men in order to shove aside the rulings of the 
Messenger of Allāh , regardless of whatever high status or 
nobility these men may have. There is no problem in having 
good manners with the people of knowledge and loving them 
and giving precedence to them over others and being doubtful 
of a person who places his own opinion along with theirs in a 
matter of great importance. However, this is one thing, and 
giving precedence to the text from the two forms of Revelation 
is another thing. ‘Urwah said to Ibn ‘Abbās, “Woe to you! Do 
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you misguide the people? You have permitted ‘Umrah in the 
first ten days (of Muharram), yet there is no ‘Umrah in them!” 
So he said, “O ‘Urwah! Verily Abū Bakr and ‘Umar do not say 
that, yet they are more knowledgeable and better in following 
the Messenger of Allāh  than you.” So he said, “From there 
you have come! We come with the Messenger of Allāh , and 
you come with Abū Bakr and ‘Umar!” [And in a narration, 
“Woe to you! Are the two of them to be related from, 
according to you, or what is found in the Book of Allāh  and 
the Sunnah of His Messenger of Allāh  for his Companions 
and his Ummah?!”] And in a narration, “I see that they will be 
destroyed. I say, ‘The Prophet  said,’ and it is said, ‘Abū  Bakr 
and ‘Umar forbade.”386

 
 

Shaykh ‘Abdur-Rahmān Ibn Hasan (d.1258H) (rahimahu 
Allah) said after quoting this narration, “And in the speech of 
Ibn ‘Abbās is that which proves that taqlīd (blind-following) 
towards an imām is not to be done by the one whom the proof 
has reached. So it is obligatory to oppose him severely due to 
his opposition to the proof.”387

 
He also said, “Indeed it has 

become a general necessity with this evil, especially from the 
one who ascribes himself to knowledge, that they have set up 
obstacles to obstruct taking from the Book and the Sunnah 
and they have prevented the following of the Prophet  along 
with the exaltation of his command and prohibition. So from 
that is their statement, ‘The Book and the Sunnah cannot be 
used as a proof, except by the mujtahid (one who is qualified 
to extract rulings from the Revelation), and ijtihād has already 
been closed off.’ And they say, ‘This is a case in which the one 
whom you are making taqlīd of is more knowledgeable than 
you about hadīth and its abrogater and abrogated.’  
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So the likes of these statements, whose goal is to leave off 
following the Messenger , who does not speak from his own 
desire, and to place reliance upon one who could be mistaken. 
And other than him from the Scholars may oppose him and 
prohibit his statement with proof. So there is no scholar, 
except that he has some knowledge, but not all of it. So it is 
obligatory upon everyone under obligation, that if the proof 
reaches him from the Book of Allāh  and the Sunnah of His 
Messenger . So the (correct) understanding is that he must 
act upon it, even though he will be opposing whoever he will 
be opposing, as Allāh the Exalted said,  

 {  ^  ]  \[  Z   Y  X  W  V  U      T  S  R  Q
   `  _z  

“Follow that which has been revealed to you from your 
Lord, and do not follow protectors other than Him; yet 
you remember little.”  

[Sūrah A’rāf 7:3]  

And He said,  

 {  °  ¯®  ¬   «  ª  ©  ¨  §  ¦
  ¸  ¶   µ  ´  ³  ²  ±z 

“Is it not sufficient for them that We revealed to you 
the Book, which is recited to them? Verily in it is a 
mercy and a reminder for a people who believe.” 

[Sūrah ‘Ankabūt 29:51]  
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Indeed an ijmā’ (consensus) has already been mentioned 
concerning that, and it has been explained that the muqallid 
(blind-follower) is not from the people of knowledge. Indeed a 
consensus has already been mentioned concerning that by 
Abū ‘Umar Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr and other than him.388

 
 

 

 
 
 



 

 

Conclusion 

THE LATTER PART OF THIS UMMAH 
WILL NOT BE RECTIFIED, EXCEPT 

BY THAT WHICH RECTIFIED 
IT’S FIRST PART 

 
 

 
Imām Mālik Ibn Anas (d.159H) (rahimahu Allah) said, 
“Whosoever introduces into Islām an innovation, and holds it 
to be something good, has indeed alleged that Mu�ammad  
has betrayed his message. Read the saying of Allāh – the Most 
Blessed, the Most High,  

 {  s  r  q  p   o  n  m  l  k  j
   u  tz  

“This day I have perfected your Religion for you, 
completed My favour upon you and I have chosen for 
you Islām as your Religion.” 

[Sūrah Mā’idah 5:3]  

So that which was not part of the Religion at that time, 
cannot be part of the Religion today. And the last part of this 
Ummah cannot be rectified, except by that which rectified its 
first part.”389
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When the noble scholar, Shaykh ‘Abdul-’Azīz Ibn 
‘Abdullāh Ibn Bāz (d.1420H) (rahimahu Allah) was asked, 
‘What is the obligation upon the Muslim scholars with regards 
to facing the trials and calamities that have befallen the Islāmic 
world,’ he said, “From that which there is no doubt about is 
that sins, and being far removed from the correct Islāmic 
‘aqīdah (beliefs) – in both sayings and actions – are from the 
greatest reasons for bringing about crisis and calamities that 
have befallen the Muslims. Allāh, the Mighty and Majestic 
said,  

 { ã  â   á   à  ß  Þ  ÝÜ  Û   Ú     Ù  Ø  ×z 

“Whatever of good reaches you, it is from Allāh, and 
whatever of evil befalls you, it is from yourself.”  

[Sūrah Nisā’ 4:79]  

Allāh, the Most Perfect, the Most High also said,  

 {  Ö  Õ  Ô   Ó   Ò  Ñ  Ð  Ï
  Ù          Ø  ×z   

“And whatever of misfortune befalls you, it is because 
of what your hands have earned. Yet He pardons 
much.” 

[Sūrah Shūrā 42:30]  

So Allāh is Most Forgiving and the Most Merciful to His 
servants, sending to them clear signs and warnings, in order 
that they may turn back to Him in tawbah (sincere 
repentance) and that He may forgive them. So when a person 
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turns to Allāh  and draws closer to Him by an arm’s length, 
then Allāh  draws closer to him by two arms length. For 
indeed Allāh – the Most High – loves those of His servants 
who turn to Him in tawbah (sincere repentance) and is happy 
with that, whilst He, the Majestic, Most High, remains 
absolutely self-sufficient of His servants. The obedience of the 
obedient ones does not benefit Him, nor do the sins of the 
sinful ones harm Him. Rather, He is Most Kind, Ever Merciful 
to His servants. And He grants them the ability to do acts of 
obedience and to leave acts of disobedience. So these crisis and 
calamities are none other than a warning to His servants, in 
that they should turn back to Allāh  in repentance and 
obedience, and He informs them of this by way of testing 
them. Allāh – the Most High – said,  

 {  W  V  U   T  S  R  Q  P
  ]    \   [  ZY  Xz   

“And certainly We shall test you with something of 
fear, hunger, loss of wealth, lives and fruit. But give 
glad tidings to those who have sabr (patience); those 
who, when afflicted with a calamity, say: Indeed to 
Allāh we belong, and to Him we shall return. They are 
those for whom are the salawāt (blessings and 
forgiveness) from their Lord, and His Mercy, and it is 
they who are the guided ones.”  

[Sūrah Baqarah 2:155]  

And Allāh – the One free from all defects – said,  
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“Evil has appeared upon the land and the sea, because 
of what the hands of men have earned. That Allāh may 
make them taste a part of that which they have done, in 
order that they may return to Allāh in repentance.”  

[Sūrah Rūm 30:41]  

And Allāh – the Most High – said,  

 {     ×  Ö  ÕÔ  Ó  Ò  Ñ  Ðz 

“And We shall test you by way of evil and good, and to 
Us you will return.”  

[Sūrah Ambiyā’ 21:35]  

And Allāh – the Most Perfect – said,  

 {  |  {  z  y   x  w  z 

“And We tested them with good blessing and evil 
calamities, in order that they may return to the 
obedience of Allāh.”  

[Sūrah A’rāf 7:168]  

So the obligation upon the leaders of the Muslims – the 
Scholars, rulers, and other than them – is to have concern for 
the various afflictions and calamities that occur, and to remind 
and admonish the people, and to explain to them what they 
have fallen into. Also, those in authority – from the Scholars 
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and rulers – should set a good example of righteous conduct, 
and should discuss the reasons as to why Allāh  is angered 
and gives retribution; and they should seek to cure this with 
tawbah (repentance), istighfār (seeking Allāh’s forgiveness) 
and correcting their affairs. The rest of the Ummah will then 
follow them in this, since the guidance of the Scholars, and the 
wisdom of the rulers – and both being correct and upright – 
has one of the greatest affects with regards to the fulfillment of 
responsibilities. The Prophet  said, “Each of you is a 
guardian, and is responsible for those whom he is in charge of. 
So the ruler is the guardian and is responsible for his subjects; 
a man is the guardian of his family and is a guardian for those 
under his care; a woman is a guardian of her husband’s home 
and is responsible for those under her care; a servant is the 
guardian of his master’s wealth and is responsible for what is 
under his care. So each one of you is a guardian for what is 
under his care. So each one of you is a guardian and is 
responsible for what he is entrusted with.”390

 
 

However, when the Muslims become accustomed to 
sinning and being content with it, and those who wield 
authority and power do not try to prevent them, then the 
anger of Allāh  will quickly descend upon the Ummah. And 
when His anger occurs, and His punishment takes place, then 
it covers both the sinful and obedient, and the protection of 
Allāh  is sought from this. About this Allāh – the Most High 
– said,  

 {  `  _  ^   ]  \  [  Z  Y  X  W
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“And beware of the fitnah (trial and discord) 
that does not affect only those amongst you who are 
wrong-doers in particular.” 

[Sūrah Anfāl 8:2]  

Likewise, the Prophet  said, “When the people see an 
evil, and they do not try to change it, then Allāh  will cover 
them all with punishment from Himself.”391

 
Allāh –the Most 

Perfect – said,  

{  ¦  ¥  ¤  £      ¢  ¡  �   ~  }    |  z 

“Indeed Allāh will not change the condition of a people 
until they change the condition of themselves.”  

[Sūrah Ra’d 13:11]  

So the Scholars will be thoroughly questioned in front of 
Allāh  with regards to them giving knowledge and guidance 
to the people, and explaining to them what is correct and what 
is wrong, and also clarifying the beneficial from the harmful.  

So we ask Allah  that He favours all the Muslims and 
grants them the ability to be obedient to their Lord, and to 
cling to the guidance of their Prophet Mu�ammad , and that 
He grants their leaders the ability to fulfill their duties, and 
that He reaches their Scholars through the ways of guidance, 
so that this all may traverse its path and direct the Ummah to 
it, and that He guides the misguided Muslims and corrects 
their affairs. Indeed He is the Guardian over this, and the one 
having power to do this.392

 
 

The great Scholar of hadīth, Mu�ammad Nāsirud-Dīn al-
Albānī (d.1420)(rahimahu Allah) said, “So the return to the 
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Religion is the return to the Book and the Sunnah, because 
that is the Religion, by agreement of the Scholars. And it is 
protected from deviation and from falling into misguidance 
and due to that, the Prophet  said, “I have left you upon two 
things: the Book of Allāh and my Sunnah. And these two will 
not part, until they are returned to me at the Pond.”393

 
 

If we wish to possess honour from Allāh the Blessed and 
Exalted, and if we want Him to raise the humiliation from us 
and to aid us against the enemy, then we must follow what we 
have pointed to with regards to the correction of 
understandings and eliminating the opinions which have been 
given precedence over the Sharī’ah proofs with the people of 
knowledge and with the people of fiqh especially.  

Indeed another thing is very important – as an essential 
principle – for the correction of the understandings. Indeed it 
is the action, because knowledge is a way for action. So if a 
man has pure and unadulterated knowledge, yet he does not 
act upon it, it would not be expected for this knowledge to 
bear fruit. Then it is inevitable that this knowledge be 
connected to action.394

 
 

It is obligatory upon the people of knowledge to carry out 
this educational upbringing upon the new Muslims in light of 
what has been confirmed from the Book and the Sunnah. So it 
is not permissible for us to merely leave the people alone to 
inherit understandings and mistakes; some of it being clear 
falsehood by the agreement of the Scholars, and some of it 
having various problems in it from ijtihād (analogical 
reasoning) and opinion, and some of this ijtihād and opinions 
oppose the Sunnah.  
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So after purifying (tasfiyah) these affairs and clarifying 
what is obligatory to proceed upon it, it becomes necessary to 
cover the educational upbringing (tarbiyah) upon this correct 
knowledge. So this education (tarbiyah) is that which shall 
bear fruit for the pure Islāmic society, through which the 
Islāmic State will be established for us.395

 
So without these two 

premises, ‘correct knowledge’ and ‘correct education upon this 
correct knowledge’ it will become possible – in my belief – to 
establish Islām, or the Islāmic rule, or the Islāmic state.”396

 
 

 

 
 
 



 

 

GLOSSARY 
 

 

 

 Āyah: (pl. āyāt) “sign,” a verse of the Qur’ān. 

 Āhād: a narration which is narrated through one chain 
only. 

 Ahādīth: see Hadīth. 

 ‘Alayhis-salām: “may Allāh protect and preserve him.” It 
is said after the name of a Prophet of Allāh or after the 
name of an Angel. 

 Ansār: “helpers;” the Muslims of al-Madīnah who 
supported the Muslims that migrated from Makkah. 

 Arsh: Throne of Allāh. 

 Asr: the afternoon Prayer. 

 Awliyā’ : see Walī. 

 
 Bid’ah: Heresy (any innovated practice). 

 Burāq: An animal bigger than a donkey and smaller than a 
horse on which the Prophet went for the Mirāj. 

 
 Dā’ī: one engaged in da’wah, caller. 
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 Da’īf: “weak,” unauthentic narration. 

 Da’wah: invitation, call to Allāh. 

 Dīn: a completed way of life prescribed by Allāh. 

 Dhikr: (pl. adhkār) remembrance of Allāh. 

 
 Īmān: faith, to affirm all that was revealed to the Prophet. 

 
 Fāhish: one who talks evil. 

 Fard Kifāyah: collective obligation – if fulfilled by a part 
of the community then the rest are not obligated. 

 Fatwā: (pl. fatāwā) religious verdicts. 

 Faqīh: A scholar who can give religious verdicts. 

 Fiqh: Islāmic jurisprudence, understanding. 

 Fitnah: (pl. fitan) Trials, persecution, conflicts and strifes 
among the Muslims. 

 Fitrah: the natural disposition that one is born upon. 

 
 Ghulū: going to an extreme. 

 Ghusl: A ceremonial bath necessary for the one who is in a 
state of Janābah. 

 
 Hadīth: (pl. ahadīth) the saying, actions and approvals 

accurately narrated from the Prophet. 

 Halāl: lawful. 
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 Hanīf: pure Islāmic Monotheism (worshipping Allāh 
alone and nothing else). 

 Harām: unlawful and forbidden. 

 Hasan: fine, good; a term used for an authentic hadīth, 
which does not reach the level of Sahīh. 

 Harj: killing. 

 Al-Harūriyyah: a special unorthodox religious sect that 
branched off from the Khawārij. 

 Hijrah: migration from the land of Shirk to the land of 
Islām. 

 Hukm: a judgment of legal decision (especially by Allāh). 

 Ibādah: worship, worship of Allāh. 

 
 Ihsān: worshipping Allāh as though you see Him. 

However, since you cannot see Him, then know that He 
sees you. 

 Ijmā’: consensus, a unified opinion of scholars regarding a 
certain issue. 

 Ijtihād: exertion of effort; the process of arriving at a 
reasoned decision by a scholar on an issue. 

 Imām: leaders; leaders in Prayer, knowledge in fiqh, leader 
of a state. 

 Isnād: the chain of narrators linking the collector of the 
saying to the person quoted. 

 Istikhārah: a Prayer consisting of two units (raka’āt) 
asking Allāh for guidance. 
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 Istiwā: ascending; the ascending of Allāh above the 
Throne (in the manner that befits His Majesty). 

 
 Janābah: State of a person after having sexual intercourse 

or sexual discharge. 

 Janāzah: (pl. janā’iz): Funeral. 

 Jihād: striving, struggling and fighting to make the Word 
of Allāh supreme. 

 Jumu’ah: Friday. 

 Jinn: invisible creation, created by Allāh from smokeless 
fire. 

 Junub: a person who is in the state of Janābah. 

 
 Ka’bah: a square stone building in al-Masjidul-Haram 

(the great mosque in Makkah which Muslims go to for 
pilgrimage and which all Muslims direct their face in 
Prayer). 

 Al-Kabā’ir: the major sins. 

 Khārijī: (pl. Khawārij): those who declared that a Muslim 
becomes a disbeliever due to committing a major sin 
alone. 

 Khalīfah: (pl. khulafāh: the head of the Islāmic 
government to whom the oath of allegiance is given. 

 Khilāfah: an Islāmic state. 

 Khutbah: (person khatīb), religious talk (sermon). 

 Kufr: (person kāfir) act of disbelieve in the Religion of 
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Islām. 

 
 Madhhab: position or opinion of a scholar; school of 

Islāmic jurisprudence. 

 Makrūh: not approved of, undesirable from the point of 
view of Religion, although not punishable. 

 Manhaj: way; method; methodology. 

 Marfū’: raised; a narration attributed to the Prophet . 

 Masjid: mosque. 

 Mawbiqāt: great destructive sins. 

 Mudallis: one who practices tadlīs. 

 Muhājir: (pl. muhājirūn, muhājirīn) one who migrated 
from the land of the disbelievers to the land of the 
Muslims for the sake of Allāh. 

 Muhadīth: scholar of the science of hadīth. 

 Muftī: one who gives fatāwā. 

 Mujāhid: (pl. mujahidūn): a Muslim warrior in Jihād. 

 Mujtahid: one who is qualified to pass judgment using 
ijtihad. 

 Munkar: “rejected;” a narration which is inauthentic itself 
and contradicts and authentic narrations. 

 Muqallid: one who practices taqlīd. 

 Mushrik: (pl. mushrihūn) polytheists, pagans and 
disbelievers in the oneness of Allāh and His Messenger . 
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 Mustahabb: recommended; an action if left not 
punishable and if done it is rewardable. 

 Muttaqūn: those who are pious. 

 Mutawātir: a hadīth which is narrated by a very large 
number of reporters, such that it cannot be supported that 
they all agreed upon a lie. 

 Muwahhid: (pl. muwahhidūn) one who unifies all of his 
worship and directs it to Allāh alone. 

 Mawdū’: fabricated; spurious; invented (narration). 

 Mawqūf: stopped; a narration from a companion (not 
going back to the Prophet). 

 Mawsūl: “connected;” a continuous isnād (can be narrated 
back to the Prophet). 

 
 Nāfilah: (pl. nawāfil) Optional practice of worship. 

 Niyyah: intention from the heart. 

 Nusuk: a sacrifice. 

 
 Qadar: Divine pre-ordainment; that which Allāh has 

ordained for his creation. 

 Qiblah: the direction the Muslims face during prayer. 

 Qiyās: analogical deduction of Islāmic laws. New laws are 
deduced from old laws based of similarity between their 
causes. 

 Qunūt: “devotion;” a special supplication while standing 
in the Prayer. 
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 Quraysh: one of the greatest tribes in Arabia in the pre-
Islāmic period of Ignorance. The Prophet  belonged to 
this tribe. 

 
 Rāfidī: the correct title for the extreme Shī’ah. Those who 

exhibit malice and hold grudges against the noble 
Companions to the extent that they declare them to be 
apostates. They also hold that the Qur’ān which the 
Muslims have is neither complete nor preserved from 
corruption. 

 Ramadān: the ninth month of Islāmic calendar, in which 
Muslims fast. 

 
 Sahābah: (pl. sahābah) Muslims who met the Prophet  

believing in him and died believing in him. 

 Sahīh: authentic, the highest rank of classification of 
authentic ahadīth. 

 Salaf / Salafus-Sālihīn: pious predecessors; the Muslims of 
the first three generations: the companions, the successors 
and their successors. 

 Salafī: one who ascribes oneself to the salaf and follows 
their way. 

 Sīrah: the biography of the Prophet . 

 Sharī’ah: the divine code of law in Islām. 

 Shawāl: the month after Ramadān. 

 Shaytān: Satan. 
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 Shī’ah: (see Rāfidī) a collective name for various sects 
claiming love for Ahlul-Bayt. 

 Shirk: associating partners with Allāh directly or 
indirectly; compromising any aspects of Tawhīd. 

 Sūrah: a chapter of the Qur’ān. 

 Sunnah: “example, practice;” the Prophet’s  way of life, 
consisting of his words, actions and silent approvals. The 
Sunnah is contained in various ahadīth. 

 
 Tābi’ī: (pl. tābi’īn) the generation after the Companions of 

the Prophet. 

 Tafsīr: explanation of the Qur’ān. 

 Tāghūt: anything worshipped other than Allāh (i.e. false 
deities). 

 Tahajjud: voluntary, recommended Prayer between the 
compulsory prayers of ‘Ishā’ and Fajr. 

 Takhrīj: to reference a hadīth to its sources and analyze its 
asānīd. 

 Taqlīd: blind following; to follow someone’s opinion 
(madhhab) without evidence. 

 Taqwā: acting in obedience to Allāh, hoping for His mercy 
upon a light from Him and taqwā is leaving acts of 
disobedience, out of fear of Him, upon light from Him. 

 Tarjamah: notes about a reporter of hadīth. 

 Tawwāf: the circumambulation of the Ka’bah. 

 Tawhīd: Islāmic Monotheism. The Oneness of Allāh. 
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Believing and acting upon His Lordship, His rights of 
Worship and Names and Attributes. 

 
 Uhud: A well-known mountain in al-Madīnah. One of the 

greatest battles in Islāmic history came at its foot. This is 
called Ghazwah Uhud. 

 ‘Ulamā’: (sing. ‘ālim) scholars. 

 Umm: mother of, used as an identification. 

 Ummah: “nation”, the Muslims as a whole. 

 Umrah: a visit to Makkah during which one performs the 
Tawwāf around the Ka’bah and the Sa’ī between as-Safā 
and al-Marwah. It is referred to as the lesser Hajj. 

 Usūl: the fundamentals. 

 
 Wahyī: the revelation or inspiration of Allāh to His 

Prophets. 

 Wahdatul-Wujūd: the belief that everything in existence 
is intact with Allāh. This deviant belief is held by many 
Sūfīs. 

 Wakīl: disposer of affairs. 

 Witr: “odd;” the last Prayer at the night, which consists of 
an odd number of raka’āt (units). 

 Walīmah: the wedding feast. 

 Wasīlah: the means of approach or achieving His 
closeness to Allāh by gaining His favours. 

 Wudū’: an ablution (ritual washing) that is performed 
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before Prayer and other kinds of worship. 

 
 Yaqīn: perfect absolute faith. 

 Yathrib: one of the names of al-Madīnah. 

 
 Zakāt: charity that is obligatory on everyone who has 

wealth over and above a certain limit over which ayear has 
passed (2.5% of saved wealth). 

 Zakātul-Fitr: an obligatory charity by the Muslims to be 
given to the poor before the ‘Īdulr-Fitr Prayer. 

 Zamzam: the sacred water inside the haram (the grand 
mosque) at Makkah. 

 Zanādiqah: an atheist. 

 
 

 
 
 



 

 

ENDNOTES 
 

 

 
                                                 
1 This section consists of five preliminary points compiled by 
the translator. 
2 It was mentioned from him by his student, Ismā’īl Ibnul-Fadl 
in al-Hujjah (82/baa). Imām Abul-Mudthaffar as-Sam’ānī was 
a major scholar of hadīth and fiqh, who died in 498H. 
3 Al-Hujjah (85/alif), 
4 Jayyid: Related by Ahmad in his Musnad (no. 6802) by way of 
Abī Hāzini from Umar Ibn Shu’ayb from his father from his 
grandfather. Abū Hāzim is Salmah Ibn Dīnār who is reliable. 
Its chain of narrators is good. 
5 Related by Hanbal Ibn Ishāq in al-Mihnah (p. 45) from 
Ahmad. 
6 See al-Hujjah (83/alif). 
7 Sahīh: It was reported by Ahmad in az-Zuhd (p. 162), Wakī’ 
in az-Zuhd (no. 315), ad-Dārimī (no. 211). It was also reported 
by Ibn Nasr in as-Sunnah (p. 23) and by Mujāhid in as-Sab’ah 
(p. 46), and by lbnut-Tabarānī in as-Sunnah (no. 104), and al-
Bayliaqī in al-Madkhal (no. 204). 
8 Sharhus-Sunnah (1/216). 
9 Reported by Ibn Abī Hātim in Ādābush-Shāfi’ī (p. 182), it is 
authentic. 
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10 Sahīh: Related by Ismā’īl Ibnul-Fadl in al-Hujjah (7/baa), 
and it is authentic.  
11 Reported by Hanbal Ibn Ishāq in al-Mihnah (p. 54) from 
Imām Ahmad. 
12 Related by al-Bayhaqī in al-Madkhal (no. 233) with an 
authentic chain of narrators. 
13 Related by Ismā’īl Ibnul-Fadl in al-Hujjah (6/alif–baa) with 
an authentic chain of narrators. 
14 Dar’ut Ta’ārudul-Aql wan-Naql (2/301). 
15 Jahmiyyah – The followers of Jahm Ibn Safwān, the student 
of Ja’d Ibn Dirham, both of whom were executed for their 
apostasy in the time of the younger tābi’īn. Amongst their 
beliefs is that they deny the Attributes of Allāh  and declare 
the Qur’ān to be created. 
16 Mushabbihah – Those who declare that Allāh  is like His 
creation and that the Attributes of Allāh  are like those of the 
creation. This was first propagated by Maqātil Ibn Sulaymān 
al-Khurasānī, during the era of the tābi’īn. 
17 Qadariyyah – They are also followers of Jahm Ibn Safwān. 
This sect was founded by Ma’bad Ibn Juhanī, in Basrah at the 
end of the era of the Companions. They deny Allāh’s Qadar 
(Divine Pre-Decree) and believe that man creates his own 
actions, which are free from the Will and Power of Allāh . 
18 Mujbirah or Jabariyyah – They hold the belief that people 
have no free will, and are not responsible for their own 
actions, rather they are forced. 
19 Murji’ah – They uphold the belief of irjā’ (to hold that sins, 
major or minor, do not effect faith and that īmān neither 
increases nor decreases). The first to call to this belief was 
Ghīlān Ibn Abī Ghīlān al-Qadarī. He was executed in 105H. 
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They claim that actions are not part of faith and that people do 
not vary in faith and that faith does not increase or decrease. 
20 Rawāfid – They are extreme Shī’ah who call themselves 
Ithnā Ash’ariyyah (the Twelve’s) or Ja’fariyyah. This sect was 
formed by ‘Abdullāh Ibn Saba’, a Jew who appeared during the 
caliphate of ‘Uthmān. He claimed to have love for ‘Alī and the 
Family of the Prophet . They curse the Companions and 
declare them to be disbelievers, especially Abū Bakr, ‘Umar, 
‘Uthmān and the wives of the Prophet . They also believe 
that the Qur’ān is incomplete. 
21 Nawāsib – Those who have hatred towards Alī and the 
family of the Prophet . 
22 Related by Ibn Tabarī in as-Sunnah (1/189) and refer to (p. 
182). 
23 Related by Ismā’īl Ibnul-Fadl in al-Hujjah (32/baa) with an 
authentic chain of narrators. 
24 Dar’ut-Ta’ānulul-Aql wan-Naql (1/271) A further example 
of this can be seen when Shaykhul-Islām Ibn Taymiyyah was 
discussing the issue of attributing jihah (direction) to Allāh . 
He says in Minhājus-Sunnah (1/216), “The people have three 
sayings about the application of the word al-jihah. A group 
negates it, another affirms it and the other explains the matter: 
and this divergence is found amongst the affirmers of the 
Attributes of the companions of the four Imāms and their 
likes. The dispute of the People of hadīth and Sunnah, 
however, regarding the denial and affirmation of it is a dispute 
regarding the word itself, it is not a dispute concerning the 
meaning. For this reason, a group from the companions of 
Ahmad, such as the Taymīs, al-Qādī in one of his two sayings 
negates it and another group the majority of which affirm it, 
and this is also the second of the two sayings of al-Qādī. This 
(difference) is because the word al-jihah (direction) sometimes 
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refers to that which exists and can sometimes refer to that 
which does not exist. It is also known that there is nothing in 
existence save the Creator and the created. So when something 
that exists that is other than Allāh  is intended by the word 
al-jihah, it is from the creation of Allāh , and nothing from 
the creation surrounds or encompasses Allāh, the Most High. 
And if by al-jihah (direction) something which does not exist 
is intended – and that is whatever is above the world, then 
there is nothing above it save Allāh  alone.” 

Shaykhul-Islām also said in the course of this topic, 
“Indeed the term al-jism (body), al-a’rād (organs), al-
mutahayyiz (extent) are newly invented terminologies. We 
have mentioned many a time before that the Salaf and the 
Imāms have not spoken about such things – neither by way of 
negation, nor by way of affirmation. Rather they declared 
those who spoke about such a matter to be innovators, and 
went to great lengths to censure them.” This is what has 
repeatedly been affirmed by Shaykhul-Islām – may Allāh  
have mercy on him – in many of his books, such as: Sharh 
Hadīthun-Nuzūl (p. 69-76), Majmū’ul-Fatāwā (3/306-310, 
13/304-305), Minhājus-Sunnatin-Nabawiyyah (2/134-135, 
192, 198, 200, 527). Indeed in Sharh Hadīthun-Nuzūl 
Shaykhul-Islām has labeled ascribing Allāh  with the term 
jism, by saying, “It is an innovation in the Sharī’ah, a 
corruption of the language, and a contradiction to the (sound) 
intellect. Rather, it is repudiated by the Sharī’ah, the language 
and the (sound) intellect.” And from them: Shaykhul-lslām 
mentions the intended meaning of ascribing Allāh  with the 
term jism, by saying: “Whosoever alleges that the Lord is a jism 
– with the meaning that he accepts division, separation and 
partition (for Allāh ) – then he is the most disbelieving of 
people and the most ignorant. Indeed, his statement is more 
evil than the one who says that Allāh  has a son – with them 
meaning that a part of Him split and thus became His son.” 
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Al-Asalah magazine (issue 4/p. 54-55), see also his Rudūd wat-
Ta’aqqubāt (p. 21-23) And he also says in Bayān Talbīsul-
Jahmiyyah (1/442), in regards to the usage of the term hadd 
(limit), “These words that he mentioned would be applicable if 
they had said that He has an Attribute and it is hadd, as 
suggested by this person who tries to refute them. This has not 
been said by anyone and neither would any intelligent person 
say this, for this statement has no reality to it due to their not 
existing a single Attribute from the Attributes that He is 
described with, such as Hand and Knowledge, that has been 
specified as hadd. All that is meant here is what distinguishes 
something from something else with regards to its description 
and measure as is well known of the word hadd when dealing 
with the clearly defined things. For example it is said: the hadd 
of man, meaning those characteristics that distinguish him as 
being a man.” 
25 Imām Ibn Abil-’Izz al-Hanafī (d.729H) (rahimahu Allah) 
said, “Knowledge of Usūlud-Dīn (the fundamentals of the 
Religion) is the most noble branch of knowledge, since the 
excellence of a certain type of knowledge depends upon what 
it is concerned with, and this is the greater fiqh 
(understanding), which is why Imām Abū Hanīfah (d.154H) 
(rahimahu Allah) called that which he compiled concerning 
Usūl-ud-Dīn: ‘al-Fiqhul-Akbar’ (the greatest fiqh). The need of 
the servants for this knowledge is greater than every other 
need; and it is the most necessary of all things for them, since 
there is no life for the hearts, nor any delight, nor any 
tranquility, except through knowing their Lord, the One to be 
worshipped, their Creator – with His Names, His Attributes 
and His Actions, and that He – along with all that – is more 
beloved to the person than anything else. So man’s striving is 
with regards to everything that will draw him nearer to God, 
to the exclusion of the creation. 
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However, it is impossible for the minds to come to know 

and understand all that in detail, so the Most Merciful, the 
Most Majestic – from His mercy, sent Messengers to teach that 
and call to it; and to give good news to those who accept their 
call and to warn those who reject it. The key to their call and 
the essence of their message was the servant’s drawing closer 
to Allāh – the Most Perfect – through His Names, Attributes 
and Actions, since all that the Messengers were ordered with is 
built upon this. This then is followed by two great principles: 

Firstly:      Knowing the path that leads to Him and that is the 
Sharī’ah which is comprised of His orders and 
prohibitions. 

Secondly: That those following the path know what lies in 
store for them, which is endless bliss. 

So the people who know God best are the ones who best follow 
the way to Him; and know best what lies at the end of the 
way.” Refer to Sharhul ‘Aqīdatit-Tahāwiyyah (p. 69). 
26 The Jahmiyyah are the followers of Jahm Ibn Safwān, who 
unleashed upon this Ummah the horrific innovation of ta’tīl 
(denial of Allāh’s Attributes) either directly, or by twisting the 
meaning of Hand of Allāh  to mean: His power and 
generosity. They also deny that Allāh  is above the creation, 
above His Throne, as well as holding the belief that Paradise 
and Hellfire are not everlasting. Refer to ar-Radd ‘alal-
Jahmiyyah by Imām Ahmad and also ad-Dārimī and al-
Ibānah (p.141) of Abul-Hasan al-Ash’arī. It is also noteworthy 
to refer to Siyar A’lāmun-Nubalā (11/169-171) of adh-
Dhahabī. 
27 Imām ash-Shāfi’ī (d.204H) said, “My ruling regarding the 
people of theological rhetoric is that they should be beaten 
with palm leaves and shoes and be paraded amongst the 
kinsfolk and the tribes with it being announced. This is the 
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reward of the one who abandons the Book (Qur’ān) and the 
Sunnah and turns to theological rhetoric (kalām).” Refer to 
Sharhul ‘Aqīdatit-Tahāwiyyah of Ibn Abil-’Izz, (p. 75). Refer 
to Sharhus-Sunnah (1/218) of Imām al-Baghawī. 
28 Kitābul-Īmān (p. 350-351) with the commentary of 
Mu�ammad al-Harrās. 
29 

 
Minhājus-Sunnah (2/106) of Ibn Taymiyyah.  

30 ‘From that which has been established in the Sharī’ah is that 
mankind was – in the beginning – a single nation upon true 
Tawhīd and then Shirk gradually overcame them’, Tahdhīrus-
Sājid (p. 101). Ibn ‘Abbās (radhiyAllāhu anhu) said, “Between 
Nūh and Ādam were ten generations, all of them were upon 
Sharī’ah of the truth, then they differed. So Allāh  sent 
Prophets as bringers of good news and as warners.” Related by 
Ibn Jarīr in his Tafsīr (4/275) and al-Hākim (2/546). Ibn 
‘Urwah al-Hanbalī (d.837H) (rahimahullāh) said, “This saying 
refutes those historians from the People of the Book who claim 
that Qābil (Cain) and his sons were fire-worshippers.” Refer to 
al-Kawakibud-Durarī fī Tartīb Musnadil-lmām Ahmad ‘alā 
Abwābil-Bukhārī (6/212/1). 
31 Majmū’ul-Fatāwā (5/256). 
32 Imām Ayyūb as-Sakhtiyānī (d.131H) (rahimahu Allah) said, 
“From the success of a youth or a non-Arab is that Allāh  
guides him to a Scholar of the Sunnah.” Related by al-Lalikā’ī 
(no. 30). And ‘Amr Ibn Qays al-Mulā’ī (d.143H) (rahimahu 
Allah) said, “If you see a youth when he begins to sprout, 
keeping company with Ahlus-Sunnah wal-Jamā’ah, then have 
hope for him. If you see him keeping company with the people 
of innovation, then fear for him, because the youth is 
according to his initial up-bringing.” Related by Ibn Battah in 
al-Ibānah (p. 133).  
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33 The significance of the creed of the four Imāms being one is 
only realized fully when one sees that Allāh  has 
commanded us to be upon one path. Refer to Appendix 3: The 
Path is One. 
34 Qutfuth-Thamar (p. 47-48) of Siddīq Hasan Khān.  
35 The Prophet  said, “Whoever swears by other than Allāh 
, then he has indeed disbelieved and committed Shirk.” 
Related by Abū Dāwūd (3/570), at Tirmidhī (3/253), who said: 
“A hasan hadīth.” It was authenticated by Imām ash-Shawkānī 
in Naylul-Awtār (8/257) and by al-Albānī in Irwā’ul-Ghalīl 
(no. 2561). And he  said about the statement: ‘What Allāh  
wills and what you will.’ “Do you make me one to be called 
upon along with Allāh? Say: What Allāh alone wills.” Related 
by al-Bukhārī in al-Adabul-Mufrad (no. 783), and by Ahmad 
(1/214), and an-Nisā’ī in al ‘Amalul-Yawm wa l-laylah (no. 
995), and Ibn Mājah (no. 2117). It was authenticated by al-
Arna’ūt in Takhrījul-Musnad Abū Bakr (p. 55), and by al-
Albānī in as-Sahīhah (no. 139). 
36 ad-Durrul-Mukhtār ma’a Hāshiyah Raddul-Muhtār (6/396-
397). 
37 Sharhul ‘Aqīdatut-Tahāwiyyah (p.234) and Ithāfus-Sādātul 
Mustaqīm (2/285) and Sharhul Fiqhil-Akbar (p. 198) of al-
Qārī. 
38 It was hated by Imām Abū Hanīfah and Mu�ammad Ibnul-
Hasan that a man say in his supplication, ‘O Allāh, verily I ask 
you by a juncture of Honour from Your Throne,’ despite the 
absence of a text to permit it. As for Abū Yūsuf, then indeed 
he permitted it due to a text from the Sunnah, wherein it was 
reported that the Prophet  said in his supplication, ‘O Allāh, 
verily I ask you by the junctures of Honour from Your Throne, 
and by the utmost degree of mercy from your Book.’ And this 
hadīth is related by al-Bayhaqī (9/382) in the ‘Book of 
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Supplications,’ and Nasbur-Rāyah (4/2.82). Three 
reproachable affairs are found in the isnād: 

i. Dāwūd Ibn Abū ‘Āsim did not hear from Ibn Mas’ūd; 

ii. ‘Abdul-Malik Ibn Jarīh is a mudallis and he possesses irsāl; 

iii. ‘Umar Ibn Hārūd was accused of lying. 

Due to that, Ibnul-Jawzī, as is found in al-Bināyah (9/382), 
said, “This hadīth is fabricated without a doubt, and its isnād is 
futile.” Refer to Tahdhībut-Tahdhīb (3/189), (6/405), and 
(7/501). 
39 al-Fiqhul-Absat (p. 56).   
40 al-Fiqhul-Absat (p. 56). 
41 al-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 302). 
42 Sharhul ‘Aqīdatit-Tahāwiyyah (2/327) with the checking of 
Dr. at-Turkī, and Jalā’ul, ‘Aynayn (p. 368) Mullā ‘Alī al-Qārī 
al-Hanafī (d.1014H) writes, clarifying the creed of Imām Abū 
Hanīfah, after mentioning the fatuous narration of Imām 
Mālik, ‘Istawā is known, but how is unknown,’ 

“Likewise, our great Imām (Abū Hanīfah) has the same 
stance as this position (of Imām Mālik), and the same is the 
case with every āyah and hadīth from the Mutashābihāt 
(unclear āyāt) such as Hand, Eye, Face and other than these 
from the Attributes. So the meanings of the Attributes are 
known, as far as the modality is concerned, then this is not 
known; because the understanding of ‘how’ is branched onto 
the knowledge of the modality of the Dhat (Essence of Allāh 
) and its reality. Therefore, if this (knowledge of the 
modality of the Dhat of Allāh ) is unknown, how can the 
modality of the Attributes be understood? The safe and 
beneficial conclusion in this regard is that Allāh  be 
described with what He has described Himself and with what 
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His Messenger  has described Him without tahrīf 
(distortion), ta’tīl (divesting Allāh  of the Attribute), without 
takyīf (asking how) and tamthīl (resemblance). Rather, the 
Names and Attributes are established for Him, and 
resemblance to the creation is negated. So your establishment 
would be free from resemblance (tashbīh), whilst your 
negation would be free from denial (ta’tīl). Whoever negates 
the reality of istiwā has thereby divested (Allāh  of an 
Attribute), and whoever makes a resemblance for Him to the 
istiwā of the creation is a Mushabbih. But whoever says, 
‘Istiwā,’ without any likeness for Him, he is upon Tawhīd and 
free from any blame.” Mirqātul Mafatīh Sharh Mishkātub 
Masābīh (8/251) of al-Qārī. 
43 Aqīdatus-Salaf wa Ashābul-Hadīth (p. 42) and al-Asmā’ was-
Sifat (p. 456) of al-Bayhaqī, and al-Kawtharī was silent about 
it. And also refer to Sharhul ‘Aqīdatit Tahāwiyyah (p. 245) 
with the authentication of al-Albānī, and Sharhul-Fiqhil-Akbar 
(p. 60) of al-Qārī. 
44 al-Fiqhul-Absat (p. 51). 
45 al-Fiqhul-Absat (p. 56), and the checker of the book, al-
Kawtharī, was silent about it. And al-Ghumārī said about al-
Kawtharī in Bidā’i’ut-Tafāsīr (p. 180-181) unveiling his 
condition, “And we used to be amazed with al-Kawtharī, due 
to his knowledge and comprehensiveness of his investigation. 
As we used to dislike in his severe partisanship to the 
Hanafiyyah, a partisanship that exceeded the partisanship of 
az-Zamaksharī for the Mu’tazilah. Up to the point that our 
beloved friend, al-Hafidh Abul-Faydh, used to say about him, 
‘Crazy for Abū Hanīfah (majnūn li Abū Hanīfah).’ And when I 
was gifted with his book, Ihqaqul-Haqq to do with refuting the 
letter of Imāmul-Haramayn over his choosing the Shāfi’ī 
madhhab, I found him culminating the genealogy of Imām 
ash-Shafi’ī, and he quoted as-Sajī upon that. So I took him up 
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over this calumny, and I said to him, ‘Indeed your abuse over 
this genealogy is not a scholarly refutation.’ So he said to me, 
‘A sectarian refuting a sectarian!’ 

And this is his statement, and he acknowledges his 
partisanship! And I visited him one time in his house, I and 
the noble Sayyid Mu�ammad al-Bāqir al-Kattānī, and there 
arose a discussion between us over scholarly issues. And al-
Hafidh Ibn Hajar was mentioned, so Sayyid Bāqir showed his 
amazement at Ibn Hajar’s memorization and his commentary 
to Sahīhul-Bukhārī, and I supported him in that. So he (al-
Kawtharī) diminished the value of the aforementioned 
commentary. He said, ‘Ibn Hajar used to depend upon 
extremities (al-Atrāf or obscure routes) in his gathering of the 
different routes of a hadīth.’ And this is not correct. And he 
mentioned that he – meaning al-Hafidh Ibn Hajar – used to 
follow women in the roads, and he used to flirt with them. 
And that he (at one time) followed a woman thinking that she 
was beautiful, until she arrived at her house and he was behind 
her, and she removed her cover (burqā’), and she turned out to 
be an ugly black woman, so he returned, frustrated! And the 
reason behind this attack, is that al-Hafidh used to attack some 
of the Hanafiyyah in his books of biography. For example, 
Durarul-Kāminah and Raf ul-Isrār. He said (for example) 
about al-‘Aynī al-Hanafī, “He used to take the manuscript 
pages of Fathul-Bārī from some of his (Ibn Hajar) students, 
and use them in his Sharh. So when al-Hāfidli came to know 
of this, he forbade giving these pages to his students. And 
worse than this, al-Kawtharī accused Anas bin Mālik 
(radhiyAllāhu anhu), with senility and feeble-mindedness, 
because he related ahadīth that contradict the madhhab of 
Abū Hanīfah! And worse than this is that he tried to make a 
fabricated hadīth authentic, because it implied the tidings of 
Abū Hanīfah … and our beloved friend wrote a refutation of 
him (and it is called Bayan Talbīsul-Muftarī Mu	ammad 
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Zāhid al-Kawtharī as occurs in Fathul-Mulkil-’Alī (p. 119) 
where it says, “The introduction was completed in one 
volume, in which he collected his scholarly errors, and his self-
contradictions that arose from his hateful partisanship.” 
46 al-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 301). 
47 al-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 302). 
48 al-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 56). 
49 Al-’Aqīdatut-Tahāwiyyah (p. 25) with the notes of al-Albānī. 
50 al-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 301). 
51 al-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 301). 
52 al-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 40) And the likes of this wording was 
quoted by Shaykul-Islām Ibn Taymiyyah in Majmū’ul-Fatāwā 
(5/48), and Ibnul-Qayyim in Ijtimā’ul-Juyūshil Islāmiyyah (p. 
139), and adh-Dhahabī in al-’Uluww (p. 101-102), and Ibn 
Qudārnah in al-’Uluww (p. 116) and Ibn Abil-’Izz in Sharhut-
Tahawiyyah (p. 301). And Ibn Abil-’Izz said in discussion of 
the concept of Wahdatul-Wujūd (oneness of being), “So verily 
the deniers of Allāh’s Attributes enter the denial of the 
Attributes (into) the mining of Tawhīd, as Jahm Ibn Safwān 
and his followers. For verily they say, “Affirming the 
Attributes necessitates that al-Wājib (i.e. Allāh ) is 
numerous.” And this statement is known by necessity to be 
corrupt. For verily the affirmation of a thing in an abstract 
sense from all of the Attributes means one cannot picture it 
existing outside of that. And the mind will only be left 
thinking that it does not exist, and that is the most extreme 
form of ta’tīl (denial). And this statement has led people to 
statements of Allāh  being everywhere and in everything. 
And this is worse than the disbelief of the Christians. For 
verily the Christian specified it to the Messiah (Jesus), but 
these people use it universally on all of the creation. And from 
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the implications of this kind of Tawhīd: is the belief that 
Fir’awn and his people completed Īmān, knowing Allāh  in 
reality. And from it’s implications: is that the worshippers of 
idols are on truth and reward, and verily they only worship 
Allāh  and not other than Him. And from its implications: is 
that there is no difference between forbiddance, and 
permissibility, between the mother, and the sister, and the 
strange woman. And there is no difference between water and 
intoxicants (khamr), and adultery and marriage. And it 
implies that everything is from one source. No, rather He is 
that one source. And from its implications: is that the Prophets 
were oppressive to their nations. And Allāh  is far above 
what they say, a great Highness!”  
53 al-Asmā’ was-Sifāt (2/170). 
54 al-Fiqhul-Absat (p. 56). 
55 al-Asma’ was-Sifat (2/170). 
56 al-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 302). 
57 al-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 301). 
58 al-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 301). 
59 al-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 302). 
60 al-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 301). 
61 al-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 301). 
62 Qalā’id ‘Uqūdub’ Uqyān (qaaf/77/baa). 
63 al-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 302 -303). 
64 al-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 302 -303). 
65 al-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 302). 
66 al-Wasiyyah(p. 21). 
67 al-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 302). 
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68 al-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 302). 
69 al-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 304). 
70 al-Wasiyyah (p. 14), along with its explanations. 
71 al-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 303). 
72 al-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 303). 
73 It means that Allāh the Exalted created the creation upon the 
fitrah (natural inclination) of Islam, as Abū Hanīfah shall 
explain in that which is to follow. 
74 al-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 302). 
75 al-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 302). 
76 al-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 302-303). 
77 al-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 303). 
78 al-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 304). 
79 Kitābul-Wasiyyah (p. 2), along with its explanation. 
80 Kitābul-Wasiyyah (p. 3), along with its explanation. 
81 Refer to at-Tamhīd (9/247) of Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr, and Sharhul-
‘Aqīdatit-Tahāwiyyah (p. 359) of Ibn Abil-’Izz al-Hanafī. Also 
refer to Appendix 1, found in this book. 
82 The Messenger of Allāh  said, 

“You will not cease to be upon goodness as long as there 
are amongst you those who saw me and accompanied 
me. By Allāh! You will not cease to be upon goodness as 
long as there are amongst you those who saw those who 
saw me and accompanied me.” 

Related by Ibn Abī Shaybah in al-Musannaf (no. 3427) from 
Wāthilah, al-Hāfidh Ibn Hajar authenticated it in Fathul-Bārī 
(1/7). Imām al-Bukhārī (d.256H) (rahimahu Allah) said in 
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Sahīhul-Bukhārī (7/1), “Whoever from amongst the Muslims 
accompanied the Prophet  or saw him, then he is from 
amongst his Companions.” Imām an-Nawawī (d.676H) 
(rahimahu Allah) said, “The correct position is that whoever 
accompanied the Prophet , then that person is from his 
Companions.” Sharh Sahīh Muslim (16/85) And al-Hāfidh Ibn 
Kathīr (d.774H) said, “The fact that just seeing him is enough 
for one to be called a Companion is clearly stated by al-
Bukhārī, Abū  Zur’ah and others who have written books in 
regards to the names of the Companions – such as Ibn ‘Abdul-
Barr, Ibn Mandah, Abū Mūsā al-Madanī, Ibnul Athīr …” 
Mukhtasar ‘Ulūmul-Hadīth (p. 174) Ibn Hajar said in al-
Isābah (1/4-5), “The most correct of what I have come across 
is that a Companion is one who met the Prophet  whilst 
believing in him, and died as a Muslim. So that includes one 
who remained with him for a short time, and those who 
narrated from him and those who did not, and those who saw 
him but did not sit with him and those who could not see him 
due to blindness.” 
83 al-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 304). 
84 al-Fiqhul-Absat (p. 40). 
85 Manāqib Abū Hanīfah (p. 76). 
86 al-Wasiyyah (p. 14), along with its explanation. 
87 As is found in an-Nūrul-Lami’ (section 119/baa), from him. 
88 Manāqib Abū Hanīfah (p. 137) of al-Kurdī. 
89 Tārīkh Baghdād (13/333). 
90 Dhammu-Kalām (p. 2831) of al-Harawī. 
91 When this word (Salaf) occurs in the language, it shows 
what has past and preceded in knowledge (‘ilm) and faith 
(Īmān) and virtue (fadl) and goodness (ihsān). Ibnul 
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Mandthūr said, “And the Salaf are whomever preceded from 
your fathers and your close families, and those who are above 
you in age and virtue. And the first generation is named as 
such, and the tābi’īn (the second generation) and the Salafus-
Sālih (Righteous Predecessors).” Lisānul-’Arab (9/159), I say 
that from this is the statement of the Messenger of Allāh  to 
his daughter Fātimah az-Zahrā (radiyAllāhu ‘anhā), “So verily 
I am the best predecessor (salaf) for you.” Related by Muslim 
(no. 2450) It is related (ruwiya) from the Prophet  that he 
said to his daughter Zaynab (radiyAllāhu ‘anhā), “Keep close 
to our righteous predecessor (salafinā sālih), ‘Uthmān Ibn 
Madth’awn.” Related by Ahmad (1/337-338) and by Ibn Sa’d 
in at-Tabaqāt (8/37). It has been weakened by Shaykh al-
Albānī in Silsilatul-Ahādīthud-Da’īfah (no. 1715) due to Alī 
Ibn Zayd Ibn Jid’ān. Imām Muslim relates in the introduction 
to his Sahīh (p. 16) by way of Mu�ammad Ibn ‘Abdullāh who 
said, “I heard Alī Ibn Shaqīq saying: I heard, Abdullāh Ibnul-
Mubārak saying to the leaders of the people: “Leave alone the 
hadīth of ‘Umar Ibn Thābit, for verily he used to curse the 
Salaf.” Imām al-Awzā’ī said, “Make yourselves patient upon 
the Sunnah and stop where the people stopped and speak with 
what they spoke with and refrain from that which they 
refrained from. And follow the path of your Righteous 
Predecessors (salafinassālih), for verily sufficient for you is 
that which was sufficient for them.” Related in ash-Sharī’ah (p. 
58) of al-Ājurrī. Shaykhul-Islām Ibn Taymiyyah said in 
Majmū’ul-Fatāwā (1/149), “There is no blame upon the one 
who makes apparent the madthhab (way) of the Salaf and 
affiliates himself with it and attaches himself to it. Rather, it is 
obligatory to accept that from him by agreement, for verily the 
madhhab of the Salaf is nothing but the truth.” And he also 
said in Majmū’ul-Fatāwā (4/100), “Verily a sign of the People 
of Innovation is that they leave off the ascription to the Salaf.” 
Imām adh-Dhahabī in Siyar A’lāmun-Nubala (16/467) quotes 
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Imām ad-Dāraqutnī as saying, “There is nothing more hated 
by me than ‘Ilmul-Kalām (the knowledge of rhetoric).” Then 
he says, “A man should never enter into ‘ilmul-kalām, nor 
argumentation and lie should never delve deeply into these 
things, rather he should be Salafī.” 
92 Dhammul-Kalām (baa/194). 
93 Manāqib Abū Hanīfah (p. 183-184) of al-Makkī. 
94 Manāqib Abū Hanīfah (p. 373) of al-Makkī. 
95 Abū Dharr (radhiyAllāhu anhu) said, “Indeed the Messenger 
of Allāh  passed away and there is not a bird flapping its 
wings in the sky, except that he mentioned to us some 
knowledge about it.” Related by Ahmad (5/153), at-Tiyālasī 
(no. 479) and at-Tabaranī in al-Kabīr (no. 1647). Its isnād is 
sahīh. Salmān al-Fārsī (radhiyAllāhu anhu) narrated that it 
was said to him, ‘Your Prophet  has taught you everything, 
even how to relieve yourselves?’ So he said to them, “Yes 
indeed! And he has prohibited us from facing the qiblah 
(direction of Prayer) whilst relieving ourselves …” Related by 
Muslim (1/152) and Ahmad (no.8). 
96 Related by al-Bukhārī (3/262), Muslim (1/51) and an-Nisā’ī 
(5/14). All of them relate it by way of ‘Ubaydullāh Ibn 
‘Ubaydal-Lajan ‘Utbah Ibn Mas’ūd from Abū Hurayrah. And 
Abū Dāwūd (3/101) related it from Abī Sālih from Abū 
Hurayrah. 
97 DhammullKalām (qaaf/210). 
98 This narration is related by ad-Dāraqutnī in as-Sifāt (p. 75) 
and by al-Ājurrī in ash-Sharī’ah (p. 314) and by al-Bayhaqī in 
al-Ptiqād (p. 118) and Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr in at-Tamhīd (7/149). 
99 at-Inqitā (p. 36) 
100 Those who relate from Imām Mālik, with the name Ibn 
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Nāfi’ are two men. As for the first one, then he is ‘Abdullāh 
Ibn Nāfi’ Ibn Thābit at-Tabrīzī Abū Bakr al-Madanī. Ibn Hajar 
said about him, “Truthful (sadūq), he died in the year 
216H.”And as for the second, then he is ‘Abdullāh Ibn Nāft’ 
Ibn Abī Nāfi’ al-Majzūmī Abū Mu�ammad al-Madanī. Ibn 
Hajar said about him, “Trustworthy (thiqah), correct in his 
memorizing, lenient, he died in the year 206H, and it is said 
that he may have died after that.” Taqrībut-Tadhīb (1/455-
456), and Tahdhībut-Tahdhīb (6/50-51). 
101 He is As�ab Ibn ‘Abdul-’Azīz Ibn Dāwūd al-Qaysī Abū 
‘Umar al-Misrī. Ibn Hajar said about him, “Thiqah 
(trustworthy), a faqīh (jurist), he died in the year 204H.” 
Taqrībut-Tahdhīb (1/80), and refer to his biography in 
Tahdhībut-Tahdhīb (1/359). 
102 Tartībul-Madārik (2/42). 
103 Refer to Lisānul-Arabī (3/446). 
104 Rabī’ah ar-Rā’ī (d.136H) said, “Al-Istiwā is not unknown, 
and it’s modality is not comprehendible, and from Allāh  is 
the Message, upon the Messenger is to convey, and upon us is 
to affirm.” Related by al-Lālikā’ī (no. 665). Imām al-Bukhārī 
(d.256H) said in his Sahīh (13/403) ‘Mujāhid said about Istiwā, 
‘Rising over the Throne.” Imām al-Awzā’ī (d.157H) said, ‘I 
asked az-Zuhrī and Makhūl about the āyāt pertaining to the 
Attributes, so they said, ‘Leave them as they are.” Related by 
al-Lālikā’ī (3/340), and by Ibn Qudāmah in DhammuLKalām 
(p. 18). Imām al-Awzā’ī said regarding the āyāt and ahādīth of 
the Attributes, “Pass them on as they have come, without 
asking how.” Related by al-Lālikā’ī (no. 875) Whilst 
commenting upon the above statements from the Salaf, 
Shaykhul-Islām Ibn Taymiyyah said in al-Fatwā al-
Hamawiyyah (p. 109), “So the statement of Rabī’ah and Mālik, 
‘al-Istiwā is not unknown,’ agrees with the statement of the 
rest, ‘Pass them on as they have come, without asking how.” So 
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they have denied having knowledge of the modality, yet they 
have not negated the reality of the Attribute. And if the people 
were to believe in the wording only, without understanding it’s 
meaning the way that Allāh  intended it, they would have 
said, ‘al-Istiwā is not known, and the modality is not 
comprehendible.’ And they would have said, ‘Pass them on as 
they have come, without asking how, since al-Istiwā at that 
moment, cannot be known. Rather, it is unknown at the level 
of linguistic words!’ And also, they would not be in need of 
negating the knowledge of the modality when the meaning of 
the word is not understood, they would only be in need of 
negating the knowledge of the modality if the Attributes are 
affirmed. And also, the one who negates some of the 
Attributes, or all of them, then he is not in need of saying, 
‘without asking how.’ So whomsoever says, ‘Allāh  is not 
above the Throne,’ he is not in need of saying, ‘without asking 
how.’ So if the madhhab of the Salaf had actually been to 
negate the Attributes, then why would they have said, ‘and 
without asking how.’ And also, their statement, ‘Pass them on 
as they have come,’ necessitates a remaining indication of what 
it is. So the fact that it has come as a wording indicates a 
meaning. So if negation of these Attributes was to be 
indicated, then it would have been obligatory to say, ‘Pass on 
the wording with the belief that the understanding is not the 
intended meaning,’ or, ‘Pass on their wordings along with the 
belief that Allāh  is not truly to be described with what this 
indicates.’ So at that moment, you have passed them on as they 
came, and therefore it cannot be said, ‘and do not ask how.’ So 
modality must be negated from that which is not confirmed 
linguistically from the statement.”  
105 Related in al-Hilyah (6/325-326), and it is also related by as-
Sābūnī in ‘Aqīdatus-Salaf wa Ashābul-Hadīth (p. 17-18) by 
way of Ja’far Ibn ‘Abdullāh from Mālik, and Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr 
in at-Tamhīd (7/151) by way of ‘Abdullāh Ibn Nāfi’ from 
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Mālik, and al-Bayhaqī al-Asmā’ was-Sifāt (p. 408) by way of 
‘Abdullāh Ibn Wahb from Mālik. Ibn Hajar said in Fathul Bārī 
(13/406-407) that its isnād (chain of narrators) is hasan 
(good). And it was authenticated by adh-Dhahabī in al-Uluww 
(p. 103). 
106 az Zindīq: It is a word that came into Arabic from Persian, 
it was first used by the Muslims to refer to those who speak 
with the two principles, light and darkness, upon the way 
(madthhab) of al-Mānawiyyah, and other than them. Then it’s 
meaning according to them moved onto the infidels and 
atheists and everyone else who had misguided beliefs. Rather, 
it was applied upon the doubtful people and all those who 
deviated from the regulations of the Religion in thought or 
action. Refer to al-Mawsū’ātul-Muyasirrah (1/929), and 
Tārīkhul-Ilhād (p. 14-32) of ‘Abdur-Rahmān Badawī. 
107 Related in al-Hilyah (6/325), and it was related by al-Lālikā’ī 
in Sharh Usūlul-Itiqād Ahlus-Sunnah wal-Jamā’ah (1/249) by 
way of Abī Mu�ammad Yahyā Ibn Khalaf from Mālik. And it 
was also mentioned by al-Qādī ‘Iyād in Tartībul-Madārik 
(1/460). 
108 al-Inqitā’ (p. 35). 
109 A present – day caller to innovation says in his article, “Is it 
Permissible to Believe that Allah  is in the Sky in a Literal 
Sense.” The literal sense of being “in the sky” would mean that 
Allah  is actually in one of His creatures, for the sky is 
something created. It is not permissible to believe that Allah  
dwells or occupies (in Arabic, hulul) any of His creatures, as 
the Christians believe about Jesus, or the Hindus about their 
avatars.” Here, in his attack of the phrase used by the Salaf, 
‘fissamā” this kingpin of innovation shows his utter ignorance 
of the Arabic language. Since, the statement ‘in the sky’ means 
‘above the sky’ and this is known in the Arabic language. So 
the prepositions alternate with each other, and this is known 
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from the Qur’ān, as is found in the statement of Allāh  the 
Exalted, 

{  z  y  x  w  z 

“So I will crucify you in (fee) the trunks of palm trees.”  

[Sūrah Tā Hā 20:71] 

That is to say, ‘alā (upon) the trunks of palm trees. And there 
is His statement,  

{  Z      \  [z 

“And walk in (fee) its slopes …” 

[Sūrah Mulk 67: l5] 

That is to say, upon (‘alā) the mountains in search of 
provision.’ From the words of Salīm al-Hilālī in al-Jamā’ātul-
Islāmiyyah (p. 210-211). For more examples of this point, refer 
to at-Tamhīd (7/130) of Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr, and al-Asmā’ was-
Sifāt (p. 531, 534,537) of al-Bayhaqī, and al-Ibānah (p. 106-
107) of Abul-Hasan al-Ash’arī, and Majmū’ul-Fatāwā (3/52-
53, 68-69, 106, 258, 16/101, 108) of Ibn Taymiyyah, and 
Sharhul, ‘Aqīdatit-Tahāwiyyah (p. 286) of Ibn Abil-’Izz al-
Hanafī. 
110 Related by Abū Dāwūd in Masā’il-ul-Imām Ahmad (p. 263), 
and it is related by Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr in at-Tamhīd (7/138). 
111 He is ‘Abdullāh Ibn Wahb al-Qurashī. Ibn Hajar said about 
him, “The faqīh (jurist), trustworthy (thiqah), a hāfidh, a 
worshipper. He died in the year 198H. Taqrībut-Tahdhīb 
(1/460). 
112 al-Hilyah (6/326). 
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113 Tartībub-Madārik (2/48), and refer to Sharh Usūlul-I’tiqād 
Ahlus-Sunnahwal-Jamā’ah (2/801). 
114 as-Sunnah (1/87-88) of Ibn Abī ‘Āsitn, and it is also related 
by Abū Nuaym in al-Hilyah (6/326). 
115 al-Inqitā (p. 34). 
116 as-Sunnah (1/88) of Ibn Abī ‘Āsim, and al-Hilyah (6/326) of 
Abū Nu’aym. 
117 Tartībul-Madārik (2/47).  
118 Tartībul-Madārik (2/47). 
119 He is ‘Abdul-Malik Ibn ‘Abdul-Azīz Ibn Kharīj ar-Rūmī al-
Amawī, and adh-Dhahabī said about him, “The imām, the 
hāfidh, the faqīh of the Sacred House, Abul Walīd.” He died in 
the year 150H. Refer to Tadhkiratul-Huffādh (1/169), and refer 
to his biography in Tārīkh Baghdād (10/400). 
120 al-Inqita (p. 34). 
121 al-Hilyah (6/327).  
122 al-Inqitā (p. 34). 
123 al-Hilyah (6/327). 
124 He is the one who studied with him, and heard from him, 
from Walīd al-‘Awwām. He is ‘Abdullāh Ibn Nāfi’ Ibn Thābit 
Ibnuz-Zubayr Ibnul-’Awwām, and Mus’ab Ibn ‘Abdullāh Ibn 
Mus’ab, and the introduction to him shall follow. 
125 al-Hilyah (6/327). 
126 This refers to the Nusayriyyah, who were named after 
Mu�ammad Ibn Numayr an-Nusayrī (d.270H), they refer to 
themselves as ‘Alawiyyah after Alī Ibn Abī Tālib, Shaykhul-
Islām Ibn Taymiyyah said in its Majmū’ul-Fatāwā (35/145) in 
explanation of their deviance, “These people named ‘an-
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Nusayriyyah,’ and other groups from among the Qarāmitah 
and Bātiniyyah, are greater disbelievers than the Jews and 
Christians. Rather, they are greater disbelievers than most of 
the mushrikīn (idolaters), and their harm to the Ummah of 
Mu�ammad , is greater than the harm of the disbelievers 
who are in war with Muslims, such as at-Tatar, disbelieving 
Europeans and others. For they present themselves in front of 
ignorant Muslims as supporters and advocates of the Family of 
the Prophet , while in reality they do not believe in Allāh , 
nor the Messenger, nor the Book, nor commands, nor 
prohibitions, nor reward, nor punishment, nor Paradise, nor 
the Fire, nor in one of the Messengers before Mu�ammad , 
nor in a religion from among previous religions. Rather, they 
take the words of Allāh  and His Messenger , known to the 
Scholars of Muslims, and they interpret them based upon their 
fabrications, claiming that their interpretations are ‘hidden 
knowledge’ (‘ilmul-bātin), such as what the questioner 
mentioned and snore. They have no limit in their unbelief 
with regards to Allāh’s Name, His verses, and their distortion 
of the Speech of Allāh , the Most High, and His Messenger  
from their proper places. Their aim is repudiation of Islāmic 
beliefs and laws in every possible way, trying to make it appear 
that these matters have realities that they know, such as that 
‘five Prayers’ means knowledge of their secrets, ‘obligatory 
fast’ hiding of their secrets, and ‘pilgrimage to the Ancient 
House’ means a visit to their shaykhs, and that the two hands 
of Abū Lahab represent Abū Bakr and ‘Umar, and that ‘the 
great news and the manifest imām’ (an-naba’ul ‘adthīm wal-
imāmul-mubīn) is ‘Alī Ibn Abī Tālib.  

There are well known incidents and books they have written 
with regards to their enmity to Islām and its people. When 
they have an opportunity, they spill the blood of Muslims, 
such as when they once killed pilgrims and threw them into 
the well of Zamzam. Once they took the black stone and it 
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stayed with them for a period of time, and they have killed so 
many Muslim scholars and elders that only Allāh  knows 
their number. Muslim scholars have written books, unveiling 
their secrets, exposing their veils, explaining what they are 
upon from disbelief, infidelity and atheism, by which they are 
greater disbelievers than the Jews, Christians, and Indian idol-
worshipping Brahmans. It is known to us, that the coast of 
Shām was only taken over by the Christians from their side. 
And also that they are always upon the side of every enemy 
against Muslims, so they are with Christians against Muslims. 
From the greatest afflictions that have befallen them are 
Muslims’ opening conquest of the coast (of Shām) and defeat 
of the Christians. Rather, one of the greatest afflictions that has 
befallen them is Muslims’ victory over Tatar, and from the 
greatest holidays for them is the Christians conquest – and 
refuge is sought with Allāh the Exalted – of Muslim ports. 
They do not admit that this world has a Creator that created it, 
or that He has a Religion that He orders with, or that He has a 
place with which He will reward people for their deeds, other 
than this place (in this world).” 
127 Tartībul-Madārik (2/44-45). 
128 He is Mus’ab Ibn ‘Abdullāh Ibn Mus’ab Ibn Thābit Ibn 
‘Abdullāh Ibnuz-Zubayr Ibnul-’Awwām al-Asdī al-Madanī, 
residing in Baghdād. Ibn Hajar said about him, “Truthful 
(sadūq), a scholar by association”. He died in the year 236H. 
Taqrībut-Tahdhīb(2/252), and refer to his biography in 
Tahdhībut-Tahdhīb (10/162). 
129 Jāmi’ Bayānul-Ilm wa Fadlihi (p. 415). 
130 Imām Ibnul-Qayyim al-Jawziyyah (d.751H) (rahimahu 
Allah) said, “Allāh the Exalted informed that the purpose and 
affair of creation was to know His Names and to worship Him 
alone, without associates so that the people could become 
trustworthy (qist), and that is the justice (‘adl) by which the 
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heavens and the earth are established, as Allāh the Exalted 
said,  

 {      G  F  E  D  C  B  A
 K  J  I  Hz 

“We have already sent our messengers with dear 
evidences and sent down with them the Book and the 
balance that the people may maintain their affairs in 
justice.”  

[Sūrah Hadīd 57:25]  

So Allāh the Glorified, informed that he sent His messengers 
and revealed His books to establish the people upon fairness 
(qist) and that is justice (‘adl). And from the greatest fairness is 
Tawhīd, and it is the head of justice, and its maintainer, and 
Shirk is injustice, as Allāh the Exalted said,  

{  d  c    b  a  z 

“Verily Shirk is a great injustice.” 

[Sūrah Luqmān 31:13]  

So Shirk is the greatest injustice and Tawhīd is the best form of 
justice. So what can be a greater denial than this meaning, so it 
is the greatest of major sins; to the extent that it is said when 
Shirk itself negates something, it becomes the greatest of major 
sins absolutely. And Allāh  has prohibited Paradise upon 
everyone who commits Shirk, and He has made his blood, 
wealth, and family permissible for the people of Tawhīd, and 
that they may take them as slaves for themselves since they 
abandon His ‘ubūdiyyah (worship). Allāh the Exalted has 
refused to accept any actions from the mushrik (one who 
commits Shirk), nor is there any intercession for him, neither 
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is his final supplication answered, nor is it accepted due to his 
hope. Because the mushrik is the most ignorant person 
concerning Allāh , since he makes something from His 
creation one to be called upon. And that is the utmost limit of 
ignorance concerning Him, as is the utmost limit of injustice 
to Him. And if the mushrik only knew the reality, he would 
not commit transgression upon his Lord, and the 
transgression is only upon himself.”  
131 al-Hilyah (6/325). 
132 He is Ishāq Ibn ‘Īsā Ibn Najīh al-Baghdādī. Ibn Hajar said 
about him, “Truthful (sadūq)”, he died in the year 214H. 
Taqrībut-Tahdhīb (1/60), refer to his biography in Tahdhībut-
Tahdhīb (1/245). 
133 Dhammul-Kalām (qaaf/173/alif). 
134 Sharaf Ashābul Hadīth (p. 5), and Sharh Usūlul-I’tiqād (no. 
293) of al-Lalikā’ī. 
135 Dhammul-Kalām (qaaf/173/baa). 
136 Dhammul-Kalām (qaaf/173/alif). 
137 al-Hilyah (6/324). 
138 Jāmi Bayānul-Ilm wa Fadlihi (p.416-417) Ibnul-Qayyim 
(d.751H) narrates in his book at-Tumqul-Hukmiyyah (p. 282) 
about the burning of the books of deviance and their 
destruction, that al-Marrūdhī said to Ahmad, “I borrowed a 
book, and in it are a few evil things; do you think I should tear 
it up or burn it?” He said, “Yes; burn it.” Ibnul-Qayyim 
continued saying, “The Prophet  had seen in ‘Umar’s hand, a 
book transcribed from the Tawrat, and he was surprised how 
much it resembled the Qur’ān, so the Messenger’s chin 
dropped, so then ‘Umar went with it to the fire and threw it 
therein. The Prophet  once ordered a man who wrote 
something from him other than the Qur’ān to erase it. Then he 
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allowed the writing of his Sunnah, and did not allow other 
than that. So all of these books which contain deviance from 
the Sunnah are not permitted, rather it is permitted to erase 
them or tear them apart. Nor is there anything more harmful 
to the Ummah than these books. Not only that but even the 
Companions had burnt up all the versions of the Mushaf other 
than the Mushaf of ‘Uthmān, for what they feared for the 
Ummah of the division that might arise. So how would it be if 
they saw the books, which have spread difference and division 
among the Ummah …” 

Shaykh Abū Anas Hamad al-’Uthmān comments upon these 
statements in Zajarul-Mutahāwun (p. 96) saying, “The evil of 
the Jews and the Christians is open and clear to the common-
folk of the Muslims; as for the people of innovation, then their 
harm is not clear to every person … This is why the scholars 
see that to refute the people of innovation takes precedence 
over refuting the Jews and the Christians.” Indeed Imām 
Ahmad Ibn Hanbal (d.241H) (rahimahu Allah) viewed it 
permissible to take assistance from the Jews and the 
Christians, but not from the Jahmiyyah: Al-Marwazī said to 
Imām Ahmad: “Can we seek assistance from the Jews and 
Christians and they are polytheists (mushrikūn) and not seek 
assistance from the Jahmiyyah?” He answered, “O my dear 
son, the Muslims will not be deceived by them (the 
Christians).” A-Adābush-Shar’iyyah (1/256) Imām Ibnul Jawzī 
(d.597H) (rahimahu Allah) said, “Abul-Wafā ‘Alī Ibn ‘Aqīl al-
Faqīh said: Our shaykh, Abul-Fadl al-Hamdānī said: ‘The 
Innovators of Islām, and the fabricators of Hadīth are more 
harmful than the Non-Muslims (mulhidīn), because the Non-
Muslims desire to corrupt the Religion from the outside, and 
these, they desire to corrupt it from within. They are like the 
people of a town who strive to corrupt it (from within), but the 
Non-Muslims are those who have surrounded it from the 
outside. So the ones who are inside open up the fortress, so 
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they are more evil to Islām than those who do not wear the 
cloak of Islām.” Al-Mawdū’āt (1/51) of Ibnul Jawzī. 

From Ibrāhīm (an-Nakha’ī) who said, “There is no backbiting 
regarding an innovator.” Sharh Usūlul-I’tiqād (no. 276) From 
al-Hasan al-Basrī, who said, “There are three who have no 
inviolability with regard to backbiting: one of them is the 
person of innovation who calls to his innovation.” Sharh 
Usūlul-Itiqād (no. 278) From Kathīr Abū Sahl who said, “It is 
said that there is no inviolability for the people of innovated 
sects.” Sharh Usūlul-Itiqād (no. 281) Sallām Ibn Abī Mutī’ 
said: A man said to Ayyūb as-Sakhtiyānī, ‘O Abū Bakr, ‘Amr 
Ibn ‘Ubayd has turned back from his opinion!!’ He said, “He 
has not turned back.” He said, ‘Indeed, O Abū Bakr, he has 
turned back.’ Ayyūb said: “He has not turned back – (three 
times) – he has not turned back. Have you not heard his  
saying, “They shoot out from the Religion just as the arrow 
shoots through the prey, then they do not return to it until the 
arrow returns to the bow-string.” Sharh Usūlul-Itiqād (no. 
286). 

Imām Abū ‘Uthmān as-Sābūnī (d.449H) (rahimahu Allah) 
said about Ahlus-Sunnah wal-Jamā’ah in ‘Aqīdatus-Salaf wa 
Ashābul-Hadīth (p. 100), “They follow the Salafus-Sālih, the 
Imāms, and the scholars of the Muslims, they adhere strictly to 
the Religion that they adhered to, and to the clear truth. And 
they hate the people of innovation, those who innovate into 
the Religion that which is not from it. They do not love them, 
and they do not keep company with them. They do not listen 
to their statements, nor sit with them. Rather, they protect 
their ears from hearing their futility – things, which if they 
pass through the ears, and settle in the heart – will cause harm, 
and cause doubt and wicked things to appear. And concerning 
this, Allāh the Mighty and Majestic revealed,  
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 {  Ó  Ò  Ñ  Ð  Ï  Î     Í  Ì  Ë  Ê  É
   Õ  Ôz 

“And when you see people engaged in vain discourse 
about our Signs (āyāt), then turn away from them, 
unless they turn to a different theme.”  

[Sūrah An’ām 6:68]  

Imām ash-Shawkānī (d.1255H) (rahimahu Allah) said in 
Fathul-Qadīr (2/128), “And this āyah contains a severe 
reprimand for those who allow people to sit with the 
innovators, those who twist the Words of Allāh, play around 
with His Book, and the Sunnah of His Messenger . And refer 
them back to their own misleading desires and wicked 
innovations. Since, if he is unable to reprimand them and 
change them from what they are upon, then at the very least, 
he should avoid sitting with them – and that is easy for him, 
not difficult. And the innovators may make use of his presence 
with them – even though he may be free from their mistakes –
through a doubt by which they will beguile the common 
people, in which case his presence will cause an extra evil, in 
addition to just listening to their evil.” 

Asmā Bint ‘Ubayd said, ‘Two of the people of vain desires and 
innovations entered upon Ibn Sīrīn (d.110H), and said, “O 
Abū Bakr, may we speak with you?” So he said, “No!” They 
said, “May we recite an āyah from the Book of Allāh?” He said, 
“No, indeed either you must get up and leave me, or I will get 
up and leave.” So they left, so some of the people said, “O Abū 
Bakr, what harm would it have done to you, for them to recite 
an āyah from the Book of Allāh?” He said, ‘I feared that they 
would read an āyah to me and distort it, and that would 
remain in my heart.” Related by ad-Dārimī in his Sunan 
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(1/109). 

And Ibn Taymiyyah said in Majmū’ul-Fatāwā (28/232), “The 
harm of the people of innovations of disbelief, or misguidance 
upon the Muslims is greater than the harm of the Jews and the 
Christians. For verily those innovators corrupt the hearts from 
the very beginning. Whereas the Jews and the Christians and 
those who wage war against the Muslin lands, their corruption 
is of the heart, but it occurs after much time.” 
139 Related by al-Bukhārī (11/530) and Muslim (no. 1646). 
140 Manāqibush-Shāfi’ī (1/405). 
141 Related by Ibn Abī Hātim in Ādābush-Shāfi’ī (p. 193) and 
by Abū Nu’aym in al-Hilyah (9/112-13), and by al-Bayhaqī in 
as-Sunnanul-Kubrā (10/28) and in al-Asmā was-Sifāt (p. 255-
256). And it is also mentioned by al-Baghawī in Sharhus-
Sunnah (1/188), and refer to al-Uluww (p. 121) of adh-
Dhahabī, and it’s Mukhtasar (p. 77). 
142 From Mu’āwiyah Ibn Qurah, from his father, from the 
Prophet  who said, “A group from my Ummah will always 
remain victorious. Those who abandon them will not be able 
to harm them, until the Hour is established.” Related by 
Muslim (no. 1920-1925), it was authenticated by Ibn Hibbān 
in al-Majrūhīn (1/88-89) and by Shaykh al-Albānī in as-
Sahīhah (no. 1108, 1955-1962).  

Ahmad Ibn Hanbal mentioned the hadīth of the Prophet , 
“The Ummah will divide into more than seventy sects …” So 
he said, “If they are not the people of Hadīth, then I do not 
know who they are!” Sharaf Ashābul-Hadīth (1/7). Abul-
Hasan Mu�ammad Ibn ‘Abdullāh Ibn Bishr said, “I saw the 
Prophet  in a dream so I said: Who is the Saved Sect from the 
seventy-three sects? He said: You, O people of Hadīth.” Sharaf 
Ashābul-Hadīth (1/7) Imām ash-Shāfi’ī said, “If I were to see a 
man from the people of Hadīth, it would be as if I had seen the 
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Prophet  living.” Sharaf Ashābul-Hadīth (1/31). Shaykh 
‘Abdul Qādir al-Jīlānī said, “As for the saved Sect, it is Ahlus-
Sunnah wal-Jamā’ah, and there is no name for Ahlus-Sunnah 
except one, and that is: the people of Hadīth,” al-Ghunyatut-
Tālibīn (p. 212). 
143 Ijtimā’ul-Juyūshil-Islāmiyyah (p. 165), Ithbāt Sifatul-Uluww 
(p. 124), and refer to Majmū’ul-Fatāwā (4/181-183) and al-
‘Uluww (p. 120) of adh-Dhahabī, and it’s Mukhtasar (p. 77).  
144 Siyar A’lāmun-Nubalā’ (10/31). 
145 He is Yūnus Ibn ‘Abdul-A’lā Ibn Maysirah as-Sadafī as-
Samarī. Ibn Hajar said about him, “Trustworthy (thiqah), 
from the smaller ten. He died in the year 264H.” Taqrībut-
Tahdhīb (2/380), and refer to his biography in Shadharātudh-
Dhahab (2/149) and Tabaqātush-Shāfi’iyyah (p. 28) of Ibn 
Hidāyatullāh. 
146 at Inqitā’ (p. 79), and Majmū’ul-Fatāwā (6/187). 
147 ar-Risālah (p. 7-8). 
148 In regards to tashbīh, al-Hāfidh Nu’aym Ibn Hammād 
(d.228H) said, “Whosoever resembles Allāh  to His creation, 
then he has disbelieved, and whosoever denies whatever Allāh 
 described himself with, then he has disbelieved. And 
whatever Allāh  has described Himself with, or whatever His 
Messenger  has described Him with, then it contains no 
tashbīh at all.” al-’Uluww (no.217) Imām Ishāq Ibn Rāhawayh 
(d.238H) said, “Tashbīh can only occur if one says, ‘The Hand 
is like my hand,’ or, ‘The Hearing is like my hearing,’ so this is 
tashbīh. As for when he says Hand, Hearing and Sight as Allāh 
 said, then he must not ask how, nor must he inquire about 
the likeness. So this cannot be tashbīh.” Refer to Mukhtasirul-
’Uluww (p. 191). 
149 Siyar A’lāmun-Nubalā’ (20/341). 
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150 al-Inqitā’ (p. 79). 
151 Sharh Usūlul-Ittiqād Ahlus-Sunnah wal-Jamā’ah (2/506). 
152 It seems that he is Mūsā Ibn Abil-Jārūd. About him, an-
Nawawī said, “He is one of the companions of ash-Shāfi’ī, and 
from those who took and narrated from him.” And Ibn 
Hibatullāh said, “He used to give fatāwā (religious verdicts) in 
Makkah upon the madhhab of ash-Shāfi’ī, and the date of his 
death is not known.” Tahdhībul-Asmā’ wal-Lughāt (2/120) 
and Tabaqātush-Shāfi’ī (p. 29) of Ibn Hidāyatullāh. 
153 He is Ibrāhīm Ibn Ismā’īl Ibn ‘Aliyyah, adh-Dhahabī said 
about him, “A destroyed Jahmī. He used to debate, and he 
used to speak of the creation of the Qur’ān, he died in the year 
218H.” Mīzānul-I’tidāl (1/20), and refer to his biography in 
Lisānul-Mīzān (1/34-35). 
154 al-Inqitā’ (p. 79), and al-Lisān (1/35), and the incident was 
mentioned by al-Hāfidli from Manāqibush-Shāfi’ī of al-
Bayhaqī. 
155 Sharh Usūlul-I’tiqād Ahlus-Sunnah wal-Jamā’ah (1/252) 
‘Abdullāh Ibn Yūsuf al Juday’ says in al-’Aqīdatus-Salafiyyah fī 
Kalāmi Rabbil-Bariyyah (p. 339-340), “So if it is said, this is 
Imām Ahmad (rahimahu Allah) he was from the severest of 
people in this affair, and he encountered as a result of it 
whatever he encountered, yet he did not declare al-Ma’mūn to 
be a disbeliever, nor al-Mu’tasim, nor al-Wāthiq. Rather, he 
gave da’wah to some of them, and he affirmed the leadership 
of the Believers, yet they were the carriers of the flag of the 
fitnah of the creation of the Qur’ān. So if it had been disbelief 
that expelled one from Islām, why would he give them da’wah, 
or forgive them, or affirm the leadership of the Believers?” 

We say, this is ignorance from the one who rejects the reality 
of the affair. So takfīr in a generally absolute sense is not like 
it’s specific designation. So if the ruling (of takfīr) is 
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pronounced upon a specific person, it can be absent in 
meaning, due to things such as unintendedness, or ignorance, 
or compulsion. So it is to be said, ‘Whosoever does such and 
such has disbelieved, and whosoever believes such and such, 
then he has left Islām.’ So the meaning of this is not that if we 
find a Muslim who has fallen into some of this, that we think 
him to deserve being charged with disbelief due to it; until we 
know with certainty that the clear, complete Sharī’ah proof has 
reached him. So with that, his ignorance ends, and he is left 
with no excuse for himself. And this is an affair too difficult 
for the one who is overwhelmed, and due to that, it is not from 
the guidance of the Salaf to perform takfīr upon an individual, 
until that which absolutely necessitates takfīr is found, and the 
uncertainty has been negated. Have you not seen their takfīr of 
Ja’d, Jalim and al-Marīsī? They declared these individuals to be 
disbelievers due to the negation of ignorance and excuse, with 
that which guaranteed that their statements were clear kufr 
(disbelief). Have you not seen the takfīr of ash-Shāfi’ī 
(rahimahu Allah) upon Hafs individually It took place after 
debate and clarification, so the proof was established against 
him, and the possibility of him having a proof was negated. So 
ash-Shāfi’ī did not fall into complication by takfīr of him as an 
individual. So since some of the people have not understood 
this affair and the details behind it, they have become confused 
in regards to the absolute statements from the imāms 
concerning that. So they have applied minor kufr upon 
nations, and they denounce each other by way of the imāms in 
these unrestricted and absolute statements … this comes along 
with the affirmation that Imām Ahmad said, ‘The scholars of 
the Mu’tazilah are heretics.” Related by Ibnul-Jawzī in al-
Manāqib (p. 158), with a jayyid (good) chain of narrators.  
156 Manāqibush-Shāfi’ī (1/407-408). 
157 He is Mu�ammad Ibn Alī al-’Ishārī, a truthful (sadūq) and 
known shaykh. He is alone in narrating this book, and he 
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entered into it what he narrated with inner peace, adh-
Dhahabī said about him in al-Mīzān (3/655). However, more 
than one person from amongst the Salaf, such as Ibn 
Qudāmah in the book, Sifatul-’Uluww (p. 124) and Ibn Abī 
Ya’lā in at-Tabaqāt (1/283) and Ibnul-Qayyim in Ijtimā’ul-
Juyūsh (p. 165), and adh-Dhahabī himself in as-Siyar (10/79), 
as not being firmly grounded in this ‘aqīdah. This treatise we 
are quoting has been read by the Imām, al-Hāfidh Ibn Nasr 
ad-Dimashqī, and all of it was quoted by Ibn Abī Ya’lā in at-
Tabaqāt, and I shall reconcile the differences between the two. 
158 Related by al-Bukhārī (8/594) and Muslim (no. 2848), both 
of there relate it by way of Qatādah from Anas Ibn Mālik. 
159 Related by al-Bukhārī (6/39) and Muslim (no. 1890), both 
of them relate it by way of al-A’raj from Abū Hurayrah. 
160 Related by al-Bukhārī (13/91) and Muslim (no. 2933), both 
of them relate it by way of Qatādah from Anas Ibn Mālik.  
161 The likes of this has been narrated by Ahmad in al-Musnad 
(4/ 182) and Ibn Mājab (1/72), and al-Hākim in al-Mustadrak 
(1/525) and al-Ājurrī in ash-Sharī’ah (p. 317) and Ibn Mandah 
in ar-Radd ‘alal-Jahmiyyah (p. 87). All of them are from the 
hadīth of Nuwās Ibn Sam’ān, al-Hākim said, “It is authentic 
upon the condition of Muslim, yet he did not relate it.” And 
adh-Dhahabī agreed in at-Talkhīs. And Ibn Mandah said 
about it, “The hadīth of Nuwās Ibn Sam’ān is a confirmed 
hadīth. It is related by well-known imāms from those whom it 
is not possible to criticize even one of them.” 
162 I have quoted this creed from a transcribed manuscript 
from the original handwritten copy, which is preserved in the 
library of the University of Leaden in Holland. 
163 From ‘Alī (radhiyAllāhu anhu) that one day the Prophet  
was sitting with a wooden stick in his hand with which he was 
scratching the ground. He raised his head and said, “There is 
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none of you, but has his place assigned either in the Fire or in 
Paradise.” They inquired, “O Messenger of Allāh! Why should 
we carry on doing good deeds, shall we depend (upon Qadar) 
and give up work?” The Prophet  said, “No, carry on doing 
good deeds, for everyone will find it easy to do such deeds that 
will lead him towards that for which he has been created.” 
Related by Muslim (no. 6400). 
164 Related in Manāqibush-Shāfi’ī (1/42-413), and Sharh 
Usūlul-Itiqād Ahlus-Sunnah wal-Jamā’ah (2/702). 
165 From ‘Ā’ishah (radhiyAllāhu anhu) who said that a Jewish 
woman came to her and mentioned the Punishment of the 
Grave, saying to her, “May Allāh  protect you from the 
Punishment of the Grave.” So she asked the Messenger of 
Allāh  about it and he said, “Yes, there is Punishment in the 
Grave!” ‘Ā’ishah (radhiyAllāhu anhu) said, “After that, I never 
saw the Messenger of Allāh , except that he sought refuge 
from the Punishment of the Grave in every Prayer that he 
prayed.” Related by al-Bukhārī (no. 1372) From Abū  
Hurayrah (radhiyAllāhu anhu) who said, ‘The Prophet  said, 
‘When one of you finishes the last tashahhud (testimony of 
faith), he should seek refuge in Allāh  from four things: 
From the Punishment of Hell, from the Punishment of the 
Grave, from the trials of life and death, and from the evil trials 
of the Masīhud-Dajjāl (Anti-Christ).” Related by Muslim 
(2/93), Abū Dāwūd (no.983). Sufyān Ibn ‘Uyaynah (d.197H) 
(rahimahu Allah) said, “The Sunnah is ten. Whosoever accepts 
them has completed the Sunnah, and whosoever abandons 
anything from them has abandoned the Sunnah: Affirming al-
Qadar (Divine Pre-Decree), giving precedence to Abū Bakr 
and ‘Umar, the Pond in Paradise, Shafā’ah (Intercession), the 
Scales, the Bridge over Hellfire, Īmān is statement and action, 
the Qur’ān is the speech of Allāh , Punishment in the Grave, 
being raised-up on the Day of judgement and not testifying 
that any Muslim will definitely be in Paradise or Hell.” Related 
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by al-Lālikā’ī (no. 312). Ibn Abī Hātim (d.327H) (rahimahu 
Allah) said, “Our chosen way is to follow the Messenger of 
Allāh , the Companions, the tābi’īn, and all those who 
followed them in goodness; along with the abandonment of 
looking into the innovated matters, to hold fast to the way of 
Ahlul-Athar (People of Narrations), such as Abū ‘Abdullāh 
Ahmad Ibn Hanbal, Ishāq Ibn Ibrāhīm, Abū ‘Ubayd al-Qāsim 
Ibn Sallām and ash-Shāfi’ī; to hold fast to the Book and the 
Sunnah upon the way of the Imāms who follow the narrations 
of the Salaf; adopting what was adopted by the Ahlus-Sunnah 
from the various cities,” up until his statement, “Faith 
increases and decreases, and we have Īmān in the Punishment 
of the Grave.” Ahlus-Sunnah wa I’tiqādud-Dīn (no. 14). 
166 Mu�ammad Ibnun-Nadr informed us saying: Mu’āwiyah 
Ibn ‘Amr said: Zā’idah informed us saying: Sulaymān al-
A’mash informed me: al-Minhāl Ibn ‘Amr informed me 
saying: Zādān informed us saying: al-Barā’ informed me 
saying: We went out with the Messenger of Allāh  in the 
Funeral Prayer for a man from the Ansār (helpers). So we 
stopped at the grave, and the niche at the side of it had not 
been dug out yet. So the Messenger of Allāh  raised his head 
to the sky, and then he looked down to the ground and 
conversed to himself. He said: Then he said, “Seek refuge with 
Allāh  from the Punishment of the Grave,” a few times. Then 
he said, “Verily when the Muslim man has yet to reach the 
Hereafter, but he has already been cut off from this world, 
Angels from the sky descend upon him having faces like the 
sun. So they sit as far from him as the eye can see, with them 
are the burial shrouds from the burial shrouds of Paradise, and 
embalming perfume from the embalming perfumes of 
Paradise. So then the Angel of Death comes and sits at his 
head, so he says, “Come out, O good soul to the forgiveness of 
Allāh  and His pleasure.” He said: “So it flows out as a drop 
flows out [from] a water-skin. So when he takes it, he does not 
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leave it in his hand for the blinking of an eye.” He said: “And 
there comes out from him a smell like the best musk to be 
found upon the face of the earth. So they ascend with him, and 
they do not pass by any of the angels except that he says: Who 
is this good soul? So they say: This is so and so. So the doors of 
heavens are open for him, and they follow him through every 
level of heaven, until they reach the end of the seventh heaven. 
It is then said, “Write his book in highness (‘illiyyīn).” He said: 
So it is written. He said: Then it is said, “Return to the earth, 
because it is from there that We created you, and it is to there 
that we return you, and it is from there that We raise you up 
again.” So it is returned to his body, then the Angel come to 
him, then they say to him: Sit. Who is your Lord? So he says: 
My Lord is Allāh. He said: They say: What is your Religion? 
He said: He says: My Religion is Islām. So they say: Who is this 
man who was sent amongst you? He says: He is the Messenger 
of Allāh . So they say: How did you come to know of him? So 
he says: I read the Book of Allāh, and I believed in it, and I 
attested to it. So it will be called out from the heavens, “Indeed 
he has spoken the truth, so make space for him in Paradise, 
and clothe him with the clothes of Paradise, and show him his 
place in Paradise.” He said: So he will be allowed to see it and 
his grave will be made spacious for him as far as the eye can 
see. A man with beautiful clothes, a handsome face, and a 
good smell will be presented to him; he will say, “Receive the 
glad tidings that will please you upon this day that you were 
promised. So [he] will say: May Allāh  have mercy upon you, 
who are you; because your face seems to represent goodness? 
He said: So he says: I am your righteous deeds.”  

He said, “However, if he was a disbeliever, Angels with black 
faces will descend upon him, and with them are coarse woolen 
cloths. So they sit as far from him as the eye can see.” He said, 
“And the Angel of death comes and sits at his head, so he says: 
Come out O foul soul to the Anger of Allāh  and His 
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displeasure. He said: So he does not like to be taken out of his 
body. He said: So he takes it out, he does not leave it in his 
hand for the blinking of an eye. So the Angels take it in the 
burial shrouds of coarse woolen cloth. He said: And there 
emanates from him the most offensive smelling stench like the 
foulest smelling corpse upon the face of the earth. So they 
ascend with him, so they do not pass by any one of the Angels, 
except that he says: Who is this foul soul? He says, “So and so,” 
using the most evil of names. So when they reach the heaven, 
they open the door, but it closes upon him, and it is called out, 
“Return to the earth, since I created you from it, and to it I 
return you, and from it I shall raise you again.” So he is placed 
back in his body, so the Angels come to him and they say: Sit. 
So they say: Who is your Lord? He said: He says: Haah, (haah), 
I do not know. So they say: What is your Religion? So he says: 
Haah, haah, I do not know. I heard the people speaking. He 
said: So they say: Who is this man who was sent amongst you? 
He said: So it is called out from the sky, “Verily he has lied, so 
make space for him in the Fire, and clothe him with the 
clothes of the Fire. And he will be shown his place in the Fire. 
He said: So he will see his place in the Fire, and he will be 
overtaken by its heat and its scorching air, and his grave will 
be constricted for him, until his ribs start to interlace. And 
then there will be represented a man with an ugly face, 
repulsive clothes, and a repugnant smell, so he will say, ‘Woe 
to you, who are you? So by Allāh  your face seems to 
resemble evil.’ So he will say: O Lord, do not establish the 
Hour! (O Lord), do not establish the Hour!” Shaykh Hamdī 
‘Abdul-Majīd as-Salafī says in his checking of al-Ahādīthut-
Tuwwāl (p. 59), “It is related by Ahmad (4/287-288, 295, 296, 
(no. 18491-18492, 18570, 18571) and by ‘Abdur-Razzāq (no. 
6737), and by Abū Dāwūd at-Tiyālisī (no. 812), and al-Ājurrī 
in ash-Sharī’ah  (p. 367-370) and al-Hākim (1/37-40), and Abū  
Dāwūd (no. 4727). And it is related by an-Nisā’ī (4/78), and 
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Abū Dāwūd (no. 3196), and Ibn Mājah (no. 1548-1549), and 
Ahmad (4/297), and the first section is from him. Al-Hākim 
said: It is sahīh (authentic) upon the condition of the two 
Shaykhs, and adh-Dhahabī agreed with him, and the affair is 
as they say. It was also declared sahīh by Ibnul-Qayyim after 
he quoted its authentication from Abī Nu’aym and other than 
him. Refer to Ahkāmul-Janā’iz of our Shaykh, Muhammad 
Nāsirud-Dīn al-Albānī.” 
167 Manāqibush-Shāfi’ī (1/145). 
168 Sharh Usūlul-I’tiqād Ahlus-Sunnah wal-Jamā’ah (2/701). 
169 Related by Abū Dāwūd (5/66) and al-Hākim in al-
Mustadrak (1/85), both of them relate it by way of Abī Hāzim 
from Ibn ‘Umar, al-Hākim said, “This hadīth is sahīh upon the 
condition of the two Shaykhs, if it is confirmed that Abī Hāzim 
heard from Ibn ‘Umar, yet they did not relate it.” And adh-
Dhahabī agreed”. 
170 Manāqibush-Shāfi’ī (1/413). 
171 Manāqibush-Shāfi’ī (1/413). 
172 al-Inqitā (p. 81). 
173 Manāqibush Shāfi’ī (1/387). 
174 Manāqibush-Shāfi’ī (1/387-393). 
175 Manāqibush-Shāfi’ī (1/442). 
176 Manāqibush-Shāfi’ī (1/423). 
177 He is Mu�ammad Ibn ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Abdul-Hakam al-
Misrī, Abū ‘Abdullāh; ash-Shīrāzī said about him, “A 
companion of ash-Shāfi’ī and he took fiqh from him. And 
during the trial (i.e. the trial of the creation of the Qur’ān) he 
was taken to Ibn Abī Du’ād, and he did not answer in the way 
that he wanted him to answer, and he was returned to Egypt. 
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He died in the year 272H.” Tabaqātul-Fuqahā’ (p. 99), and 
refer to his biography in Tabaqātush-Shāfi’iyyah (p. 30) of Ibn 
Hidāyatullāh, and Shadharātudh-Dhahab (2/154). 
178 Manāqibush-Shāfi’ī (1/433). 
179 Imām Abū Ja’far at-Tahāwī (d.321H) said in his ‘Aqīdah 
(no. 69), “And we see the Prayer to be permissible behind 
everyone from amongst the people of the Qiblah, whether he is 
righteous or sinful …” Imām Ibn Abil-’Izz al-Hanafī (d.792H) 
said, “There occurs in Sahīhul-Bukhārī (Related by Ibn Abī 
Shaybah in al-Musannaf (2/378), and Ibn Hajar attributes it to 
al-Bukhārī in at-Talkhīs (2/43), and it is related by al-Bayhaqī 
in as-Sunanul-Kubrā (2/122)] that ‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Umar 
(radiyAllāhu ‘anhumā) and Anas lbn Mālik used to pray 
behind al-Hajjāj Ibn Yūsuf ath-Thaqafī. Yet al-Hajjāj was a 
disobedient oppressor. And he also relates in his Sahīh (no. 
694) that the Prophet  said, “Offer your Prayers with them, 
since if they are correct, then you have a reward, and they have 
a reward, and if they are mistaken, then it is upon them.”  

Know – may Allāh  have mercy upon you and us – that it is 
permissible for a man to pray behind one from whom he does 
not know any innovation and sin, by agreement of the imāms. 
And it is not from the conditions of following that the 
followers must know the creed of their imām, nor should he 
put him to trial by saying: What is your creed? Rather, he must 
pray behind one whose condition is hidden. So if he has 
prayed behind an innovator who calls to his innovation, or a 
disobedient sinner who openly sins, and he is an appointed 
imām whom it is not possible to pray except behind him, such 
as the imām of the Friday Prayer and the two ‘Īds, and the 
imām who leads the Prayer of Pilgrimage at ‘Arafah, and the 
likes of that, then the follower must pray behind him, 
according to the general view of the Salaf and the Khalaf.  

And whosoever leaves off the Friday Prayer behind a sinful 
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imām, and then he is an innovator according to most of the 
Scholars. And the correct view is that he should pray and that 
he should not repeat his Prayer. So the Companions used to 
pray the Friday Prayer and the congregational prayer behind 
the sinful imām, and they did not repeat their Prayers, as 
‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Umar used to pray behind al-Hajjāj Ibn Yūsuf 
and so did Anas Ibn Mālik, as has preceded.  

And in the Sahīh (no. 695) there occurs that ‘Uthmān Ibn 
‘Affān (radhiyAllāhu anhu), when he was prevented from 
leading the people in Prayer by a person, he was asked, ‘Verily 
you are the regular imām, and this person who is leading the 
Prayer is an imām of fitnah?’ So he said, ‘O son of my brother, 
verily the Prayer is from the most beautiful things that the 
people do. So if they do something good then do it along with 
them, and if they do something evil, then stay away from their 
evil.’ So the Prayer behind the disobedient sinner and the 
innovator is correct in and of itself. So if the follower prays 
behind him, his Prayer is not nullified. However, it is detested 
for the one who is compelled to pray behind him, because 
enjoining the good and prohibiting the evil is obligatory.  

And from that is the one who manifests innovation and 
disobedience, yet he is not appointed as an imām for the 
Muslims. So he is deserving of rebuke until he repents. So if it 
is possible to boycott him until he repents, that will be good. 
And if some of the people leave off Prayer behind him and 
pray behind other than him so as to oppose the evil until he 
repents, or to leave him alone, or to prohibit the people from 
the likes of his sins, there may be a Sharī’ah  benefit in that. 
And the follower must not miss the Friday Prayer, nor the 
congregational Prayer. As for when the follower is going to 
miss the Friday Prayer or the congregational Prayer if he 
abandons the Prayer behind him, then the Prayer behind him 
is not to be abandoned, except in the case of an innovator who 
opposes the Companions – may Allāh  be pleased with all of 
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them. 

Likewise, if the imām is appointed by the rulers, then there is 
no Sharī’ah benefit in leaving off the Prayer behind him. So 
here, the Prayer cannot be left off behind him. Rather, offering 
the Prayer behind him is better. So if it is possible for the 
person to prevent the evil from becoming apparent with 
regards to the imāmate, then that is obligatory upon him. 
However, if a person other than him has been appointed by 
the ruler (also) then it is possible to turn the imāmate over to 
him. It may not be possible to remove the imāmate from him, 
except with an evil that is much greater than the harm of the 
evil that he has manifested. So in this case, it is not possible to 
remove a smaller corruption by a greater corruption, nor is the 
lesser of the two harms to be reached by the greater of the two. 
So the Sharī’ah rules have come to bring about the benefits 
and their completion, and to do away with the harms and 
decrease them in accordance to the instances. So missing the 
Friday and congregational Prayers is an evil that is greater 
than the evil of following a disobedient imām in them. It is not 
preferred to do this if his staying away (from the Prayer) will 
not remove the disobedience (from the imām). So in this case, 
the Sharī’ah benefit is negated without removing that evil.  

So as for when it is possible to pray the Friday Prayer and the 
congregational Prayers behind a righteous imām, then this is 
much better than performing it behind a disobedient one. So 
therefore, at that moment he is praying behind a disobedient 
imām without excuse. So this becomes a place for ijtihād for 
the Scholars, from them are those who say: it must be 
repeated; and from them are those who say: it must not be 
repeated, and this is a vast topic in the books of al-furū’ 
(secondary issues of fiqh). 

Indeed it has been proven from the texts of the Book and the 
Sunnah and the consensus of the Salaf that the leader and 
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imām of the Prayer and the ruler, and the leader in war and 
the one in charge of the Sadaqah (charity) are all to be obeyed 
in the instances involving ijtihād. It is not upon him to obey 
those under his authority in the places of ijtihād. Rather, they 
must follow him in that and leave off their view for his. So the 
benefit is uniting and having agreement and the evil is in 
division and disagreement.” Muhadhdhab Sharhul-Aqīdatut-
Tahāwiyyah (p. 296-298), as prepared by Sālih Ibn ‘Abdur-
Rahmān. 
180 Dhammul-Kalām (qaaf/215) and it was mentioned by adh-
Dhahabī in as-Siyar (10/31). 
181 Dhammul-Kalām (qaaf/213) and it was mentioned by adh-
Dhahabī in as-Siyar (10/30). 
182 Dhammul-Kalām (qaaf/213) and it was mentioned by adh-
Dhahabī in as-Siyar (10/30). 
183 Dhammul-Kalām (qaaf/215). 
184 Al-Ibānah al-Kubrā (p. 535-536). 
185 Manāqibush-Shāfi’ī (p. 182) of Ibn Abī Hātim.  
186 As for kalām (rhetoric, idle talk), or ilmul-kalām (the 
knowledge of rhetoric, idle talk), then we find this to be 
prohibited in Islām, as the Messenger of Allāh  said, “Allāh 
 sent down the Qur’ān in seven readings. And 
argumentation about the Qur’ān is disbelief. Whatever you 
know from it, then act upon it; and whatever you are ignorant 
of, then return it to the One who is knowledgeable of it.” 
Sahīh: Related by Abū Dāwūd (no. 4603), al-Hākim (2/223), 
Ibn Hibbān (1/232) and Ahmad (2/258). It was authenticated 
by Shaykh al-Albānī in Silsilatul-Ahādīthus-Sahīhah (no. 
1522). The Messenger of Allāh  came out to his Companions 
whilst they were arguing about al-Qadar (Pre-Decree). So his 
face became red with anger, so he said, “This is what you were 
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commanded with, this is what you were created for? You use 
parts of the Qur’ān against other parts. It is due to this that the 
nations before you were destroyed,” and there occurs in the 
narration of Muslim, “Verily those before you were only 
destroyed due to their differing about their book.” Related by 
Muslim (no. 2666) and al-Majma’ (1/156), from Anas Ibn 
Mālik (radhiyAllāhu anhu). It is related that it was said to 
‘Abdullāh Ibn ‘Umar (radhiyAllāhu anhu), “Many people have 
passed before us reciting the Qur’ān, yet wasting the 
knowledge.” Related by Muslim (no. 9) and at-Tirmidhī (no. 
2610). 
187 Tabaqātul-Hanābilah (1/416). 
188 Kitābul-Mihnah (p. 68). 
189 .The ru’yah refers to the Believers seeing Allāh . From 
Jarīr Ibn ‘Abdullāh al-Bajalī (radhiyAllāhu anhu) who said, 
‘We were sitting with the Messenger of Allāh  when he 
looked at the full moon at night. So he said, ‘Indeed you shall 
look at your Lord just as you look at this moon, you will not be 
harmed by looking at Him.” Related by al-Bukhārī (1/105), 
Muslim (1/439), Abū Dāwūd (no. 4729), at-Tirmidhī (no. 
2551) and an-Nisā’ī in al-Kubrā (2/427) and Ibn Mājah (no. 
177) by way of Qays Ibn Abī Hāzim, from Jarīr. From Suhayb 
Ibn Sinān an-Namrī (radhiyAllāhu anhu) from the Prophet  
who said, “When the people of Paradise have entered Paradise, 
Allāh the Blessed and Exalted will say, ‘Do you want that I 
should increase you with something?’ So they will say, ‘Have 
you not whitened our faces? Have you not entered us into 
Paradise and given us salvation from the Fire?’ So the veil will 
be raised. So then there will be nothing more beloved to them 
than the opportunity to look at their Lord the Mighty and 
Majestic.” Related by Muslim (1/163) and at-Tirmidhī (no. 
2552) and an-Nisā’ī in al-Kubrā (4/ 198) and Ibn Mājah (no. 
187) by way of ‘Abdur-Rahmān Ibn Abī Ya’lā from Suhayb. 
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From Abī Sa’īd al-Khudrī (radhiyAllāhu anhu) who said, ‘We 
said, ‘O Messenger of Allāh , will we see our Lord upon the 
Day of Judgement?’ He said, ‘Are you harmed by looking at 
the sun or the moon in a cloudless sky?’ We said, ‘No.’ He 
said, ‘Then verily you will not be harmed by looking at your 
Lord upon that day, just as you are not harmed by these two.” 
Related by al-Bukhārī (4/285) and Muslim (1/167) by way of 
‘Atā’ Ibn Yasār from Abī Sa’īd. 
190 Tabaqātul-Hanābilah (1/56). 
191 as-Sunnah (p. 71) of ‘Abdullāh Ibn Ahmad Ibn Hanbal. 
192 He is Hanbal Ibn Ishāq Ibn Hanbal Ibn Hilāl Ibn Asad, Abū  
‘Alī ash-Shaybānī, and he is the son of the paternal uncle of 
Ahmad Ibn Hanbal; al-Khatīb said about him, “Reliable 
(thiqah), firm.” He died in the year 273H. Tārīkhul-Baghdād 
(8/286-287) and refer to his biography in Tabaqātul-
Hanābilah (1/143). 
193 Sharh Usūlul-I’tiqād Ahlus-Sunnah wal-Jamā’ah (2/507). 
194 He is Musaddad Ibn Misrahad Ibn Mursabil al-Asdī al-
Basrī, adh-Dhahabī said about him, “The imām, the hāfidh, 
the evidence.” He died in the year 228H. Siyar A’lāmun-
Nubalā’ (10/591) and refer to his biography in Tahdhībut-
Tahdhīb (10/107). 
195 Manāqibul-Imām Ahmad (p. 221). 
196 ar-Radd ‘alal-Jahmiyyah (p. 104). 
197 Dar’ut-Ta’ānidul-Aql wan-Naql (2/30). 
198 Tabaqātul-Hanābilah (1/59, 145). 
199 Imām Abū Bakr al-Marrūdhī, the companion of Ahmad 
Ibn Hanbal, said, “I heard Abā ‘Abdullāh – meaning Ahmad –
and it was said to him that ‘Abdul-Wahhāb was speaking and 
he had said, “Whosoever claims that Allāh  spoke to Mūsā 
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without a voice, then he is a Jahmī, and an enemy of Allāh , 
and an enemy of Islām.’ So Abū ‘Abdullāh said, ‘How beautiful 
is what he has said, may Allāh  pardon him.” Related by al-
Khallāl from al-Marrūdhī, Dar’ut-Ta’ārud (2/37-39). 
‘Abdullāh Ibn Ahmad said, “I said to my father, ‘Verily there 
are those who say that Allāh  did not speak to Mūsā with a 
voice.’ So he said, “These are the heretical Jahmiyyah, they 
only use ta’tīl (denial),” and he mentioned the narrations in 
opposition to their statement.” Majmū’ul-Fatāwā (12/368). 
From ‘Abdullāh Ibn Anīs who said, ‘I heard the Messenger of 
Allāh  saying, ‘Allāh  shall assemble the servants – or the 
people – naked, barefoot and obscure.’ We said, ‘What is 
obscure?’ He said, ‘They will not have anything to do with 
them. So they will be called by a voice that they will hear from 
a far – I think he said – just as they would have heard it from 
near, ‘I am the Master, I am the Supreme Judge …” A hasan 
hadīth related by Ahmad (3/495). The Imām of Ahlul-Hadīth, 
Mu�ammad Ibn Ismā’īl al-Bukhārī (d.256H) said, “So verily 
Allāh the Mighty and Majestic calls with a voice that is heard 
from a far just as it would be heard from near. So this does not 
change for Allāh – how Mighty is His remembrance – and in 
this is a proof that the voice of Allāh  does not resemble the 
voice of the creation, because the voice of Allāh – how Sublime 
is His remembrance – is heard from far just as it is heard from 
near.” Khalq Af’ālul-Ibād (p. 149). 
200 Tabaqātul-Hanābilah (1/185). 
201 Sharh Usūlul-I’tiqād Ahlus-Sunnah wal-Jamā’ah (1/157) 
Mu�ammad Sa’īd Ramadān al-Būtī said, “As for the Speech 
(of Allāh ) which is the wording, then they (Ahlus-Sunnah 
and the Mu’tazilah) are all agreed that it is created, and that it 
does not emanate from the Essence of Allāh the Most Perfect; 
with the exception of Ahmad Ibn Hanbal and some of his 
followers. So indeed they held that these letters and recitations 
are also old in their essence, and that their meaning is the 
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Attribute of Speech.” Kubrā al-Yaqīniyyatul-Kawniyyah (p. 
126) 8th edition, Dārul-Fikr. 

As for his statement, “As for the Speech (of Allāh ) which is 
the wording, then they (Ahlus-Sunnah and the Mu’tazilah) are 
all agreed that it is created …” Ahmad Ibn Sa’īd ad-Dārimī 
said, ‘I said to Ahmad Ibn Hanbal, ‘I will say to you a 
statement, and if you oppose anything from it, then say, ‘I 
oppose it.’ I said to him, ‘We say that the Qur’ān, from its 
beginning to its end, is the Speech of Allāh , nothing from it 
is created. And whoever claims that something from it is 
created, then he is a disbeliever.’ So he did not oppose 
anything from it and was pleased with it.” Related by Ibn Abī 
Hātim, as is found in Tabaqātul-Hanābilah (1/46). Imām 
Ahmad said, “The Qur’ān is the Speech of Allāh  in all 
situations from the situations; it is not created.” Related by Ibn 
Hānī’ in al-Masā’d (2/158). Ishāq Ibn Rāhawayh said, “There 
is no difference amongst the people of knowledge that the 
Qur’ān is the Speech of Allāh , and that it is not created. So 
how can something which comes out from the Lord – the 
Mighty and Majestic – be created?” Related by Ibn Abī Hātim, 
as is found in al-’Uluww (p. 132) of adh-Dhahabī. Mu�ammad 
Ibn Aslam at-Tūsī said, “The Qur’ān is the Speech of Allāh , 
it is not created, regardless of where it is read, or however it is 
written, it does not become distorted, altered, nor changed.” 
Related by Ibn Abī Hātim, as is found in al-’Uluww (p. 140). 

As for his statement, “… and that it does not emanate from the 
Essence of Allāh the Most Perfect …” Imām Ahmad Ibn 
Hanbal said, “I met the men, Scholars and jurists of Makkah 
and al-Madīnah and al-Kūfah and al-Basrah and ash-Shām 
and ath-Thughūr and Khurasān. So I saw them to be upon the 
Sunnah and the Jamā’ah, so I asked them about it – meaning 
the wording. So all of them said that the Qur’ān is the Speech 
of Allāh , it is not created; from Him it began and to Him it 
shall return.” Ikhtisāsul-Qur’ān (no.9), from al-Marrūdhī from 
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Ahmad. And he said, “Allāh will not cease to be the Knower 
and the Speaker. We worship Allāh by His Attributes, which 
are not limited, nor known except with what He described 
Himself with. And we return the Qur’ān to the One who is 
knowledgeable of it, to Allāh the Blessed and Exalted. So He is 
knowledgeable of it, it came from Him and to Him it shall 
return” al-Mihnah (p. 45) of Hanbal. Abū Ja’far Ahmad Ibn 
Sinān said, “Whoever claims that the Qur’ān is two things, or 
that the Qur’ān is a narrative, then he is – by Allāh besides 
Whom there is no other true deity – a heretic, a disbeliever in 
Allāh . This Qur’ān is the Qur’ān that Allāh  revealed 
through Jibrīl upon the tongue of Mu�ammad  without 
distortion, nor alteration. 

 {  d  c  p  o  n     m  lk   j    i  h  g  f  e
  qz 

“Falsehood cannot approach it from in front of it, nor 
from behind it. It is revealed from the Wise and 
Praiseworthy.”  

[Sūrah Fussilat 41:42]  

And Allāh the Mighty and Majestic said,  

 { S  R  Q  P  O  N  M   L   V  U  T 
  _  ^  ]  \     [  Z  Y  X  Wz 

“Say: If all of mankind and the Jinn were to unite for the 
purpose of bringing about the likes of this Qur’ān, 
they would not be able to bring about the likes of it.” 

[Sūrah Isrā’ 17:88]  

So if a man were to take an oath not to speak for a day, then he 
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read the Qur’ān, or he prayed and read the Qur’ān, he would 
not have broken his oath. Nothing is to be taken as an analogy 
with the Speech of Allāh . The Qur’ān is the Speech of Allāh 
, from Him it emanated and to Him it shall return. Nothing 
from Allāh  is created, nor are His Attributes, Names, nor 
Knowledge created,” Ikhtisāsul-Qur’ān (no. 16).  

And as for his statement, “… with the exception of Ahmad Ibn 
Hanbal and some of his followers.” ‘Amr Ibn Dīnār said, “I 
knew the Companions of the Prophet . So whoever was from 
amongst them from the past seventy years used to say: Allāh  
is the Creator, and everything other than Him is creation. And 
the Qur’ān is the Speech of Allāh , it came out from Him 
and to Him it shall return,” Ikhtisāsul-Qur’ān (no. 6). Sufyān 
ath-Thawrī said, “The Qur’ān is the Speech of Allāh , it is 
not created. It emanated from Him and to Him it shall return, 
and whoever says other than this, then he is a disbeliever.” A 
man asked Sufyān Ibn ‘Uyaynah about the Qur’ān, ‘O Abā 
Mu�ammad, what do you say about the Qur’ān?’ So he said, ‘It 
is the Speech of Allāh , it came out from Him, and to Him it 
shall return.” Abū Bakr Ibn ‘Ayyāsh said, “The Qur’ān is the 
Speech of Allāh , it was taught to Jibrīl who taught it to 
Mu�ammad . It emanated from Him and to Him it shall 
return.” All four of these narrations – which come from other 
than ‘Ahmad Ibn Hanbal and some of his followers’ can be 
found in Ikhtisāsul-Qur’ān (p. 138). So in mentioning this, al-
Būtī “places the Imām of Ahlus-Sunnah in opposition to 
Ahlus-Sunnah, and he ascribed deviation to his ‘aqīdah. He 
ascribed the ‘aqīdah of the Mu’tazilah – which negates the 
Speech from Allāh  – to Ahlus-Sunnah. And then he 
presents it to the reader as the ‘aqīdah of Ahlus-Sunnah and 
their Imām, yet Ahlus-Sunnah are free from that he ascribes to 
them.” From the words of ‘Abdullāh ash-Shāmī al-Atharī in 
al-Asālah (issue 11, p. 61 -62). And indeed Abū Ja’far 
Mu�ammad Ibn Hārūn al-Mukhrimī al-Fallās said, “If you see 
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a man finding fault with Ahmad Ibn Hanbal, then know that 
he is a misguided innovator.” Refer to al-Jarh wat-Ta’dīl (p. 
308-309) and Tārīkh Dimashq (5/294). 

So since these statements from the Scholars of the Salaf have 
already refuted al-Būtī’s statement, “… and that it does not 
emanate from the Essence of Allāh the Most Perfect,” it 
becomes necessary to explain what the position of the Salaf 
meant. Shaykhul-Islām Ibn Taymiyyah (d.728H) said, “And 
the statement of the Salaf, ‘From Him it emanated,’ did not 
mean by this that it separated from His Essence and took up 
residence in other than Him and so therefore the Speech is 
created. Rather, none of His Attributes have separated from 
Him and changed location to other than Him. So how is it 
possible for the Speech of Allāh  to separate from His 
Essence, or other than it from the Attributes?” Majmū’ul-
Fatāwā (12/274, 517-518, 550). He also said, “And from that 
which Ahmad opposed was the statement of the Jahmiyyah 
alleging that the Qur’ān is not found in the chests, nor in the 
books.” Majmū’ul-Fatāwā (12/388). 

And as for his statement, “So indeed they held that these 
letters and voices are old (i.e. created), and that their meaning 
is the Attribute of Speech.” So here al-Būtī has claimed that the 
letters of the Qur’ān and the voices (i.e. recitation) are created. 
However, Allāh  said,  

 {  J     I  HG  F  E  D  C  B  A
  R  Q   P  O  N  M  L  Kz 

“And indeed We know that they say, “It is only a human 
being who teaches him,” the tongue of the one whom 
they refer to is foreign, and this is in clear Arabic 
language.” 

[Sūrah Nahl 16:103]  
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From Ibn ‘Abbās who said, “When Jibrīl was sitting with the 
Prophet , he heard a strange sound from above, so he raised 
his head and said, “This is a door from the sky that has been 
opened today, it has never been opened, except upon this day.” 
So an angel descended from it, so he said. “This is an angel 
that has descended to the earth, it has never descended except 
today.” So he greeted them and said, ‘I give you glad tidings of 
two lights that I have come to give you, they have not been 
given to anyone before you, al-Fātihah and the last āyah of al-
Baqarah. You will not recite a letter from them, except that it 
will be given to you.” Related by Muslim (no. 806), an-Nisā’ī 
(2/138), al-Hākim (1/55 & 559) and Ibn Hibbān (no. 766). 
‘Abdullāh Ibn Mas’ūd said, “Learn the Qur’ān. Verily every 
letter from it that is written, ten rewards are obtained, and ten 
sins are expiated. I do not say that ‘Alif Lām Mīm,’ is ten, 
rather, I say that Alif is ten and Lām is ten, and Mīm is ten.” 
Related by Ibn Abī Shaybah (10/461). Shu’ayb Ibn Habhāb 
said, “Whenever a man used to recite with Abul-‘Āliyah 
(d.90H), and he did not recite as he recited, rather, he said, “As 
for me, then I shall recite it as such and such.” He said, “So I 
mentioned that to Ibrāhīm an-Nakha’ī, so he said, ‘I see that 
your Companion has heard that whoever disbelieves in a 
single letter from it, then indeed he disbelieves in all of it.” 
Related by Ibn Abī Shaybah (10/513-514) and by Ibn Jarīr in 
his Tafsīr (no. 56). 
202 Manaqibul-Imām Ahmad (p. 169, 172, 203) as-Sunnah no. 
85) of Abī Bakr al-Khallāl. 
203 as-Sunnah (p. 68). 
204 as-Sunnah (no. 85). 
205 as-Sunnah (p. 119) of ‘Abdullāh Ibn Ahmad. 
206 as-Sunnah (1/384). 
207 Tabaqātul-Hanābilah (2/275). 
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208 Related by Ahmad in al-Musnad (2/250) and Abū Dāwūd 
(5/60) and at-Tirmidhī (3/457) from Abī Salamah, from Abū 
Hurayrah. And at-Tirmidhī says about it, “This hadīth is 
hasan sahīh.” 
209 Manāqibul-Imām Ahmad (p. 153, 168, 173). 
210 He is Abū Dāwūd Sulaymān Ibn Ash’ath Ibn Ishāq as-
Sijjistānī, a person of the Sunnah. Imām adh-Dhahabī said 
about him, “The imām, the firm one, the leader of the 
memorizers.” He died in the year 275H. Tadhkiratul-Huffādh 
(2/59) and refer to his biography in Tārīkhul-Baghdād (9/55). 
211 as-Sunnah (no. 96) of al-Khallāl. 
212 Related by Muslim (2/669), by way of ‘Atā’ from ‘Ā’ishah 
213 as-Sunnah (1/307-308) of ‘Abdullāh Ibn Ahmad Ibn 
Hanbal. 
214 as-Sunnah (1/307) of ‘Abdullāh Ibn Ahmad Ibn Hanbal. 
215 Kitābus-Sunnah (p. 77-78) of Imam Ahmad. 
216 Manāqibul-Imām Ahmad (p. 170) of Ibnul-Jawzī as-Sunnah 
(p. 235). 
217 as-Sunnah (p. 235). 
218 as-Sunnah (p. 235). 
219 Manāqibul-Imām Ahmad (p. 163). 
220 Tabaqātul-Hanābilah (1/45). 
221 al-Ibānah (2/538). 
222 Jāmi’ Bayānul-Ilm wa Fadlihi (2/95). 
223 He is Abul-Hasan ‘Ubaydullāh Ibn Yahyā Ibn Khāqān at-
Turkī, then al-Baghdādī, adh-Dhahabī said about him, “The 
great minister … a minister for the representative and the 
ambassador. He obtained favour from the representative and 
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he was very generous.” And Ibn Abī Yahyā said, ‘He quoted 
things from our imām, from them is that he said, ‘I heard 
Ahmad saying: I denied myself the help of the ruler, but it was 
not unlawful.” He died in the year 263H. Siyar A’lāmun-
Nubalā’ (9/13), Tabaqātuil-Hanābilah (1/204). 
224 Dhammul-Kalām (baa/216/qaaf). 
225 Manāqibul-Imām Ahmad (p. 205). 
226 al-Ibānah (2/539) of Ibn Battah. 
227 al-Ibānah (2/539) of Ibn Battah. 
228 al-Ibānah (2/540) of Ibn Battah. 
229 The following biography is taken from Siyar A’lāmun-
Nubalā (6/394-403), slightly adapted. For biographies of Abū 
Hanīfah, refer to: Tabaqātul-Khalīfah (no. 176-327), Tārīkhut-
Bukhārī (8/81), Tārīkhus-Saghīr (2/43), al-Jarh wat-Ta’dīl, 
(8/449-450), Kitābul-Majrūhīn (3/61), Tārīkh Baghdād 
(13/323-324), al-Kāmil fit-Tārīkh (5/549. 585), Wafiyātul-
A’yān (5/415-423), Tahdhībul-Kamāl (no. 1414-1417), 
Tahdhībut-Tahdhīb (1/98/4), Tadhkiratul-Huffādh (1/168), 
Mīzānul-I’tidāl (4/265), al-‘Ibr (1/314), Marātul-Jinān (1/309), 
al-Bidāyah wan-Nihāyah (10/107), Taqrībut-Tahdhīb (10/449-
452), an-Nujūmuz-Zāhirah (2/12), al-Jawāhirul-Mudī’ah 
(1/26-32), Khilāsah Tahdhībul Kamāl (no. 402), 
Shadhamatudh-Dhahab (1/227-229).  
230 Taken from Siyar A’laumun-Nubalā (8/47-130), slightly 
adapted. For biographies of Imām Mālik, refer to: Jamā’ul-’Ilm 
(no. 242) of ash-Shāfi’ī, Tārīkh Khalīfah Ibn Khayāt (1/423, 
2/179), Tabaqāt Khalīfah (no. 275), al-Ma’ārif (no. 498-499) of 
Ibn Qutaybah, al-Muntakhib (no. 106-107) of at-Tabarī, 
Mashāhir ‘Ulamā’ul-Amsār (no. 1110), al-Hilyah (6/316), 
Ansābul’Arab (1/435-436) of Ibn Hazm, Tartībul-Madārik 
(1/102-154), al-Mubhamāt fil-Hadīth (2/34) of an-Nawawī, 
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Tadhkiratul-Huffādh (2/49) of Ibn ‘Abdul-Hādī, Sifatus-
Safwah (2/177-180), al-Kāmil (6/147) of Ibnul-Athīr, 
Tahdhībul-Asmā’ wal-Lughāt (2/75-79) of an-Nawawī, 
Wafiyātul-A’yān (4/135-139), al-‘Ibr (1/272) of adh-Dhahabī, 
Marātul-Jinān (1/373-377), al-Bidāyah wan-Nihāyah (10 /174-
175), ad-Dībājul-Madhhab (1/55-139), Tahdhībut-Tahdhīb 
(10/5), at-Tārīkhul-Kabīr (7/310), at-Tārīkhus-Saghīr (2/220), 
Sharhul-Bukhārī (1/6) of al-Qalshānī, Miftāhus-Sa’ādah 
(2/12), Shadhamatudh-Dhahab (2/12-15), al-Kāshif (3/112), 
Tārīkh Ibn Ma’īn (2/543-546), al-Ansāb (1/287), al-Lubāb 
(1/69), Murūjudh-Dhahab (3/350), Tārīkhul-Khamīs (2/333) 
and Tabaqātul-Qirā’ (2/35) 
231 Related by Ahmad (2/299), at Tirmidhī (no. 2682), Ibn 
Hibbān (no. 2308), al-Hākim (1/91) and al-Bayhaqī (1/286). 
So at-Tirmidhī declared it hasan and it was authenticated by 
Ibn Hibbān and al-Hākim, and adh-Dhahabī agreed. 
232 From the introduction to al-Jarh wat-Ta’dīl (1/13). 
233 From the introduction to al-Jarh wat -Ta’dīl (1/13). 
234 al-Intiqā (p. 38). 
235 Refer to TartībuWadamik (1/144) and Jāmi’ Bayānul-Ilm 
wa Fadhhi (1/54). 
236 al-Intiqā’ (p. 38). 
237 It has been mentioned in marfū’ (raised) form, it is only 
mawqūf (stopped) upon Ibn ‘Abbās. It is related by Ibn Abī 
Shaybah in al-Musannaf (5/48) by way of Hashīm, from 
‘Abdullāh Ibn Talhah al-Khuzā’ī, from Abī Yazīd al-Madīnī, 
from ‘Ikrimah, from Ibn ‘Abbās who said, “There is no divorce 
for the one who is forced, nor the one who is oppressed.” And 
al-Bukhārī (9/343) related it in mu’allaq (suspended) form. 
238 Related by al-Bukhārī (no. 5645). 
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239 Related by Muslim (no. 2999) from Suhayb (radhiyAllāhu 
anhu) and by Ahmad in his Musnad (5/24) from Anas Ibn 
Mālik (radhiyAllāhu anhu). 
240 The following is a summarized translation of Siyar 
A’lāmun-NubaLā’ (10/5-99). For more biographies of Imām 
ash-Shāfi’ī, refer to: Tārīkhul-Kabīr (1/42), at-Tārīkhus Saghīr 
(2/302), al-Jarh wat-Ta’dīt (7/201), Hilyatul-Awliyā’ (9/63-
161), Tārīkh Baghdād (2/56-73), Tabaqātul-Hanābilah 
(1/280), Tartībul-Madārik (2/382), al-Ansāb (7/251254), 
Tārīkh Ibn ‘Asākir (14/395-418, 15/-25), Sifatus-Safwah (2/95), 
Mu’jamul-Ubada’ (17/281-327), Tahdhībul-Asmā’ wal-Lughāt 
(1/44-67), Wafiyātul-A’yān (4/163-169), al-Mukhtasar fī 
Akhbānul-Bashr (2/28-29), Tārīkhul-Islām (11/29), 
Tadhkiratul-Huffādh (1/361-363), al-Kāshif (3/17), al-Wāfī 
bil-Wafiyyāt (2/171-181), Marātul-Jinān (2/1328), al-Bidāyah 
wan-Nihāyah (10/251-254), ad-Dībājul-Madhhab (2/156-161), 
Ghāyatun-Nihāyah (2/95), Tabaqātun-Nihāt (1/21) of Ibn 
Qādī Shahbah, Tahdhībut-Tahdhīb (9/25), an-Nujūmuz-
Zāhirah (2/176), Husnul-Muhādirah (1/303-304), Tabagātul. 
Mufassirīn (2/98), Miftāhus-Sa’ādah (2/88-94), Tārīkhul-
Khamīs (2/ 335), Shadharaudh-Dhahab (2/9-11) and Sharh 
Ihyā’ ‘Ulūmud-Dīn (1/ 191-201). 
241 al-Manāqib (2/128) of al-Bayhaqī. 
242 He is Abul-Hasan Mu�ammad Ibnul-Husayn Ibn Ibrāhīm 
al-Āburī as-Sijjistānī (d.363H), refer to at-Tabaqāt (1/344) of 
as-Subkī. 
243 at-Tārīkh (14/402) of Ibn ‘Asākir. 
244 The following section is take n from Wasiyyatul-Imāmush-
Shāfi’ī (p. 14-22) with the checking of Sa’dud-Dīn Ibn 
Mu�ammadal-Kibbī. 
245 Refer to al-Bidāyah wan-Nihāyah (10/254) of Ibn Kathīr, 
and Siyar A’lāmun-Nubalā’ (10/60) of Imām adh-Dhahabī. 
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246 These verses of poetry have been confirmed upon ash-
Shāfi’ī as is found in al-Bidāyah (10/256) and Dīwānush-Shāfi’ī 
(p. 88) 
247 Related by Abū Dāwūd (no. 4291), al-Hākim (4/522), al-
Khatīb al-Baghdādī in Tārīkh Baghdād (2/61), Ibn ‘Adī in al-
Kāmil (1/123), al-Bayhaqī in Ma’rifatus-Sunan wal-Āathār 
(1/137). It was authenticated by Imām Ahmad, as is found in 
Siyar A’lāmun-Nubalā’ (10/46), and by al-Hākim and adh-
Dhahabī as is found in Faydul-Qader, (2/282). It was also 
authenticated by Shaykh al-Albānī in Sahīh Sunan Abī Dawūd 
(no. 3606). 
248  Refer to al-Bidāyah wan-Ninihayah (10/251) of Ibn Kathīr. 
249 The above section has been taken from Sīratul-Imām 
Ahmad Ibn Hanbal.  
250 Tadhkiratul-Huffādh (2/432). 
251 al-Ibānah an-Usūlid-Diyānah (no. 24) of Abul-Hasan al-
Ash’arī. 
252 Tabaqātush-Shāfi’iyyatul-Kubrā (2/250). 
253 Tabaqātush-Shāfi’iyyatul-Kubrā (2/250). 
254 This section was taken and summarized from the latter part 
of Sīratul-Imām Ahmad Ibn Hanbal. 
255 This part was taken from Mukhtasar Siyar A’lāmun-Nubalā’ 
(1/426-427) 
256 ash-Sharī’ah  (1/312). 
257 Musnad Ishāq (3/670). 
258 Majmū’ul-Fatāwā (7/555-556). 
259 Related by al-Bukhārī (3/170) and Muslim (1/146). 
260 Refer to Maqālātul-Islāmiyyīn (1/213-214). 
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261 Refer to al-Farq baynal-Firaq (p. 202). 
262 For more detail, refer to al-Milal wan-Nihal (1/139) of ash -
Shahrastānī, and al-Fisal (5/73) of Ibn Hazm, and Sharh 
Usūlul-Itiqād (5/988) of al-Lālikā’ī. 
263 “Shaykhul-Islām Ibn Taymiyyah said in al-Īmān (p. 27), 
“And the Murji’ah – along with their variant sects – say, 
‘Committing major sins and abandoning outward duties does 
not cause anything from Īmān to go away. If something from 
it went away, nothing would remain, so it must be one solid 
entity; and the disobedient one and the righteous one are the 
same in regards to it.’ However, the texts from the Messenger 
 and his Companions prove that some of it can go, and some 
of it can remain.” 
264 This section was derived mainly from Sayhatun-Nadhīr (p. 
24-27) of ‘Alī Hasan al-Halabī, slightly adapted. 
265 Taken from Sharh ‘Aqīdah Ahlus-Sunnah (1/403), slightly 
adapted. Refer to the checking of the treatise which was done 
by Mu�ammad Ibn Rabī’ Ibn Hādī al-Madkhalī.  
266 Related by Muslim (1/46). 
267 Refer to al-Īmān (p. 309) of Shaykhul-Islām Ibn Taymiyyah, 
and Uqūdud-Duniyyah (p. 98) of al-Hāfidh Ibn ‘Abdul-Hādī. 
268 Related by Muslim (1/1-3), and refer to Majmū’ul-Fatāwā 
war-Rasā’il (3/143) of Shaykh Mu�ammad Ibn Sālih al-
‘Uthaymīn for a more detailed explanation. 
269 The following is taken from Bayān Mukhālifatul-Kawtharī 
li-Itiqādus-Salaf (p. 57-83) of Dr. Mu�ammad Ibn ‘Abdur-
Rahmān al-Khumayyis, with some additions from the 
translator. Indeed, we deemed it necessary to include this 
refutation, since Imām Abū ‘Uthmān as-Sābūnī (d.449H) said, 
“And along with that they (the Salaf unanimously agreed with 
their saying about the Ahlul-Bid’ah, that they should be 
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subdued, humiliated and disgraced, banished and driven away. 
Indeed one must keep away from them, from those who 
associate with them and from those who are intimate with 
them. And to seek nearness to Allāh  by avoiding them and 
fleeing from them,” ‘Aqīdatus-Sa1af wa Ashābut Hadīth (p. 
112). And Zā’idah Ibn Qudāmah said, “I said to Mansūr Ibnul-
Mu’tamir: When I am fasting can I revile the Ruler? He said: 
No. I then said: Then can I revile the People of Desires? He 
said: Yes.” Refer to al-Hilyah (5/41-42) of Abū Nu’aym and as-
Samt wa Ādābul-Lisān (p. 145) of Ibn Abī Dunyā. 
 
270 Refer to Makānah Ahlul-Hadīth (p. 10), of Shaykh Rabī’ Ibn 
Hādī al-Madkhalī, slightly adapted, and refer to al-Aqā’idus-
Salafiyyah of Ibn Hajar. 
271 Refer to Kitāb Tabdīdudh-Dhalām (p. 41, 154), and the 
notes of al-Kawtharī upon al-Asmā’ was-Sifāt (p. 407, 443-
444), and the notes of al-Kawtharī upon Tabyīn Kadhibul-
Muftarī (p. 18). And refer to Maqālātul-Kawtharī (p. 287, 290,  
301, 306, 315, 327, 330, 334, 338). 
272 Refer to Maqālātul-Kawtharī (p. 324, 320, 301, 307, 325, 
329, 332, 337) 
273 Maqālātul-Kawtharī (p. 330). 
274 at-Ta’nīb (p. 108). 
275 From al-Kawtharī’s notes upon al-Asmā’ was-Sifāt (p. 267) 
of al-Bayhaqī. 
276 Talīqātul-Kawtharī alā’ Kitābul-Asmā was-Sifāt (p. 269). 
277 Refer to at-Ta’nīb (p. 167-168). 
278 at-Ta’nīb (p. 110). 
279 Imām Mu�ammad Ibn Sālih al-’Uthaymīn (d.1420H) 
(rahimahu Allah) said in Sharhul ‘Aqīdatul-Wāsitiyah (1/123), 
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“So for example – the Ash’arīs and the Māturīdīs are not 
considered from Ahlus-Sunnah wal-Jamā’ah in this particular 
matter (i.e. concerning the Names and Attributes of Allāh ). 
Rather, they oppose what the Prophet  and his Companions 
were upon with regards to accepting the Attributes of Allāh  
– the Most Perfect – upon their haqīqah (real meaning). This 
is why, whoever says that Ahlus-Sunnah are three groups: the 
Salafīs, the Ash’arīs and the Māturīdīs – then such a person is 
indeed mistaken. Rather we say: How can all three be 
considered Ahlus-Sunnah and they differ with each other? 
What is there after Truth, except misguidance. How can they 
all be Ahlus-Sunnah, whilst each one of them refutes the other 
– this is not possible except if it is possible to reconcile the 
opposites. There is no doubt however, that one of them is truly 
Ahlus-Sunnah – but which one? Is it the Ash’arīs, the 
Māturīdīs or the Salafīs? Whichever of them agrees with the 
Sunnah is considered to be Ahlus-Sunnah, whilst whichever of 
them opposes it is not. So we say: The Salaf are Ahlus-Sunnah 
wal-Jamā’ah, and this description cannot be true for anyone 
else other than them. So how can those who oppose the 
Sunnah be called Ahlus-Sunnah this is not possible. How is it 
possible to say Ahlus-Sunnah are of three differing groups, but 
we – say that they are in agreement? So where is the agreement 
and consensus? Rather, Ahlus-Sunnah wal-Jamā’ah are those 
who hold on to what the Prophet  and his Companions were 
upon, and to the ‘aqīdah (creed) of the Salaf – until the Day of 
judgement – and they are the Salafīs.” 
280 Refer to at-Ta’nīb (p. 117), at-Targhīb (p. 332), and refer to 
the refutation upon him in Talī’atut-Tankīl (1/65-66). 
281 Refer to the notes of al-Kawtharī upon al-Asmā’ was-Sifāt 
(p. 421-423), Kitāb Tabdīdudh-Dhalām (p. 94-96) and 
Maqālātul-Kawtharī (p. 349). 
282 at-Ta’nīb (p. 223). 
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283 Fathul-Bārī (4/365) Abū Sa’īd (radhiyAllāhu anhu) relates 
that the Prophet  said, “Do not abuse my Companions, for if 
any of you were to spend gold equal to Uhud in charity, it 
would not equal a handful of one of them, or even half of 
that.” Related by al-Bukhārī (no. 318) and Muslim (no. 6087) 
Imām al-Lālikā’ī relates in Sharh Usūlul-I’tiqād (no. 2359), 
that Imām Ahmad said, “If you see anyone speaking ill of the 
Companions of the Messenger of Allāh , then doubt his 
Islām.” Indeed al-Fudayl Ibn ‘Iyād said, “Indeed, I love those 
whom Allāh  loves, they are those from whom the 
Companions of the Messenger of Allāh  are safe. I hate those 
whom Allāh  hates, they are the people of deviant sects and 
innovations.” Al-Hilyah (8/103).  
284 Maqālātul-Kawtharī (p. 332, 327, 126, 307, 301, 325, 336), 
Ta’līqātul-Kawtharī ‘alā Kitābul Asmā’ was-Sifāt (p. 
325, 356, 419, 407). 
285 Refer to Kitāb Tabdīdudh-Dalām (p. 15, 5, 55, 122, 154, 45, 
171, 151). 
286 Kitābudh-Dhalām (p. 81) of al-Kawtharī, and 
Muqaddimatul-Kawtharī lir-Rasā’ilus Subkiyyah (p. 27-28). 
287 Kitābudh-Dhalām (p. 81) and Muqaddimatul-Kawtharī lir-
Rasā’ilus-Subkiyyah (p. 34). 
288 Maqālātul-Kawtharī (p. 320) and Kitābudh-Dhalām (p. 74).  
289 Kitābudh-Dhalām (p. 5) and Muqaddimatul-Kawtharī lir-
Rasā’ilus-Subkiyyah (p. 52). 
290 at-Ta’nīb (p. 109) and Kitābudh-Dhalām (p. 80, 91). 
291 Muqaddimatul-Kawtharī lir-Rasā’ilus-Subkiyyah (p. 46).  
292 Muqaddimatul-Kawtharī fir-Rasā’ilus-Subkiyyah (p. 12).  
293 Kitābudh Dhalām (p. 50). 
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294 Maqālātul-Kawtharī ‘alā Dhīwūl Tadhkiratul-Huffādh (p. 
188). 
295 Kitābudh-Dhalām (p. 80, 140) and Muqaddimatul-
Kawtharī lir-Rasā’ilus-Subkiyyah (p. 21). 
296 Kitābudh Dhalām (p. 50, 55-56). 
297 Kitābudh-Dhalām (p: 54, 60). 
298 Kitābudh Dhalām (p. 50, 63, 82, 140, 143). 
299 Kitābudh-Dhalām (p. 50, 63, 82, 140, 143). 
300 Kitābudh-Dhalām (p. 93). 
301 Kitābudh-Dhalām (p. 16, 81, 105, 116). 
302 Indeed, al-Hāfidh al-Bazzār said, depicting the opponents 
of Ibn Taymiyyah, “You would not see a scholar opposing 
him, dissuading from him, filled with hatred for him, except 
that he was the most greedy of them in gathering the worldly 
goods, the most cunning of them in acquiring them, the most 
ostentatious of them, the most desirous for reputation, and the 
most prolific of them in having lies on his tongue.” al-A’lāmul-
’Uliyyah (p. 82) Mu�ammad Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr as-Subkī said, 
“By Allāh , no one hates Ibn Taymiyyah except for an 
ignoramus or the possessor of desires which have diverted him 
from the truth after he has come to know it,” Raddul-Wāfir (p. 
95) of Ibn Nāsirud-Dīn. The Scholar of the Hanafiyyah, 
Badrud-Dīn al-’Aynī said, “Whosoever says Ibn Taymiyyah is 
a disbeliever, then he is in reality himself a disbeliever, and the 
one who accuses him of heresy is himself a heretic. How is this 
possible when his works are widely available and there is no 
hint of deviation or dissension contained therein,” Raddid-
Wāfir (p. 245). 
303 Kitābudh-Dhalām (p. 24, 28, 30, 66, 170). 
304 Kitābudh-Dhalām (p. 82).  
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305 Kitābudh Dhalām (p. 182). 
306 Kitābudh Dhalām (p. 55, 74). 
307 Kitābudh-Dhalām (p. 55). 
308 Ibid. 
309 Kitābudh-Dhalām (p. 47). 
310 Ibn Hajar al-‘Asqalānī said in his endorsement of Raddul-
Wāfir, “If there were no virtues of Shaykh Taqiyyud-Dīn 
except for his famous student Shaykh Shainsud-Dīn Ibnul-
Qayyim al jawziyyah, the writer of many works, from which 
both his opponents and supporters benefited from then this 
would be a sufficient indication of his great position.” Mullā 
Alī al-Qārī said, “It will become clear to the one who studies 
Madārij-Sālikīn (of Ibnul-Qayyim) that these two (Ibn 
Taymiyyah and Ibnul-Qayyim) are from the greatest of Ahlus -
Sunnah wal-Jamā’ah, and from the awliyā’ of this nation.” 
Mirqātul-Mafātīh (8/251-252). 
311  Imām adh-Dhahabī said about him, ‘He is Mu’dab Marwān 
al-Himār. He was the first one to invent the idea that Allāh  
did not take a khalīl (close friend), nor did He speak to Mūsā, 
and that such an action is impermissible for Allāh . So al-
Madānī said, ‘He was a heretic. Indeed, Wahb said to him, ‘I 
think you will be from amongst those who are destroyed, if 
you do not say to us that Allāh  has a Hand, and that He has 
an Eye.” Mukhtasar Siyar A’lāmun-Nubalā (1/206-207). 
312 Imām adh-Dhahabī said, “He is Abū Muhraz ar-Rāsibī as-
Samarqandī, the writer and speaker. He was a founder of 
misguidance possessing intellect and the ability to argue. He 
wrote to the leader, Hārith Ibn Surayj at Tamīmī. He used to 
deny the Attributes, and he would even deny the Creator 
through his allegations. He used to speak of the creation of the 
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Qur’ān, and he used to say that Allāh  was in every place.” 
Mukhtasar Siyar A’lāmun-Nubalā (1/212). 
313 Muqaddimatul-Kawtharī li-Tabyīn Kadhibul-Muftarī (p. 
12). 
314 at-Ta’nīb (p. 91). 
315  Refer to the clear text of Abū Hanīfah and the distortion of 
al-Kawtharī in his notes upon al-Fiqhul-Absat (p. 49-52). 
316  MaqāluatuhKawtharī (p. 27) and at-Tarhīb (p. 301). 
317 Bulūghul-Amānī (p. 53-54) and Kitāb Tabdīdudh-Dhalām 
(p. 53, 136, 171) As for the people of tafwīd (relegation), then 
they are those “who relegate the knowledge of the meaning of 
the Attributes (to Allāh ), and they claim that this was the 
way of the Salaf. However, the Salaf were free from this way.” 
From the words of Ibnul-’Uthaymīn in al-Qawā’idul-Muthlā 
(p. 77). Shaykhul-Islām Ibn Taymiyyah said in Dar’ut-
Ta’ārudul-’Aql wan-Naql (1/116-118), “As for tafwīd 
(relegation), then it is known that Allāh  has commanded us 
to contemplate upon the Qur’ān, and He has incited us to 
comprehend it and understand it. So how is it possible, along 
with all of that, that He would discourage us from 
understanding, realizing and comprehending it?” He went on 
to say, “So therefore, it could be that whatever Allāh  has 
described Himself with in the Qur’ān, or much of what Allah 
 has described Himself with, was not known to the Prophets 
in terms of meaning. Rather, they said words whose meanings 
they did not comprehend.” Then he said, “it is known that it 
would be a calumny of the Qur’ān and the Prophets if Allāh  
had revealed the Qur’ān and He informed that He made it a 
guidance and clarification for the people, and He commanded 
the Messenger to convey it plainly and to explain to the people 
what had been revealed to them, and He commanded 
contemplation and comprehension of the Qur’ān; yet along 
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with this, He did not inform about the Attributes of the Lord. 
No one knows their meanings. So no one is to comprehend, 
nor to contemplate, nor did the Messenger clarify to the 
people what had been revealed to them. With this implication, 
whatever any heretic or innovator says from his intellect or 
opinion –without knowledge – Is the truth, and there is 
nothing in the texts to invalidate that. This is because those 
texts are now problematic and unclear, and no one knows 
their meaning, and it is not permissible to seek proof from that 
whose meaning no one knows. So such speech aims to close 
the door to the guidance of the Prophets, and it opens the door 
for those who oppose them and say, ‘The guidance and 
clarification is our way, not the way of the Prophets, because 
we know what we are saying and we clarify it with intellectual 
proofs. And the Prophets did not even know what they were 
saying, let alone attempting to explain their meanings.’ So be 
upon clarity with regards to the statement of the people of 
tafwīd, which is the most evil of statements from the 
statements of the people of innovations and heresy, from those 
who claim to be followers of the Sunnah and the Salaf.”  

As for the position of the Salaf towards the Attributes of Allāh 
, then their view could not possibly have been that of tafwīd, 
since they affirmed meanings for the Attributes, as can be seen 
in the following examples: Rabī’atur-Ra’ī (d.136H) said, “Al-
Istiwā is not unknown, and how (it occurs) is not 
comprehendible, and from Allāh  is the Message, upon the 
Messenger is to convey, and upon us is to affirm.” Related by 
al-Bayhaqī in al-Asmā’ was-Sifāt (no. 516) and al-Lālikā’ī in 
Sharh Usūlul-I’tiqād Ahlus-Sunnah wal Jamā’ah (no. 665), Ibn 
Taymiyyah said in Majmū’ul-Fatāwā (5/365), “It is established 
from Rabī’ah.” He also said in al-Hamawiyyah (p. 80), “Al-
Khallāl narrated it with an isnād (chain of narrators), all of 
whom are thiqāt (precise and reliable).” Imām al-Khattābī 
(d.388H) said, “The madhhab (way) of the Salaf with regards 
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to the Sifāt (Attributes of Allāh ) is to affirm them as they 
are ‘alā dhāhir (with their apparent meaning), negating any 
tashbīh (resemblance) to them, nor takyīf (asking how they 
are),” al-Ghuniyah ‘an Kalām wa Ahlihi – as quoted in 
Mukhtasarul-‘Uluww (no. 137). Imām at-Talamankī (d.429H) 
said, “There is ijmā’ (consensus) from Ahlus-Sunnah that 
Allāh  ascended over His Throne bi-Dhātihi (by His Self) … 
There is ijmā’ (consensus) from Ahlus-Sunnah that Allāh  
ascended over His Throne ‘alā haqīqah (in a real sense), not 
‘alal-majāz (metaphorically).” Related by adh-Dhahabī in 
Siyar A’lāmun-Nubalā’ (17/566) And al-Qādī Abū Ya’lā 
(d.458H) said, “It is not permissible to repel these narrations –
as is the way of a group from amongst the Mu’tazilah. Nor to 
become pre-occupied with ta’wīl – as is the way of the 
Ash’ariyyah. It is obligatory to carry them upon their dhāhir 
meaning; and that the Attributes of Allāh  do not resemble 
anyone from His creation, nor do we have an ‘aqīdah (belief) 
that there is any tashbīh (resemblance) to them. Rather, [we 
believe] in what has been reported from our Shaykh and our 
Imām, Abū ‘Abdullāh Ahmad Ibn Mu�ammad Ibn Hanbal, 
and other Scholars of Ashābul-Hadīth,” Ibtālut-Ta’wīlāt (p. 4). 
al-Khatīb al-Baghdādī (d.463H) said, “As for Speech about the 
Attributes, that which is authentically related about them in 
the Sunnah, then the Salaf – may Allāh  be pleased with 
them all – was to affirm them all as they are, ‘alā dhāhir (upon 
their apparent meaning); negating any tashbīh (resemblance) 
to Allāh , and not asking how they are. We do not say that 
al-Yad (the Hand of Allāh ) means His Power, nor that as-
Sama’ (Allāh’s Hearing) and al-Basr (Allāh’s Sight) meaning 
His Knowledge, nor do we say that He has jawārih (limbs).” 
Al-Kalām ‘alas-Sifāt (p. 19-20) Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr (d.463H) said, 
“Ahlus-Sunnah are agreed in affirming all the Sifāt (Attributes) 
which are related in the Qur’ān and the Sunnah, having Īmān 
(faith) in them and understanding them ‘alal-haqīqah (upon 
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their real meaning), not ‘alal-majāz (metaphorically),” at-
Tamhīd (7/145). Shaykh ‘Abdul-Qādir al Jīlānī (d.561H) said, 
“It is essential to carry the Attribute of al-Istiwā by His Dhāt 
(Essence) over the Throne. Istiwā does not mean sitting and 
touching as the Mujassimah and Karrāmiyyah say; nor does it 
mean ‘uluww (highness) – as the Ash’ariyyah say; nor does it 
mean istīlā (conquering or dominating over) – as the 
Mu’tazilah say. None of this is related in the Sharī’ah . Neither 
has this been related from any of the Salafus-Sālih, from the 
Companions and the Tābi’īn, nor from the Ashābul-Hadīth 
(Scholars of Hadīth). Rather, it is related from them that they 
carried al-Istiwā with its apparent meaning,” al-Ghunyatut-
Tālibīn (1/50). Imām al-Qurtubī (d.671H) said, “Not a single 
person from the Salafus-Sālih denied Istiwā over the Throne to 
be haqīqah (in a real sense) … The reality of its kayfiyyah (how 
He ascends) is not known. Imām Mālik said that al-Istiwā is 
known, how is not known, and to ask questions concerning it 
is an innovation.” Al-Jāmi’ li-Ahkāmil-Qur’ān (18/216).  
318 al-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 302). 
319 al-Fiqhul-Absat (p. 56). 
320 Ibid. 
321 al-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 302). 
322 al-Fiqhul-Absat (p. 49-52). 
323 Kitāb Tabdedudh-Dhalām (p: 35, 78). 
324  Ta’īqātul-Kawtharī ‘alā Kitābul-Asmā’ was-Sifāt (p. 406) 
and Tabdīdudh-Dhalām (p. 35, 78). 
325  Sharhul-Wasiyyah (p. 10). 
326  Sharhul-Wasiyyah (p. 31). 
327 Ta’līqātul-Kawtharī ‘alā Kitābul-Asmā’ was-Sifāt (p. 405-
406) and Kitāb Tabdīdudh Dhalām (p. 111-112). 
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328 Ibid.  
329 Itiqādus-Salaf Ashābul-Hadīth (p. 42) and Jalā’ul-A’yān (p. 
353). 
330 Itiqādus-Salaf Ashābul-Hadīth (p. 49). 
331 Kitāb Tabdīdudh-Dhalam (p. 112-113). 
332  Talīqātul-Kawtharī ‘alā Kitābul-Asmā’ was-Sifāt (p. 449-
450) Abū ‘Abdullāh Ibn Abī Hafs al-Bukhārī said in his book: 
Ibrāhīm Ibnul-Ash’ath said: “I heard al-Fudayl Ibn ‘Iyād 
(d.187H) say, “When a Jahmī says to you, ‘We do not believe 
in a Lord that descends to His place (yanzilu ‘alā makānihi),’ 
then say, “I believe in a Lord who does whatever He wills.” 
‘Aqīdatus-Salaf wa Ashābi-Hadīth (p. 50) and Usūlul-Ftiqād 
(no. 775) of al-Lālikā’ī. Ahmad Ibn ‘Alī al-Abār said, ‘I heard 
Yahyā Ibn Ma’īn say, “When you hear a Jahmī saying: ‘I 
disbelieve in a Lord that descends,’ then say, ‘I believe in a 
Lord that does whatever He wills.” Usūlu-I’tiqād of al-Lālikā’ī 
(no. 776). And Hammād Ibn Salamah said, “Abuse whosoever 
you see rejecting this (i.e. the Descent of Allāh  to the Lowest 
Heaven).” al-Arba’īn fī Sifātillāh (no. 49). 
333 al-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 302). 
334 Ta’leqātul-Kawtharī ‘alā Kitābul-Asmā’ was-Sifāt (p. 314). 
335 Ta’leqātul-Kawtharī ‘alā Kitābul-Asmā’ was-Sifāt (p. 317). 
336 al-Fiqh ul-Akbar (p. 301). 
337 Sharh Wasiyyatul-Imām Abī Hanīfah  (p. 10).  
338 Ta’leqātul-Kawtharī ‘alā Kitābul-Asmā’ was-Sifāt (p. 251). 
339  Refer to at-Ta’nīb (p. 96-97, 107) and Muqaddimatul-Kitāb 
Tabyīn Kadhibul-Muftarī (p. 15). 
340 at-Ta’nīb (p. 96-97). 
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341 al-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 302). 
342 Ta’līqātul-Kawtharī ‘alā Kitābul-Insāf (p. 95) of al-Bāqilānī. 
343 Refer to Rūhul-Ma’ānī (11/98, 6/129). 
344 Refer to Bahrur-Rā’iq (/24), Rūhul-Ma’ānī (17/213) and al-
Mirqāt Sharhut-Mishkam (2/202). 
345 Refer to the Hāshiyah (2/439-440) of Ibn ‘Ābidīn and al-
Bahrur-Rā’iq (2/298). 
346 Tuhfatul-Fuqahā’ (3/67). 
347 Al-Bahrur-Rā’iq (2/298). 
348 Al-Fatāwā al-Hindiyyah (6/323-326) and al-Bahrur-Rā’iq 
(2/88, 5/124). 
349 Al-Bahrur-Rā’iq (5/ 124). 
350 Kitāb Tabdīdudh-Dhalām (p. 162) and Maqālātul-Kawtharī 
(p. 385).  
351 Kitāb Tabdīdudh-Dhalām (p. 162). 
352 Kitāb Tabdīdudh-Dhalām (p. 162) and Maqālātul-Kawtharī 
(p. 385). 
353 Jundub Ibn ‘Abdullāh al-Bajalī said that he heard the 
Prophet  say – five days before he died, “Verily those before 
you took the graves of their Prophets and righteous people as 
places of worship, so do not take the graves as places of 
worship. Indeed I forbid you from this!” Related by Muslim 
(2/67-68), Abū ‘Awānah (1/104) and others. From Abū 
Hurayrah that the Messenger of Allāh  said, “O Allāh , do 
not turn my grave into an idol. May the curse of Allāh  be 
upon those who take the graves of their Prophets as places of 
worship.” Related by Ahmad (no. 7352), Ibn Sa’d (2/241-242) 
and others. Its chain of narrators is authentic. ‘Abdullāh Ibn 
Sharjīl Hasanah said, “I saw ‘Uthmān Ibn ‘Affān order the 
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leveling of the graves. So it was said to him, ‘This is the grave 
of Umm ‘Amr the daughter of ‘Uthmān!’ However, he 
commanded that it too should be leveled.” Related by Ibn Abī 
Shaybah in al-Musannaf (4/138) and Abū Zur’ah in at-Tārīkh 
(22/2) with an authentic chain of narrators. From Abul-Hayyāj 
al-Asadī who said, “‘Alī Ibn Abī Tālib said to me, ‘Shall I not 
send you for what the Messenger of Allāh  sent me? That you 
deface all statues and pictures and that you level all elevated 
graves.” Related by Muslim (3/61), Abū Dāwūd (3/70), an-
Nisā’ī (1/285) and others. Abū Burdah said, “Abū Mūsā al-
Ash’arī advised us before he died, saying, ‘You should hasten 
with my janāzah … and do not put in my lahad (a cleavage in 
the side of the grave where the body is placed) anything that 
will come between me and the earth, nor build anything over 
my grave. So bear witness that I am free of those women who 
shave their heads, tear their clothes or beat their cheeks.’ They 
said, ‘Did you hear anything about this?’ He said: ‘Yes, from 
the Messenger of Allāh !” Related by Ahmad (4/397) with a 
strong chain of narrators. 
354 Maqālātul-Kawtharī (p. 156-158). 
355 Maqālātul-Kawtharī (p. 156-157). 
356 ad-Durrul Manthūr (6/396-397). 
357 Sharhul-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 198). 
358 Sharhul-Aqedatut-Tahāwiyyah (p. 234), Ithāfifs-Sādatut-
Muttaqīn (2/285), Sharhul-Fiqhul-Akbar (p. 198). 
359 Maqālātul-Kawtharī (p. 378-379, 386). 
360 Maqālātul-Kawtharī (p. 380). 
361 Maqālātul-Kawtharī (p. 378-379, 386). 
362 Kitābudh-Dhalām (p. 155-156). 
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363 Sharhul-Aqedatut-Tahāwiyyah (p. 42) with the notes of al-
Albānī. 
364 at-Ta’nīb (p. 60-66). 
365 at-Ta’nīb (p. 60), Ta’līqātul-Kawtharī ‘alā Kitābut-Tanbīh 
(p. 48) and al-Farq baynal-Firaq (p. 123). 
366  Tārīkh Baghdād (3/3 31). 
367 The following is taken from Sittu Durar min Usūl Ahlil-
Athar (p. 51-61) of Shaykh ‘Abdul-Mālik Ramadānī al-jazā’irī. 
368 Sahīh: Related by Ahmad (4/102), Abū Dāwūd (no. 4597), 
ad-Dārimī (2/241), at-Tabarānī (9/376, 884-885) and al-
Hākim (1/28). It was authenticated by al-Albānī in Silsilatul-
Ahādīthus-Sahīhah (no. 203). 
369 Hadīth Iftirāqul-Ummah ilā Nayyif wa Sab’īn Firqah (p. 67-
68). 
370 Sahīh: Related by an-Nisā’ī (no. 184) and Ahmad (1/435) 
and this wording is by him. It is also related by ad-Dārimī 
(1/67-68) and at-Tabarī in Jami’ul-Bayān (8/65).  
371 at-Tafsīrul-Qayyim (p. 14-15). 
372 al-Fawā’id (p. 90). 
373 al-Fawā’id (p. 223). 
374 Sahīh: Related by Abū ‘Ubayd in Fadā’ilul-Qur’ān (p. 75), 
ad-Dārimī (2/433), as-Sunnah (no. 22) of Ibn Nasr, Fadā’ilul-
Qur’ān (p. 74) of Ibn Darīs, and Ibn Jarīr in his Tafsīr (no. 
7566), at-Tabarānī (9/9031), ash-Sharī’ah (no. 16) of al-Ājurrī, 
at-Ibānah (no. 135) of Ibn Battah. 
375 Sahīh: Related by at-Tabarānī (10/10454), al-Bayhaqī in 
ash-Shu’ab (4/1487). And the likes of it has been related by Ibn 
Jarīr in his Tafsīr (8/88-89). 
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376 Hasan: Related by Ibn Nasr in as-Sunnah (no. 69), Ibnul-
Waddāh in al-Bida’ (no. 76), al-Hākirn (1/93), and al-Albānī 
declared it authentic in his notes to al-Mishkāt (no. 186). 
377 Related by Muslim (no. 746) and Ahmad (6/91, 163). 
378 Sahīh: Related by Abū Dāwūd (no. 4607) and at-Tirmidhī 
(no. 2676). 
379 al-Ibānah (1/237) of Ibn Battah al-‘Akbarī.  
380 Sahīh: Related by Ahmad (4/126), Ibn Mājah (no. 5, 43), as-
Sunnah (no. 48-49) of Ibn Abī ‘Āsim and al-Hākim (1/96). It 
was authenticated by al-Albānī in Dhilālul-Jannah fī Takhrījis-
Sunnah (1/27). 
381 Related by Ibn Zamnīn in Usūlus-Sunnah (no. 8) and al-
Lālikā’ī in Sharh Usūlul I’tiqād (no. 201), al-Khatīb al-
Baghdādī in al-Faqīh wal-Mutafaqqih (p. 476-480), Jāmi’ 
Bayānul-’Ilm wa Fadlihi (no. 2001, 2003-2005), Ibn Hazm in 
at-Ihkām (6/42-43), and al-Bayhaqī in al-Madkhal (no. 213) 
and Qiwāmus-Sunnah (1/205). 
382 For a detailed explanation of this, refer to Flāmul-
Muwaqqi’īn (1/63). 
383 Sahīh: Related by Wakī’ in az Zuhd (no. 315), ‘Abdur-
Razzāq (no. 20456), Abū  Khaythamah in al-Ilm (no. 54), 
Ahmad in az-Zuhd (p. 62), ad-Dārimī (1/69), Ibnul-Waddāh 
in al-Bida’ (no. 60), Ibn Nast in as-Sunnah (no. 78, 85), at-
Tabarānī (9/8770,8845), Ibn Battah in al-Ibānah (no. 168-169), 
al-Lālikā’ī in Sharh Usūlul-I’tiqād (no. 104-108), al-Bayhaqī in 
al-Madkhal (no.387-388), al-Khatīb in al-Faqīh wal-
Mutafaqqih (1/43). It was authenticated by al-Albānī in 
Kitābul-’Ilm of Abī Khaythamah. 
384 Sahīh: Related by Ibn Nasr in as-Sunnah (no. 82), al-Lālikā’ī 
in Sharh Usūlul-Ftiqād (no. 126) and al-Bayhaqī in al- 
Madkhal (no. 191). 
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385 Related by ad-Dārimī (1/53), Ibn Waddāh in al-Bida’ (no. 
61), Ibn Nasr in as-Sunnah (no. 83), Ibn Battah in al-Ibānah 
(no.200-206), and al-Khatīb in al-Faqīh wal-Mutafaqqih 
(1/83). 
386 Hasan: Related by Ishāq Ibn Rāhwayh, as is found in al-
Matlabul-Āliyah (no. 1306), Ibn Abī Shaybah (4/103) and by 
at Tabarānī (24/92) by way of him. And it is related by Ahmad 
(1/252, 323, 337) and by at-Tabarānī also in al-Awsat (1/42) 
and by al-Khatīb al-Baghdādī in al-Faqīh wal-Mutafaqqih (no. 
379-380) and by Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr in his Jāmi’ (no. 2378-2381). 
It was authenticated by Ibn Hajar in al-Matlab, and it was 
declared hasan by al-Haythamī in al-Majma’ (3/234) and by 
Ibn Muflih in al-Ādābush-Shar’iyyah (2/66). 
387 Fathul-Majīd Sharh Kitābut-Tawhīd (p. 338). 
388 Fathul-Majīd (p. 339-340). 
389 Related by al-Qādī ‘Iyād in ash-Shifā’ (2/676). 
390 Related by al-Bukhārī (13/100) and Muslim (no. 1829), 
from ‘Umar (radhiyAllāhu anhu). 
391 Sahīh: Related by at-Tirmidhī (no. 2168), who 
authenticated it. The hadīth was related from Abū Bakr as-
Siddīq. 
392 Majmū’ul-Fatāwā wa Maqālātul-Mutanawwi’ah (4/134). 
393 Sahīh: Related by Mālik (2/899), it was authenticated by 
Shaykh al-Albānī in Sahīhul-Jāmi’ (no. 3391). 
394 Shaikh Sālih Ibn Fawzān al-Fawzān says, “So verily the 
soundness of the ‘aqīdah (creed) is the primary basis, because 
testifying that there is no deity worthy of worship besides 
Allāh, and that Mu�ammad is the Messenger of Allāh, is the 
first pillar of Islām. So the first thing that the Prophets called 
their peoples to was the soundness (islāh) of the ‘aqīdah, due 
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to the fact that all of the deeds, acts of worship, and 
movements are built upon that, and without the correct 
‘aqīdah, there is no benefit in any actions. Allāh the Exalted 
said,  

 {    §     ¦  ¥  ¤  £  ¢  ¡  �z 

“But if they had associated partners with Allāh, 
whatever they were doing would have become worthless 
for them.”  

[Sūrah An’ām 6:88]  

That is to say, that their actions would have become nullified. 
Allāh the Glorified and Exalted said,  

 {  o  n  m  l  k    j  i  v  ut  s  r   q  p
   y  x  wz 

“Verily whoever associates others with Allāh, 
then indeed Allāh has prohibited Paradise upon him, 
and his dwelling place shall be the Fire. And the 
transgressors will not have any helpers.” 

[Sūrah Mā’idah 5:72]  

Allāh the Exalted said,  

 {  ©  ¨      §  ¦  ¥  ¤  £   ¢  ¡  �
  ¯  ®  ¬  «  ªz 

“And indeed We revealed to you, and to those before 
you, that if you committed Shirk, then your actions 
would have become worthless, and you would be from 
the losers.” 

[Sūrah Zumar 39:65]  
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It becomes clear from these texts and other than them, that the 
soundness of ‘aqīdah is the most important matter in 
Revelation, and it is the utmost priority in da’wah (calling to 
Allāh ). So the first thing that must be established in the 
da’wah is the correct ‘aqīdah. So indeed the Prophet  
remained in Makkatul-Mukarramah for thirteen years after 
being sent, calling the people to the rectification of the ‘aqīdah 
and to Tawhīd, and the obligatory duties were not revealed to 
him, except in al-Madīnah. Yes, the Prayer was revealed to 
him in Makkah before the hijrah (migration to al-Madīnah), 
according to that which proves that actions are not to be 
pursued except after having attained the correct ‘aqīdah. So 
this person who says that it is sufficient for him to have Īmān 
(faith), without giving attention to ‘aqīdah, then this statement 
is self-contradictory, because Īmān cannot truly be Īmān, 
except with the correct ‘aqīdah. If you are not upon the correct 
‘aqīdah, then there is no Īmān (faith), nor Religion,” 
Murāji’ātfī Fiqhil-Wāqi’ (p. 42-43) of Dr. ‘Abdullāh Ibn 
Mu�ammad ar-Rifā’ī.  
395 When Shaykh Sālih Ibn Fawzān al-Fawzān was asked, ‘How 
is the ‘aqīdah related to the day to day life of the Muslim and 
his actions.’ He answered, “As I have explained, when the 
‘aqīdah is correct, the deeds will become righteous, because 
the correct ‘aqīdah directs the Muslim to do righteous deeds, 
and it directs him towards goodness and praiseworthy actions. 
This is because when he testifies that there is no deity worthy 
of worship besides Allāh , it is a testification built upon 
knowledge and yaqīn (certainty of faith), and recognition of its 
meaning. It directs him to righteous deeds, because the 
testification that there is no deity worthy of worship besides 
Allāh  is not merely a statement uttered upon the tongue. 
Rather, it is an open proclamation of belief and action, and 
this testification will not be correct, nor beneficial, until it is 
followed up by righteous deeds. So carrying out the pillars of 
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Īmān (faith), and whatever is an increase upon that from the 
commandments of the Religion and its duties, and the sum 
total of its supererogatory deeds.” Murāji’āt fī Fiqhil-Wāqi’ (p. 
43).  

And Shaykh Mu�ammad Nāsirud-Dīn al-Albānī (rahimahu 
Allah) said, “Therefore, we believe with certainty, that every 
group that does not establish itself upon the foundation of the 
Book and the Sunnah and the manhaj (methodology) of the 
Salafus-Sālih having extensively and comprehensively studied 
the rulings of Islām, the large and the small, the principles and 
the branches – then this group will not be from the Saved-Sect; 
the Sect which proceeds upon the Straight Path which was 
indicated by the Messenger  in the authentic hadīth. And if 
we imagined that there are separate groups in the Islāmic 
lands, upon this manhaj (methodology), then they will not be 
considered as being parties, rather they are a single group, 
with a single manhaj and its path is a single one. Though they 
are separated by land, they are not, however, separated in 
thoughts, ‘aqīdah (beliefs), or manhaj. Rather this separation 
is only due to a physical separation in land – as opposed to the 
various groups and parties, which may even be in a single land, 
yet despite this, each party is pleased only with that which it 
possesses. As for these types of parties, we do not believe that 
they are upon the Straight Path. Rather we state with certainty, 
that they are upon those paths at the head of each one is a devil 
calling the people to it. And hopefully this contains an answer 
for what has preceded.” Fatāwā Shaykh al-Albānī (p. 113-114) 
And the Imām of Ahlus-Sunnah, Mu�ammad Ibn Sālih al-
‘Uthaymīn (d.1421H) (rahimahu Allah) said, “And some 
people say: It is not possible for the da’wah (call) to be strong 
unless it is done within the framework of a party! We say to 
that: This is incorrect! Rather, the da’wah will be strong 
whenever the person is under the Book of Allāh  and the 
Sunnah of His Messenger  – following the narrations of the 
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Prophet  and that of his Companions.” From a cassette 
entitled Majmū’ Kalāmul-’Ulamā fī ‘Abdur-Rahmān ‘Abdul-
Khāliq (side two).  
396 at-Tasfiyah wat-Tarbiyah wa Hājatul-Muslimīn ilayhā (p. 
29-31), slightly adapted. 
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